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Abstract
In this dissertation, we consider a range of different problems in systems, control, and
learning theory and practice. In Part I, we look at problems in control of complex networks.
In Chapter 1, we consider the performance analysis of a class of linear noisy dynamical
systems. In Chapter 2, we look at the optimal design problems for these networks. In
Chapter 3, we consider dynamical networks where interactions between the networks occur
randomly in time. And in the last chapter of this part, in Chapter 4, we look at dynamical
networks wherein coupling between the subsystems (or agents) changes nonlinearly based
on the difference between the state of the subsystems. In Part II, we consider estimation
problems wherein we deal with a large body of variables (i.e., at large scale). This part starts
with Chapter 5, in which we consider the problem of sampling from a dynamical network in
space and time for initial state recovery. In Chapter 6, we consider a similar problem with
the difference that the observations instead of point samples become continuous observations
that happen in Lebesgue measurable observations. In Chapter 7, we consider an estimation
problem in which the location of a robot during the navigation is estimated using the
information of a large number of surrounding features and we would like to select the most
informative features using an efficient algorithm. In Part III, we look at active perception
problems, which are approached using reinforcement learning techniques. This part starts
with Chapter 8, in which we tackle the problem of multi-agent reinforcement learning where
the agents communicate and classify as a team. In Chapter 9, we consider a single agent
version of the same problem, wherein a layered architecture replaces the architectures of the
previous chapter. Then, we use reinforcement learning to design the meta-layer (to select
goals), action-layer (to select local actions), and perception-layer (to conduct classification).
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Part I:
Control Problems in Complex
Networked Systems
2
Chapter 1
Performance Analysis of Noisy
Dynamical Networks
1.1 Introduction
Developing tools to reduce design complexity has been in the center of recent research in
networked control systems [1–5]. In several important applications, network design problem
reduces to finding an optimal communication (graph) topology among a network of identical
subsystems that are coupled to each other through some common mission-related control
objectives. Examples include formation control in a cooperative team of robots [6], the
platoon of vehicles in automated highways [7], space-time rendezvous in a team of robots,
and networks of synchronous oscillators in power networks. In fact, the recent jumps in the
underlying technology have ignited several applications of these ideas [8, 9].
Here we bring a brief history of the origins of research in this field. From a control the-
oretic perspective, Tsitsiklis pioneered in systematically looking at the machinery required
to tackle the decentralized coordination of the agents [10]. The relationship between this
notion and the concept of consensus became more clear later. The seminal paper by Fax
and Murray [11] is one of the earliest endeavors in the modern control that highlighted the
connection of consensus problem to the Laplacian matrix of the underlying graph. Two
significant extensions were carried out by Jadbabaie et. al. [12] and Olfati-Saber and Mur-
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ray [13, 14], where the simple connectivity assumptions for the graph of the network were
relaxed. These pieces have been either a foundation or inspiration for contributions in dif-
ferent directions. For instance, the consensus over random networks [15,16] or time-varying
topologies [17], rendezvous using proximity graphs [18], consensus of double-integrators [19],
or with self-triggered communications [20] are a fraction of ideas that were followed by the
community.
The design problem usually involves the optimization of a measure of performance or
robustness while respecting various constraints. Due to their combinatorial nature, most
network design problems become intractable as network size increases and suffer from high
computational complexities. Possibility of characterizing performance and robustness mea-
sures in closed and explicit forms will significantly facilitate the design process by allowing
the network designer to identify relevant functional properties of the measures and their
behaviors with respect to the interconnection topology. In this chapter, we present ex-
plicit expressions for the H2-norm, as a performance and robustness measure, of a class of
interconnected network of linear control systems.
The authors of [21] consider coherency of a platoon of vehicles by evaluating the H2-
norm of second-order consensus algorithms and propose several scaling laws for various
scenarios of coordination. In [22], ill-posedness of a certain class of platoons is investigated
and shown that stabilizability deteriorates as the size of the platoon increases. The string
stability of a class of formation problems with limited communication range is studied
in [23], where a fundamental limit on the disturbance rejection quality of the network in
the frequency domain is derived. The stability and robustness of large platoon of vehicles
with double-integrator dynamics are considered in [24], where it is shown that how scaling
of a robustness measure (in terms of the platoon size) to external disturbances improves
from geometric to polynomial growth when vehicles are allowed to communicate with their
two immediate neighbors. In [25], robustness analysis and distributed H∞ controller design
of platoon of vehicles with third-order models and undirected communication topologies
are considered. In [26], several graph theoretic bounds on the H2-based performance of
linear consensus networks with first- and second-order dynamics are characterized and it is
shown how the performance measure scales with the network size and depends on structural
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properties of the communication topology. In [27], the authors consider distributed H2 and
H∞ controller design for a multi-agent system whose subsystems have general linear time-
invariant dynamics. Using a consensus-like algorithm and notion of the grounded graph
(e.g., see [28]) to model coupling of agents to leaders, it is shown under what conditions
such controllers exist and how they can be suboptimally designed.
In this Chapter, we consider a network of identical subsystems that are connected over an
undirected graph and subject to external disturbance and measurement noise. We propose
a methodology to express the steady-state variance of the output of a class of intercon-
nected linear time-invariant networks as a rational function of their Laplacian eigenvalues.
Our method extends the existing results in the literature for first- and second-order linear
consensus network models (cf. [2] and reference in there). We illustrate that the notion
of minimum connectivity threshold is useful for the design of the feedback gains for these
networks. It turns out that stabilizability of the nodal dynamics (and detectability in case
of observer-based output-feedback) guarantee the existence of such designs. Using these
developments, it is shown that fundamental limits may emerge for networks whose subsys-
tems are non-minimum phase. We find graph-theoretic bounds for the performance of the
network, which paves the way to find scaling laws for the performance measure. Moreover,
a tradeoff between the graph sparsity and performance measure is revealed. Additionally,
for networks over path or cycle graphs, we find the asymptotic trend of the performance
measure. We bring two extensions of the analyses for the cases of observer-based output
feedback as well as a class of composite networks. We have included several parametric and
numerical examples to support our theoretical contributions. Our approach is advantageous
for the design of these dynamical networks. Our spectral expressions can facilitate solv-
ing of underlying optimal control problems: instead of dealing directly with optimization
problems with high-dimensional matrices, our method leverages the structure of the control
system and decouples the roles of typically low-dimensional feedback gains and the eigen-
spectrum of the communication graph. The proofs and additional details of the examples
of this chapter are included in the appendix.
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1.2 Notations and Preliminaries
Here we bring the notations and preliminaries used throughout this chapter. Most of these
notations are adapted in the upcoming chapters as well.
The sets of real and integer numbers are denoted by R and Z, respectively. The + and ++
subscripts denote the nonnegative and positive subsets of a set, respectively (e.g. R+). Tr(.)
represents matrix trace. The partial ordering on the cone of positive-semidefinite matrices is
denoted via  and similar operators. The standard basis for RN is denoted by {e1, . . . , eN}.
The vector and matrix of ones are denoted by 1N ∈ RN and JN ∈ RN×N , respectively. Also,
IN and MN = IN − JN/N are identity and centering matrices, respectively. The centering
matrix subtracts the average of a vector from every element; i.e., for any vector x ∈ RN , it
holds that
MN x = x−
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
xi
)
1N . (1.1)
The vectorization is denoted by vec(S). The Kronecker product is denoted by A ⊗ B.
The matrix transpose and conjugate transpose are denoted by (.)T and (.)∗ superscripts,
respectively. A weighted undirected graph over N nodes is a collection G = (V, E , k), with a
set of nodes V = {1, 2, . . . , N}, a set of edges E ⊂ {{i, j} : i, j ∈ V}, and a weight function
k : E → R+. We define kij := k({i, j}) = kji and form the (symmetric) graph Laplacian
L = [lij ] ∈ RN×N with entries
lij =

∑
{i,j}∈E
kij if i = j
− kij if i 6= j
. (1.2)
The set of neighbors of a node is Ni :=
{
j ∈ V ∣∣ {i, j} ∈ E} for i ∈ V. The eigenvalues of
L are denoted by λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λN , which are real and nonnegative for a weighted undirected
graph. For a connected graph, λ1 = 0 with eigenvector 1N , and λ2 > 0. The Laplacian
eigendecomposition is L = UΛUT , where U is its orthonormal matrix of eigenvectors and
Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λN ).
Consider two positive sequences {pn}n∈Z+ and {qn}n∈Z+ . To compare their asymptotic
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behavior, consider the following notations.
qn = O(pn) if qn/pn ≤ C for some C > 0.
qn = O(pn)⇔ pn = Ω(qn).
qn = O(pn), qn = Ω(pn)⇔ qn = Θ(pn).
qn ∼ pn ⇔ lim
n→∞ qn/pn = 1.
1.3 Problem Statement
We consider an interconnected network of N subsystems where the dynamics of the i’th
subsystem are governed by
Si :

x˙i(t) = Axi(t) + Bui(t) + E ξi(t)
yi(t) = Hxi(t) + σ ηi(t)
zi(t) = Cxi(t),
, (1.3)
for i = 1, . . . , N , in which xi(t) ∈ Rn is the state vector of the subsystem, ui(t) ∈ Rp
is the control input, ξi(t) ∈ Rm1 is an exogenous disturbance input, ηi(t) ∈ Rm3 is the
measurement noise, yi(t) ∈ Rq is the measurable output, and zi(t) ∈ Rm2 is the performance
output. The matrices A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×p, C ∈ Rm2×n, E ∈ Rn×m1 , and H ∈ Rq×n are
fixed known matrices. Parameter σ ≥ 0 dictates the magnitude of the measurement noise
compared to the disturbance process. The state of the entire network is
x(t) :=
[
x1(t)
T , x2(t)
T , . . . , xN (t)
T
]T ∈ RNn.
The vectors representing the network input, disturbance, feedback noise, feedback output,
and controlled output are similarly defined and denoted by u, ξ, η, y, and z, respectively.
The control objective for the network is to achieve asymptotic synchronization (or con-
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sensus), i.e., to fulfil the goal
xi(t)− xj(t)→ 0 as t→∞
for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. To realize this objective, we employ the following feedback control
law
ui(t) = −
∑
j∈Ni
Kij
(
yi(t)− yj(t)
)
(1.4)
for each subsystem i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The subsystems are allowed to exchange their relative
output measurements information over an undirected communication graph G. It is assumed
that the structure of the feedback gain matrices Kij ∈ Rp×q are restricted to
Kij = kijK
where kij ’s are nonnegative scalars (i.e., the weights of graph G) and K ∈ Rptimesq is the
common factor among all feedback gain matrices.
When stabilizing feedback control law (1.4) exists and there is no exogenous noise, i.e.,
E = 0 and σ = 0, one can show that xi(t)− xj(t) → 0 as t → ∞ holds for the closed-loop
network. However, in the presence of noise, the state variables will fluctuate around the
consensus state. Let us quantify these fluctuations. First, note that the deviation from the
average of state of a subsystems is
νi(t) := zi(t)− 1
N
N∑
j=1
zi(t) (1.5)
for every node i ∈ V. We can represent (1.5) in vector form as
ν(t) = (MN ⊗ Im1) z(t) = (MN ⊗C)x(t), (1.6)
where MN is the centering matrix of size N . We inspect that the network (1.3) with
control law (1.4) asymptotically reaches consensus if and only if vector of deviations from
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the average ν(t) asymptotically goes to zero. Since control law (1.4) can be rewritten as
u(t) = −(L⊗KH)x(t), (1.7)
the controller synthesis breaks into two components: designing a feedback gain K and
designing a weighted undirected graph with Laplacian L. It is assumed that measurement
noise and disturbance are both Gaussian, uncorrelated, and with independent components
with unit variance.In order to measure the aggregate fluctuations in the network, we adopt
the steady-state variance of the deviation from the average as a measure of performance for
the design, which is defined by
ρ(L,K) := lim
t→∞E
{‖ν(t)‖22} . (1.8)
The research problems are to characterize performance measure (1.8) in terms of Lapla-
cian eigenvalues of the underlying communication graph of the network, illustrate role of
feedback (and observer) gains in stability and emergence of fundamental limits on perfor-
mance measure and design tradeoffs, and derive scaling laws for the performance as the
network grows.
1.4 Stability and Performance Measure Characterization
We look at the stability criteria for these dynamical networks. Moreover, we derive and
characterize spectral expressions for the performance measure. For brevity, we remove the
time argument from the variables in the rest of this chapter.
Once we apply feedback control protocol (1.4), the closed-loop dynamics of the state of
the network are given by
x˙ = (IN ⊗A− L⊗BKH)x+ (In ⊗E) ξ − (L ⊗ σIm3)η. (1.9)
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We define auxiliary variables r, χ, and γ to be
r := (UT ⊗ In)x, χ := (UT ⊗ Im1) ξ, x, γ := (UT ⊗ Im3)η. (1.10)
Then, the following dynamical decoupling is realized (see [27] for the case of state-feedback
without the measurement noise).
Proposition 1.4.1. By the change of variables (1.10), the resulting closed-loop network
dynamics given by (1.9) are decoupled into N systems
Σi : r˙i = (A− λi BKH) ri + Eχi − λiBKσγi, (1.11)
for each i = 1, 2, . . . , N . In the absence of disturbance and noise, the network reaches
consensus if and only if systems Σ2, . . . ,ΣN are asymptotically stable.
We leverage this decoupling to arrive at spectral expressions for the performance measure
of the network.
Theorem 1.4.2. Suppose that in (1.11) systems Σ2, . . . ,ΣN are asymptotically stable.
Then, the performance measure can be expressed as
ρ(L,K) =
N∑
i=2
φ(λi,K), (1.12)
with the performance function φ(λ,K) given by
φ(λ,K) := Tr
(
CP(λ,K)CT
)
, (1.13)
which is a rational function of λ and entries of K. The map P(λ,K) is the unique positive-
definite solution to an algebraic Lyapunov equation given by
(A− λBKH)P(λ,K) + P(λ,K)(A− λBKH)T + EET + λ2σ2BK(BK)T = 0, (1.14)
for all values of λ that make A− λBKH a Hurwitz matrix.
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The dimension of the dynamics of each subsystem is often small and has nothing to do
with the number of subsystems. Therefore, evaluation of performance function φ(λ,K) can
be done via symbolically solving Lyapunov equation (1.14) after converting it to a linear
system by vectorization (see the proof of Theorem 1.4.2).
Due to linearity of the Lyapunov equation in terms EET +λ2σ2BK(BK)T one inspects
that the performance function φ can be decomposed into two components according to
φ(λ,K) = φξ(λ,K) + σ
2φη(λ,K),
in which spectral functions φξ and φη only reflect the effect of disturbance and measurement
noise, respectively.
Remark 1. In this Chapter, we occasionally skip argument K in φ(λ,K) and denote it as
φ(λ). In those cases, we solely consider the dependence of the functions on the eigenvalues
of the graph Laplacian (i.e., for a fixed feedback gain K).
Remark 2. A part of the result of Theorem 1.4.2 is hidden in the analysis provided in [27],
in the case of state-feedback. However, the authors did not explicitly derive the spectral
expressions for the performance.
1.4.1 Extension of Stability Analysis to Observer Design
We extend the previous analysis to the output-feedback and synthesize a decentralized
observer. We show that the separation principal in the linear filtering using Luenberger
observers is naturally carried into this design as well.
Our procedure consists of four steps:
(i) We augment the dynamics of subsystem i by an observer variable xˆi ∈ Rn, whose
dynamics are governed by
˙ˆxi = Axˆi + Bui + uˆi, (1.15)
where uˆi ∈ Rn is an auxiliary control input for the observer. We will set the value of this
input in a decentralized manner in the last step.
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(ii) As it is usual in the observer design, we use xˆi to compute
ui = −Kxˆi. (1.16)
(iii) In addition to the relative output feedback on Hxi, the subsystems should share the
value of Hxˆi with their neighbors. Once we consider these three steps, the augmented
dynamics of subsystem i are given by
Sˆi :

x˙i
˙ˆxi
 =
A −BK
0 A−BK

xi
xˆi
+
 0
In
 uˆi +
E
0
 ξi
yˆi =
H 0
0 H

xi
xˆi
+
Im3
0
 ηi
zi =
[
C 0
]xi
xˆi

, (1.17)
Variable yˆi has the same role as yi in (1.3); i.e., the augmented subsystems will use the
relative-feedback on this variable.
(iv) We use the following theorem and design the gain of control law (1.4) when applied on
subsystems Sˆi in (1.17), which in this case will be an observer gain.
Theorem 1.4.3. Suppose that we apply control law (1.4) on augmented subsystems Sˆi in
(1.17) by setting
uˆi = −Fˆ
∑
j∈Ni
aij(yˆi − yˆj), (1.18)
where the observer gain is set to be
Fˆ =
[− F, F ] ∈ Rn×(2q). (1.19)
Moreover, assume that F ∈ Rn×q is chosen such that A−λiFH is Hurwitz for i = 2, . . . , N .
Then, the estimation and regulation are separated: if we apply control input ui given in
(1.16) for any K that makes A−BK a Hurwitz matrix, then the network with this observer-
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based relative output-feedback reaches the consensus in the absence of disturbance and noise.
For this design, we denote the resulting performance function by φ(λ,K,F). This func-
tion can be found similar to the case of simple state-feedback, except that we need the
augmented matrices of Sˆi given in (1.17) for solving (1.14) and evaluation of this function.
Remark 3. Note that the separation principal only holds in the stability analysis. The
resulting performance functions φ(λ,K,F) may not be decomposed into functions that
only depend on one of gains K or F.
The separation principal together with the duality between the estimation and regulation
let us prove similar results for the quality of estimation using this decentralized observer.
We now elaborate. First, we define the error of estimation using this observer as
e(t) := xˆ(t)− x(t). (1.20)
Because we are only employing the relative feedback, we may only control the deviations of
the error components from their average. These deviations are reflected by the variable
δ(t) := (MN ⊗ In) e(t). (1.21)
Next, we define the estimation measure for network as
µ(L,F) := lim
t→∞E
{‖δ(t)‖22} . (1.22)
The dual of system Σi in (1.11) is
Υi : r˙i = (A− λi FH) ri + Eχi − λiσFγi , (1.23)
which lets us deduce the next result (compare to Theorem 1.4.2).
Theorem 1.4.4. Suppose that in (1.23) systems Υ2, . . . ,ΥN are asymptotically stable.
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Then, we can express the estimation measure as
µ(L,F) =
N∑
i=2
ψ(λi,K), (1.24)
with the estimation function ψ(λ,K) given by
ψ(λ,K) := Tr (Q(λ,K)) , (1.25)
which is a rational function of λ and entries of F. The map Q(λ,K) is the unique positive-
definite solution to an algebraic Lyapunov equation given by
(A− λFH)Q(λ,K) + Q(λ,K)(A− λFH)T + EET + λ2σ2FTF = 0, (1.26)
for all values of λ that make A− λFH a Hurwitz matrix.
Remark 4. In [29], the authors propose the following alternative observer-based approach.
They define their observer variable vi to follow the dynamics
v˙i = Fvi + Gyi + TBui, (1.27)
and define their control law as
ui = KQ1
N∑
i=1
aij(yi − yj) + KQ2
N∑
i=1
aij(vi − vj), (1.28)
where matrix F has no eigenvalue in common with A, the pair (F,G) is stabilizable, and T
is the unique solution to Sylvester equation TA−FT = GC. Then, they design K,Q1 and
Q2 such that a design with minimum connectivity threshold is achieved. One can see that
our design is different and simpler as we only need a feedback gain K and an observer gain
F. Moreover, our approach is built upon the separation principle between the regulation
and estimation, which is also the case in the classical Luenberger (or LQG) observer design.
Therefore, unlike our approach, It is not evident how the separation principal shows up in
their design.
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1.5 Design of Control Law Gains
We investigate the problem of finding feedback gains and focus on gains inducing a minimum
connectivity threshold. This property makes the design process with respect to the graph
more tractable. After that, we discuss related performance limitations.
1.5.1 Minimum Connectivity Threshold
We define the minimum connectivity threshold λ˜(K) ∈ [0,∞] for a feedback gain K to be
λ˜(K) := inf
λ>0
{
λ : (A− cBKH) is Hurwitz for c > λ}. (1.29)
Similar notions have been reported (e.g. [27]), while our goal is characterization of conditions
for finding gains with λ˜(K) <∞1. The following definition is for this purpose.
Definition 1.5.1. The feedback gain K is said to have an unbounded stability region if
λ˜(K) ∈ [0,∞).
If K has an unbounded stability region, then the network is robust to all increases in
the connectivity: if the network is output-stable for a given graph G1 with Laplacian L1,
then for every graph G2 with Laplacian L2 and G1 ⊂ G2, the network is still output-stable.
The reason is that λi(L1) ≤ λi(L2) for i = 2, . . . , N (this has been emphasized in [27] as
well). Moreover, this makes the stability analysis with respect to the graph more tractable,
since ensuring λ2(L) > λ˜(K) guarantees the output-stability of network. Before bringing
methods to find such feedback gains, let us look at a consequence of choosing them.
Theorem 1.5.2. For a network designed with a feedback gain K that in endowed by a
connectivity threshold λ˜(K) < ∞, the performance function φ(λ) is analytic on interval
(λ˜(K),∞).
The openness of the interval of interest in Theorem 1.5.2 suggests that if λ˜(K) > 0,
we need to maintain a minimum distance from this value. This will make sure that the
stability margin is large enough.
1λ˜(K) =∞ corresponds to finding the infimum of the empty set in (1.29).
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1.5.2 State-Feedback Minimum Connectivity Design
Let us consider the state-feedback (i.e., H = In in (1.3)). It turns out that the stabilizability
is the necessary and sufficient condition for existence a gain K that induces a bounded
threshold λ˜(K).
Theorem 1.5.3. If (A,B) is stabilizable, then for every value of c > 0, the choice of
feedback gain given by
K =
1
2
BTQ−1, (1.30)
satisfies λ˜(K) ∈ [0, c], where Q  0 is a solution to the following feasible linear matrix
inequality.
AQ + QAT − cBBT ≺ 0. (1.31)
Conversely, if there exists a gain K with λ˜(K) <∞, then (A,B) is stabilizable.
The linear matrix inequality (LMI) (1.31) is a computational tool to find a gain K
for a given network and graph with a minimum connectivity threshold at most equal to c
(see Example 1.9.1). The solvability of LMI (1.31) is called the quadratic stabilizability of
(A,B) by means of a linear state-feedback (see Section 7.2 of [30]).
Remark 5. This result is inspired by Theorem 11 in [27], while our main contribution is to
clarify the role of stabilizability in existence of feedback gains with minimum connectivity
threshold.
Remark 6. The optimality in choice of Q is not the concern in Theorem 1.5.3. Instead,
we focus on the existence of designs for K with a minimum connectivity design. In fact,
various performance criteria could potentially get addressed. For instance, suppose that for
some d > 0, we replace LMI (1.31) with
AQ + QAT − cBBT + 2dQ ≺ 0. (1.32)
Then, for K computed from (1.30) using any solution to this inequality Q  0, not only
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λ˜(K) ≤ c, but also for each eigenvalue λ > λ˜(K), the poles of A − λBK have real parts
less than −d (see [31]). As another example, authors of [27] brought a version of the matrix
inequality which ensures that each decoupled subsystem Σi has H2-norm less than a desired
value, which they state that could be conservative in practice. Criteria such as robustness or
non-fragility could be potentially added by building on top of (1.31) as well (e.g. see [32]).
1.5.3 Observer-Based Minimum Connectivity Design for Output-Feedback
The duality between the derived conditions on A−λiFH in Theorem 1.4.3 and on A−λiBK
in Theorem 1.5.3 lets us conclude the following result that resembles the result of Theorem
1.5.3.
Theorem 1.5.4. Suppose that (A,H) is detectable. Then, for every c > 0, the following
observer gain for the settings of Theorem 1.4.3, has an unbounded stability region with
λ˜ (F) ∈ [0, c].
Fˆ =
[
−1
2
Q−1HT ,
1
2
Q−1HT
]
∈ Rn×(2q), (1.33)
where Q  0 is a solution to the following feasible LMI.
ATQ + QA− cHTH ≺ 0. (1.34)
Conversely, if under the settings of Theorem 4 an observer gain F has a bounded λ˜(F), then
(A,H) is detectable.
The LMI (1.34) is the quadratic stabilizability condition for the dual pair (AT ,HT ) (it
is stabilizable since (A,H) is detectable).
1.5.4 Asymptotic Performance and Estimation Bounds
An important design question is if the performance function φ(λ,K) can be made arbitrarily
small, which is related to the notion of almost disturbance decoupling [33]: attenuating the
effect of the disturbance in a performance metric as much as desired. We study the case of
relative state-feedback below.
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Theorem 1.5.5. Suppose that (A,B) is stabilizable and (A,C) is detectable and that σ = 0.
For all pairs of λ > 0 and K for which A − λBK is Hurwitz, the performance function
resulting from the relative state-feedback is bounded from below according to
φ(λ,K) > Tr
(
ETP0E
)
, (1.35)
for a positive semi-definite matrix P0 given by
P0 := lim
→0
P (1.36)
where P is the unique positive semi-definite solution to the parametric algebraic Riccati
equation
ATP + PA + C
TC− −2PBBTP = 0. (1.37)
Matrix P0 is zero if and only if transfer matrix C(sIn − A)−1B is right-invertible and
minimum-phase.
For instance, if the transfer matrix is C(sIn − A)−1B non minimum-phase and the
columns of E are not in the null space of P0, then the bound in (1.35) is strictly positive.
The dual of this result for estimation quality is given below, whose proof is identical to
Theorem 1.5.5 and has been omitted.
Theorem 1.5.6. Suppose that (A,E) is stabilizable and (A,H) is detectable. If for some
gain F, A− λiFH are Hurwitz for i = 2, . . . , N , then
ψ(λ,F) > Tr(S0),
for a positive semi-definite matrix S0 given by
S0 := lim
σ→0
Sσ, (1.38)
where Sσ is the unique positive semi-definite solution to the parametric algebraic Riccati
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equation
ASσ + SσA
T + EET − σ−2SσHTHSσ = 0; (1.39)
Matrix S0 is zero if and only if transfer matrix H(sIn − A)−1E is right-invertible and
minimum-phase.
1.5.5 Parametric Evaluation of λ˜(K)
In both relative state or output feedback designs, if n is not large (e.g. n ∼ 1 to 4),
we may design K with an unbounded stability region using Routh-Hurwitz criteria and
explicitly evaluate λ˜(K). In fact, the characteristic equation of the matrix A− λBKH for
the decoupled systems for eigenvalue λ is
pλ(s) = p(s;λ,K) = det (s In − (A− λBKH)) . (1.40)
They must be Hurwitz polynomials for λ = λ2, . . . , λN . As we enforce the Routh-Hurwitz
criteria, we find a set of essentially nonlinear inequalities involving λ and elements of K,
such that the minimum connectivity threshold is realizable and evaluable based on values
of K (see the next section for examples).
1.6 Examples of Performance Analysis
In this section, before bringing more theoretical contributions, we bring different classes
of subsystems and characterize their performance within this framework. Note that more
details from these examples have been provided in Appendix Q. In many examples in this
chapter, we are interested in convexity of the performance functions. This is due to the fact
that this property would let us derive graph theoretic performance bounds for the network
(see Section 1.8).
First, we consider two single-input single-output controllable subsystems under the rel-
ative state-feedback, where the disturbance and control input drive the dynamics from the
same channel (without the measurement noise).
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Realization φ(λ,K)
s1 :
A = −a,
B = E = 1, C = 1
1
2(kλ+ a)
s2 :
A =
[
0 1
−a2 −a1
]
B = E =
[
0 1
]T
C = [b1 b0]
b20k1λ+ a2b
2
0 + b
2
1
2(k2λ+ a1)(k1λ+ a2)
Table 1.1: The subsystems investigated in Example 1.6.1 together with the performance
functions in the case of relative state-feedback with σ = 0. We assume that a, a1, a2 ≥ 0.
Example 1.6.1. Consider the subsystems given in Table 1.1, where we have also reported
the corresponding performance functions. For the nodal dynamics s1 and s2, supposing
that K = k > 0 and K = [k1, k2]  0, respectively, in both cases λ˜(K) = 0. Moreover, for
λ > λ˜(K), performance function φ(λ) is strictly convex and strictly decreasing. If all ai’s
are zero and C = eT1 , these subsystems are called single and double-integrators, respectively.
As a numerical example, let us consider double-integrators with k1 = k2 = 1. Then, using
the second row of Table 1.1 we get
φ(λ) =
1
2λ2
. (1.41)
This is a well-known result (e.g. see [34]).
Example 1.6.2. Consider double-integrators with relative feedback only on positions; i.e.,
H = [1, 0].
We use the decentralized observer of Theorem 1.5.4. We let K = [k1, k2]  0 and set the
observer gain to be F = [f1, f2]
T . Theorem 1.4.3 requires the stability analysis for matrix
A− λFH, which is Hurwitz if and only if f1, f2 > 0. Then, we get λ˜(F) = 0. We can show
that
φ(λ,K,F) =
c1λ
4 + c2λ
3 + c3λ
2 + c4λ+ c5
c6λ4 + c7λ3 + c8λ2
, (1.42)
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where c1 to c8 are polynomials of k1, k2, f1, and f2. Using the observer with k1 = k2 = f1 =
f2 = 1, (1.42) becomes
φ(λ) =
9λ4 + 11λ3 + 9λ2 + 4λ+ 1
6λ4 + 2λ2
. (1.43)
One observes that for weak connectivity regimes (i.e., λ near zero), φ(λ) in (1.43) is close
to the function in (1.41), while as λ increases, the performance function corresponding to
relative state-feedback vanishes, while the function from observer design does not.
Example 1.6.3. We consider a triple-integrator subsystem with dynamics
...
x i = ui + ξi. (1.44)
Let us choose the state to be [xi, x˙i, x¨i]
T with element-wise positive gain K = [k1, k2, k3]  0.
We can show that
φ(λ,K) =
k3
2(k1k2k3λ2 − k21λ)
, λ˜(K) =
k1
k2k3
. (1.45)
The next two examples also have performance functions that under conditions become
strictly decreasing and convex.
Example 1.6.4. The dynamics of a harmonic oscillator of mass m are governed by
x¨i = −2ζω0x˙i − ω20xi +
ui
m
+
ξi
m
, (1.46)
where ζ is the damping ratio and ω0 is the undamped angular frequency (see [35]). We
consider C = [1, 0] and compute φ(λ) with the relative state-feedback on [x, x˙]T with K =
[k1, k2]  0. Using arguments similar to Example 1.6.1, if we define α1 := mω20/k1 and
α2 := 2mω0ζ/k2 we get the performance function
φ(λ,K) =
1
2k1k2 (λ+ α1) (λ+ α2)
. (1.47)
Again, for element-wise positive feedback gains, φ(λ) is strictly convex and strictly decreas-
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ing for λ > λ˜(K) = 0.
Example 1.6.5 (Platoon of Vehicles). We consider a network of vehicles, in which the position
of i’th vehicle is denoted by pi ∈ R. It has the third-order dynamics
τ
...
p i + p¨i = ui + ξi, (1.48)
where the input ui ∈ R is the desired acceleration and ξi ∈ R is the disturbance. The time-
constant τ > 0 characterizes how fast the vehicles responds to the acceleration command.
The state vector is chosen as [pi, p˙i, p¨i]
T , where they denote the (errors in) the position,
velocity, and acceleration of the vehicles in the platoon, respectively (see [25] for more
details). The state-space matrices are given in the appendix. Using relative state-feedback,
by application of the Routh-Hurwitz criteria we find that if K = [k1, k2, k3] satisfies k1, k2 >
0, k3 ≥ 0, we get
λ˜(K) =

0 if k3 = 0
max
{
0,
τk1 − k2
k2k3
}
if k3 > 0
. (1.49)
We can show that if σ = 0, we get
φ(λ,K) =
1
2k1k2
k3λ+ 1
k3λ3 + (k2 − k1τ)λ2/k2 . (1.50)
If k3 = 0, the design corresponds to a relative output-feedback on only positions and
velocities, with a performance function
φ(λ) =
1
2k1(k2 − k1τ)λ2 ,
which is strictly convex and strictly decreasing for λ > λ˜(K) = 0. If k3 > 0, we have the
relative state-feedback and for λ > λ˜(K) the same argument holds (see the appendix).
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Example 1.6.6. Consider a network with nodal matrices
A =
0 1
0 0
 , B =
0
1
 , C = [−ζ 1] ,
for ζ > 0 and σ = 0. We observer that the subsystems have a non minimum-phase input-
output transfer function
C(s I2 −A)−1B = s− ζ
s2
,
where ζ > 0 is the location of the right-hand plane zero. Let us consider the relative state-
feedback. We can show that in this case, we have P0 = diag (2ζ, 0). For a disturbance
matrix E = [α, β]T , Theorem 1.5.5 gives us the bound
φ(λ,K) > Tr
(
ETP0E
)
= 2ζα2. (1.51)
Alternatively, if we use the relative state-feedback, we can show that the corresponding
performance function φ(λ,K) is
α2(k1 + k2ζ)
2λ2 + (2k1α
2ζ2 + 2k2αβζ
2 + k1β
2)λ+ β2ζ2
2k1k2λ2
,
which is strictly convex and decreasing for λ > λ˜(K) = 0. Now, for any gain K with an
unbounded stability region
lim
λ→∞
φ(λ,K) =
α2(k1 + k2ζ)
2
2k1k2
= α2
(1 + rζ)2
2r
, (1.52)
where r := k2/k1. By differentiation with respect to r, we find that the right side attains
its minimum at r = 1/ζ. Thus
φ(λ,K) > lim
λ→∞
φ(λ,K)|k2/k1=1/ζ = 2ζα2, (1.53)
which is the same bound as (1.51). The bound on the performance function scales with the
magnitude of the right-hand plane zero at ζ. One inspects that if the disturbance enters
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the subsystem from the same channel as the control input, we do not face a fundamental
limitation on the performance, because in this case it does not touch the zero dynamics of
the subsystems (see [36] for a similar observation in the case of H∞-norm).
Example 1.6.7. In this example, first, we consider two different designs for a network of
double-integrator agents with measurement noise. Recall that the magnitude of feedback
noises is controlled by parameter σ > 0.
(i) the relative state-feedback without the filtering (i.e., without the decentralized observer):
in this case, using K = [k1, k2], we can show that
φ(λ,K) =
1
k1k2λ2
+ σ2
k21 + k
2
2
2k1k2
, (1.54)
in which the first term can be recovered from Table 1.1 and the second term appears due
to the measurement noises.
(ii) the relative output-feedback on positions with the decentralized observer: in this case
φ(λ) = φξ(λ,K) + σ
2 c9λ
2 + c10λ+ c11
c12λ2 + c13λ+ c14
, (1.55)
in which φξ is the performance function read from (1.42) and c9 to c14 are polynomials of
ki’s and fi’s. For instance, in the case of k1 = k2 = f1 = f2 = 1, this function becomes
φ(λ) =
9λ4 + 11λ3 + 9λ2 + 4λ+ 1
2(3λ2 + 1)
+ σ2
6λ2 + 5λ+ 1
2(3λ2 + 1)
. (1.56)
Next, we find estimation function ψ(λ,F). We can show that
ψ(λ,F) =
1
2f1f2λ2
+
σ2
2
(
f1λ+
f2
f1
)
. (1.57)
The first term is due to the disturbances, while the second term originates from the feedback
noises. The transfer matrix H(sI−A)−1E is right-invertible and minimum-phase. Hence, as
Theorem 1.5.6 suggests, as noise density σ shrinks, one can make the estimation arbitrarily
precise by increasing the magnitude of observer gains f1 and f2.
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1.7 Analysis of Network of Networks
We introduce and analyze a class of networks of networks that are built by a repeated
application of control law (1.4). For simplicity of the developments, we neglect the feedback
noises (i.e., set σ = 0). One can show that the same approach works in the presence of
those noises as well.
1.7.1 Construction Procedure for Composite Networks
First, we build identical networks using control law (1.4) over graph G1. We denote the
number of nodes of G1 by m and the order of the state-space realization for each subsystem
by n. Moreover, we denote the feedback gain used to build each network by K1 ∈ Rp×q. Let
us denote the state of the subsystem j in module or subnetwork i by x
(i)
j ∈ Rn. Similarly,
we denote the rest of corresponding variables. The Laplacian matrix corresponding to G1
is also denoted by L1. For the subsequent analysis, let us define the following matrices
A˜ := Im ⊗A− L1 ⊗BK1H, B˜ := em ⊗B, (1.58)
E˜ := Im ⊗E, C˜ := Im ⊗C, H˜ := eTm ⊗H.
According to (1.9), the dynamics of the subnetwork i are given by
x˙(i) = A˜x(i) + E˜ ξ(i), (1.59)
where x(i) :=
[
(x
(i)
1 )
T . . . (x
(i)
m )T
]T
∈ Rmn, is the state vector of module i and disturbance
vector ξ(i) ∈ Rmm1 is defined similarly. Without loss of generality, we designate the last
node in graph G1 as the port of the module2, which corresponds to a subsystem that we
can add a term to its control input. This converts (1.59) to new open-loop dynamics
x˙(i) = A˜x(i) + B˜u(i) + E˜ ξ(i), (1.60)
2 If we wish to choose another node, we can simply relabel the nodes.
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wherein u(i) ∈ Rm is a tunable control input to the module. Moreover, we assume that two
modules can become interconnected only through their port nodes. Then, the only variable
that module i can use for relative feedback is the output variable for the port node, which
is denoted by
y(i) = H˜x(i) = Hx(i)m . (1.61)
We collect N instances of these networks with dynamics (1.60) and feedback variables (1.61)
to construct a composite network. Therefore, the subsystems equivalent to Si in (1.3) for
this network design are
S(i) :

x˙(i) = A˜x(i) + B˜u(i) + E˜ξ(i)
y(i) = H˜x(i)
z(i) = C˜x(i)
, (1.62)
with the structured matrices defined by (1.58). Now, we build a modular network by
application of control law (1.4) with N modules (or subnetworks) connected over a higher
level graph G2 with feedback K2 ∈ Rp×q. 3 If {i, j} ∈ E2 has a weight denoted by bij , then
the application of control law (1.4) will be
u(i) = −K2
∑
{i,j}∈E2
bij
(
y(i)m − y(j)m
)
. (1.63)
We have N modules and each one consists of m subsystems. Therefore, the consensus
output of the entire network should be
νnn(t) := (MNm ⊗C)x(t). (1.64)
Then, we set its steady-state variance as the performance measure
ρnn(L2,K2) := lim
t→∞E
{‖νnn(t)‖22} , (1.65)
3 Feedback gains K1 and K2 are matrices of the same dimension because we have chosen one node as
the port of a subnetwork.
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PP P
P
G1
G2
P: port of the subnetwork
Figure 1.1: An illustration of the proposed model for a network of networks, where the
subnetworks over graph G1 are interconnected via their port nodes (designated with letter
P) over graph G2.
where L2 is the graph Laplacian of G2.
In Fig. 1.1, we illustrate this composite structure using an example: we have four
modules and inside each of them, three subsystems are interconnected over graph G1, in
this case a complete graph. These subnetworks are then connected via their ports over
another graph G2, which in this case is a path graph.
Interpretation of Construction: Let say modules (or subnetworks) i and j are connected,
thus {i, j} ∈ E2. Then, the ports of these two modules will have access to the relative
difference of their feedback output y
(i)
m − y(j)m and will reflect this feedback term in their
control input. Mathematically speaking, the input to the port node4 in module i is
u(i)m =−K1
∑
{m,k}∈E1
amk
(
y(i)m − y(i)k
)
(1.66)
−K2
∑
{i,j}∈E2
bij
(
y(i)m − y(j)m
)
.
The first term is due to initial application of control law (1.4) over G1 with an edge set E1,
while the second term is u(i) from (1.63) based on the composite network design over G2.
1.7.2 Stability and Performance of Composite Networks
Theorem 1.7.1. Consider a dynamical network over graph G1 with a bounded performance
measure ρ(L1,K1). Suppose that in Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 we apply control law (1.4)
4 Recall that the port node is arbitrary chosen or labeled to be number m.
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on systems S(i) defined in (1.62) over G2 with feedback gain K2. The resulting composite
network reaches consensus if and only if A˜− λi(L2)B˜K2H˜ is Hurwitz for nonzero eigen-
values of L2. Moreover, if φnn(λ,K) is the performance function derived from Theorem 1
for subsystems S(i) defined in (1.62), then
ρnn(L2,K2) = ρ(L1,K1) +
N∑
i=2
φnn (λi(L2),K2). (1.67)
The significance of this result is that for a fixed module graph G1 with Laplacian L1
and K1, the value of ρ(L1,K1) and the form of composite performance function φnn are
fixed. Thus, we can quantify the role of higher level graph G2 and feedback gain K2 in
the performance of the composite network by looking at the second term. The extra term
compared to Theorem 1.4.2 appears because
νnn = (MNm ⊗C)x 6=
(
MN ⊗ C˜
)
x, (1.68)
where the right-hand side is the output that would have resulted in an expression of form
(1.12).
Remark 7. If a subnetwork is one subsystem, then (1.67) reduces to (1.12), since each
subsystem as a network satisfies ρ(L1,K1) = 0.
1.7.3 Minimum Connectivity Design For Composite Networks
We show that if λ˜(K1) < ∞, then there exists a simple choice for K2 such that it has
also an unbounded stability region in terms of the eigenvalues of higher level Laplacian L2;
i.e., λ˜(K2) exists and if λ > λ˜(K2) then A˜− λB˜K2H˜ is Hurwitz. This would remedy the
concerns about possible complexities in the design of K2 over graph G2 .
Theorem 1.7.2. Suppose that the subnetworks are built over any graph G1 and feedback
gain K1, which has an unbounded stability region. For any α > 0, let us choose the feedback
gain of the composite network to be K2 = αK1. Then, K2 has an unbounded stability region
with respect to the eigenvalues of higher level Laplacian L2.
This result is simplified if λ˜(K1) = 0.
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Dynamics Performance Function φnn(λ)
single-integrator
2(m− 1)λ+m2
2mkλ
double-integrator
(m− 1)(m+ 2)λ2 + 2m2(m− 1)λ+m4
2m2k1k2λ2
Table 1.2: Performance functions for a composite network with complete graph subnetworks
of single and double-integrator agents. Each module has m nodes and the feedback gains
are assumed to be identical over both graphs (see Example 1.7.5).
Corollary 1.7.3. Suppose that the subnetworks of the network of networks are built with
K1, which induces λ˜(K1) = 0. Let us choose K2 = αK1 for some α > 0 in the design of
the described composite networks. Then, higher level feedback gain K2 satisfies λ˜(K2) = 0
with respect to the eigenvalues of higher level Laplacian L2.
1.7.4 Examples of Networks of Networks
Example 1.7.4. Consider a modular network with subnetworks of single-integrators over
an unweighted path graph G1 of m nodes, where the last node of the module is its port.
We choose K1 = k1 > 0, so the open-loop dynamics of the modules before design of the
composite network based on (1.60) are
x˙(i) = −k1L1x(i) + emu(i) + Imξ(i), (1.69)
where x(i) ∈ Rm, ξ(i) ∈ Rm, u(i) ∈ R, and L1 is Laplacian of the unweighted path graph
over m nodes. Then, choosing K2 = k2 > 0, the performance function of the composite
network is
φnn(λ) =
(m(m− 1)/2)k2λ+ k1m
2k1k2λ
. (1.70)
Based on Corollary 1.7.3 in the higher level λ˜(K2) = 0. Moreover, we inspect that the
resulting family of functions is strictly convex and decreasing for λ > 0 (see the appendix
for the details).
Example 1.7.5. Consider a modular network, where each subnetwork consists of subsystems
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with the single or double-integrator dynamics. In this case, we set G1 to be the unweighted
complete graph over m nodes (similar to the example illustrated in Fig. 1.1 for the subnet-
works with m = 3). Therefore, unlike Example 1.7.4, no matter which node is chosen as
the port, the subnetwork will be the identical. For element-wise positive feedback gains K1
and K2, Corollary 1.7.3 again implies that the minimum connectivity threshold in terms
of the eigenvalues of L2 for both nodal dynamics is zero. Moreover, let K1 = K2 = k > 0
for the single-integrators and K1 = K2 = [k1, k2]  0 for the double-integrators (for sim-
plicity). Using the solution to the Lyapunov equation, we find performance function φnn(λ)
for these subnetworks, which are e given in Table 1.2. These functions are strictly convex
and decreasing for λ > 0. As a sanity check, for m = 2 the unweighted path and complete
graphs coincide and the first formula in Table 1.2 and the result in (1.70) produce identical
functions for k1 = k2 = k (see the appendix for more details).
1.8 Performance Bounds and Scaling Laws
We look at the cases where combining the information on graph parameters and derived
performance functions can give us macroscopic information on the performance measure.
The first type of bounds depend upon the convexity of the performance functions, since they
are for networks over any connected graph. The second type of bounds relay on specific
graph structures. This waives the requirement for additional properties of the performance
functions.
1.8.1 Performance Bounds and Scaling
In Sections 1.6 and 1.7, a majority of the derived performance functions are convex. In
what follows, we show that this property is useful in derivation of performance bounds.
First resul
Theorem 1.8.1. Consider a network of N subsystems with a performance functions φ(λ)
that is convex. The performance measure over an unweighted graph with M edges and
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Figure 1.2: The fraction of connected unweighted graphs for which the ratio r1 is less than
a threshold (see Example 1.8.2)
maximum nodal degree of ∆ is lower-bounded according to
ρ(L,K) ≥ φ(1 + ∆) + (N − 2)φ
(
2M − 1−∆
N − 2
)
, (1.71)
where the equality holds if and only if graph G is either complete graph or star graph.
Example 1.8.2. Consider a network with nodal dynamics s2, a1 = 0 and b0 = b1 = k1 =
k2 = a2 = 1. For all connected unweighted graphs with 3 to 7 nodes, we do a survey for the
ratio of the sides of inequality (1.71), that is
r1 :=
ρ(L,K)
φ(1 + ∆) + (N − 2)φ
(
2M − 1−∆
N − 2
) ≥ 1.
The distribution of r1 versus N is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. As N increases, it tends to an
almost fixed curve (with a growing tail), where about 90% of the graphs induce a ratio r1
less than 2. This shows how tight is this bound.
Theorem 1.8.3. Consider a network of N subsystems with a performance functions φ(λ)
that is convex. The performance measure over any weighted graph with a total weight of W
is lower-bounded according to
ρ(L,K) ≥ (N − 1)φ
(
2W
N − 1
)
, (1.72)
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where the equality holds if and only if the graph is complete and with identical weights.
Theorems 1.8.1 and 1.8.3 give rules of thumb about the best achievable value of the
performance measure. To do so, we combine information on the nodal dynamics (through
the form of the performance function) and macroscopic level graph information (number of
edges or total graph weight).
Corollary 1.8.4. Under the settings of Theorem 1.8.3, it holds that
ρ(L,K) = Ω (Nφ (W/N)) . (1.73)
Performance-Sparsity Tradeoff: Suppose that φ(λ) is also decreasing. For an unweighted
graph, W = M . Therefore, we can reorganize the result of Theorem 1.8.3 and write
φ
(
2M
N − 1
)
≤ ρ(L,K)
N − 1 . (1.74)
This result is useful in quantification of the following tradeoff: as the graph of the network
becomes sparser, the best attainable value of the performance measure will increase. The
following example highlights two specific cases.
Example 1.6.1 (Continued). For networks with subsystems that have s1 dynamics, Corollary
1.8.4 implies that over any unweighted graph
ρ(L,K) = Ω
(
N2/M
)
. (1.75)
For networks with subsystems of s2 dynamics we deduce
ρ(L,K) =

Ω
(
N3/M2
)
if b0 = 0
Ω
(
N2/M
)
if b0 6= 0
. (1.76)
For instance, in the special case of a1 = a2 = 0 for s2 we get
b20(N − 1)2
4k2M
+
b21(N − 1)3
8k1k2M2
≤ ρ(L,K), (1.77)
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that clearly reflects the sparsity-performance tradeoff for a consensus network of double-
integrators (see [26] for a similar result for single-integrator agents).
1.8.2 Performance Asymptotic over Path and Cycles
We show that we can grasp the asymptotic behavior of ρ(L,K) over a path or cycle graph
by an appropriate integration.
Theorem 1.8.5. For a network of N subsystems over an unweighted path or cycle graph
with a feedback gain K that satisfies λ˜(K) = 0, it holds that
ρ(L,K) = Θ (N ΓN ) , (1.78)
where ΓN can be computed using a parametric integral
ΓN :=
∫ 1
1/N
φ
(
2− 2 cos(pix)) dx. (1.79)
Moreover, if φ(λ) is bounded at λ = 0, then it holds that
lim
N→∞
NΓN
ρ(L,K)
= 1. (1.80)
If φ(λ) is bounded at the origin, we can prove even more.
Corollary 1.8.6. The performance measure scales similarly with respect to N over un-
weighted path and cycle graphs. Moreover, if φ(λ) is bounded at 0, the performance measure
over the paths and cycles converge to the same value as N →∞.
We should emphasize on few points about these results:
(i) Theorem 1.8.5 does not depend on neither convexity nor monotonicity of φ(λ);
(ii) the requirement λ˜(K) = 0 is natural, since as N increases λ2(L) = Θ(1/N
2); i.e., it
becomes arbitrary small. Otherwise, there exist N1 such that for N ≥ N1, λ2 < λ˜(K).
(iii) This approximation idea has been previously reported, e.g. in [37] it is used for esti-
mation of Estrada index. However, we find the reason for which the approximations find
the scaling of the sums, even if φ(λ) is singular at λ = 0.
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Here, we revisit the previous examples and look at bounds and scaling laws for their
performance.
Example 1.6.1 (Continued). We apply Theorem 1.8.5 on a network of s1 subsystems with
a = 0 (i.e., for single-integrator agents) over an unweighted path graph and arrive at the
asymptotic expression
ρ(L,K) = Θ
(
N2
k
)
, (1.81)
while if a > 0, for α := a/k, we have the approximation
ρ ∼ N
2k
√
α(α+ 4)
. (1.82)
For s2 agents with a0 = a1 = 0, the performance measure satisfies
ρ = Θ
(
b20N
2
2pi2k2
+
b21N
4
6pi4k1k2
)
:= Θ(h(N, k1, k2)). (1.83)
Next, for these agents with b1 = b0 = k1 = k2 = 1 over an unweighted path graph of
N = 10, 15, . . . , 100 nodes, we investigate the claim of Theorem 1.8.5 by looking at the
ratio
r2 :=
ρ(L,K)
h(N, k1, k2)
, (1.84)
with function h given in (1.83). The result is shown in Fig. 1.3, wherein according to
Theorem 1.8.5, r2 indeed goes to a constant number.
Example 1.6.4 (Continued). For a network of harmonic oscillators with α1 6= α2 over a path
graph, Theorem 1.8.5 implies that
ρ ∼ N
2k1k2(α1 − α2)
(
1√
α2(α2 + 4)
− 1√
α1(α1 + 4)
)
.
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Figure 1.3: Performance asymptotic over paths in continuance of Example 1.6.1.
Figure 1.4: Ratio r3 for a network of harmonic oscillators over a path graph as the network
size grows (see the continuance of Example 1.6.4)
We call the right hand side f(N,α1, α2). To empirically examine the gap, we consider
r3 :=
ρ(L,K)
f(N,α1, α2)
. (1.85)
We set k1 = k2 = 1, α1 = 2α2 for α2 ∈ [0.4, 4], and vary number of agents N between 10
and 200. Because φ(λ) is bounded at the origin, as N increases the approximation becomes
tighter, which is demonstrated in Fig. 1.4.
Example 1.6.5 (Continued) (Platoon over a Path Graph). For a platoon of vehicles over a
path graph, Theorem 1.8.5 suggests that ρ(L,K) scales with N4. Therefore, the H2-norm
scales with N2. As reported by the authors in [25], a similar scaling law in the case of H∞
norm of the network over this topology holds (with an additional leader).
Example 1.6.7 (Continued). We can apply Theorem 1.8.5 to find the scaling for the esti-
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of the composite network whose performance is analyzed in the
continuance of Example 1.7.4
mation measure as well. Similar to (1.83), we can show that the estimation measure in a
network of double-integrators over a path graph satisfies
µ(L,F) = Θ
(
N4
f1f2
+Nσ2
(
f1 +
f2
f1
))
. (1.86)
Example 1.7.4 (Continued). We consider a network of N subnetworks over a path graph,
where the subsystems are a network of single integrators, also over a path graph with m
subsystems as analyzed in Example 1.7.4. This network is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. From
(1.81), we already know that the performance of isolated subnetworks satisfies
ρ(L1,K1) = Θ
(
m2/k1
)
. (1.87)
Combining (1.87) and Theorem 7, we can show that
ρnn(L2,K2) = Θ
(
m2
k1
+
m2N
k1
+
mN2
k2
)
. (1.88)
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1.9 Application to Formation of Aircraft
Example 1.9.1 (Formation of Aircraft). We consider a linearized model for the dynamics of
an aircraft [38] expressed as
X˙ = AX + B
[
u1 u2
]T
+ E
[
ξ1 ξ2
]T
,
where X =
[
u v θ˙ θ x z
]T
(see the appendix for the numbers). The variable u is the
horizontal velocity component from its set point and v is the component normal to that.
The pitch angle is denoted by θ. The control inputs u1 and u2 are the elevator angle and
thrust force, respectively. The scalars ξ1 and ξ2 denote the wind velocity in the longitudinal
and lateral directions, respectively. We consider the formation shown in Fig. 1.6. Once
each vehicle takes into account the relative distances from their neighbors (in computation
of the position feedbacks), we can use these dynamics to analyze the performance of this
network with the performance output z = [αx βz]T .
Relative State-Feedback: We use the convex optimization toolbox CVX [39] to find K for
c = 0.25 using Theorem 1.5.3. If ξ1 and ξ2 have intensity of unity, we get
φ(λ) = α2φ1(λ) + β
2φ2(λ), (1.89)
where φ1(λ) and φ2(λ) describe the magnitude of the fluctuations in the formation in x
and z directions, respectively. The performance functions are rational functions with the
numerator and denominator of order 9. While it is guaranteed to get λ˜(K) ∈ [0, 0.25],
we have λ˜(K) = 0. In Fig. 1.7, we plot φ1 and φ2, where for larger values of λ, they are
different by more than an order of magnitude. The function φ2(λ) is convex and decreasing,
while φ1(λ) is neither strictly convex nor monotone for λ > 0. This suggests that properties
of these functions in general could be beyond a simple classification.
Observer-Based Relative Output-Feedback: next, we consider the observer-based output-
feedback on the last two states of each subsystem (i.e., horizontal and vertical relative
positions). For the value of K we reuse its value from the previous design. We choose
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Figure 1.6: The formation of interest in Example 1.9.1
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Figure 1.7: The performance functions for Example 1.9.1
observer gain F for c = 0.25 using Theorem 1.5.4 and find that
φ(λ) = α2φˆ1(λ) + β
2φˆ2(λ), (1.90)
where these two functions are also depicted in Fig. 1.7. In this case, λ˜(F) = 0 as well. In
Fig. 1.8, we demonstrate two sample longitudinal output plots based on these two designs,
where we have 5 planes that are supposed to travel with ∆x = 0.6. The graph is a path
with weights of 4 and identical disturbance samples are fed into the subsystems in two cases.
The different level of fluctuations is justifiable upon comparison of the values of φ1 and φˆ1
in Fig. 1.7.
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Figure 1.8: The sample outputs based on the designs in Example 1.9.1
1.10 Discussion and Conclusion
We would like to include a a number of remarks:
(i) The spectral expressions for the performance measure can be used to find the optimal
values of feedback gain K. In fact, for large networks, solving the Lyapunov equation for the
H2 performance measure once the value of feedback gain is updated could be computation-
ally expensive. Instead, suppose that we find the spectral expressions for the performance
measure for a fixed graph. Then, our objective function will be a scalar function of the
feedback gain. The resulting problem can be effectively approached using general nonlinear
problem methods. This approach is also useful when solving for optimal observer gains F
or feedback gains for composite networks K1 and K2 when the graph is fixed. The gains
derived from the linear matrix inequalities given in Section 1.5 can be used as a starting
point of the optimization procedure.
(ii) Our spectral analysis can be extended to characterize the magnitude of the input signals
as well. In fact, we can derive similar spectral expressions for the variance of the control
input that is consumed throughout the network in the steady-state, which is given by
ρu := lim
t→∞E
{‖u(t)‖22} (1.91)
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Then, we can show that
ρu(L,K) =
N∑
i=2
φu(λ,K). (1.92)
for a rational input function φu(λ,K), which can be computed by
µ(λ,K) := Tr
(
λ2KHP(λ,K)HTKT
)
.
The map P(λ,K)  0 is the solution to (1.14). For instance, we can show the input
functions for networks of single-integrators and double-integrators are given by
φu(λ,K) =
kλ
2
, φu(λ,K) =
k1
2k2
+
k2λ
2
,
respectively. The developments in this chapter which has to do with the performance
functions can be applied to the input functions as well (e.g. asymptotic needed control
input over a path).
(iii) In the cases that symbolic evaluation of the performance functions is computation-
ally prohibitive, an alternative option is to conduct regression to estimate the coefficients
of these rational performance functions numerically.
Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 1.4.2: Let us define m = m1 +m3 The transfer matrix from disturbance
and noise [ξT , ηT ]T to consensus output ν can be expressed as
G(s) = (MNU⊗C)diag
(
G˜1, . . . , G˜N
)
(UT ⊗ Im),
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where G˜i(s) is the transfer matrix from
[
χTi , γ
T
i
]T
to ri. This lets us compute the following
quantity
G∗(jω)G(jω) =
(U⊗ Im)diag
(
G˜∗1, . . . , G˜
∗
N
) (
UTMNMNU⊗CTC
)
diag
(
G˜1, . . . , G˜N
) (
UT ⊗ Im
)
.
The matrix UTMNMNU is simply given by
UTMNMNU = diag(0, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ RN×N .
Taking 1/(2pi)
∫∞
−∞Tr(.) dω from the both sides results in
ρ(L,K) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
Tr
(
(U⊗ Im)
diag
(
0, G˜∗2C
TCG˜2, . . . , G˜
∗
NC
TCG˜N
)
(UT ⊗ Im)
)
dω.
Due to cyclic property of the trace, the first and last matrix in the trace argument cancel
out and we get
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
Tr
(
G˜∗iC
TCG˜i
)
dω =
∥∥∥CG˜i(s)∥∥∥2H2 := φ(λi,K).
The last H2 norm term can be computed using the state-space formulation of systems Σi.
This will be the Lyapunov equation (1.14) [40]. Therefore, we have managed to prove
ρ(L,K) =
N∑
i=2
∥∥∥CG˜i(s)∥∥∥2H2 =
N∑
i=2
φ(λi,K).
Next, we prove that φ(λ,K) is a rational function. The Lyapunov equation (1.14) upon
vectorization becomes
(Aλ ⊗ In + In ⊗Aλ) vec(P) = −vec
(
EET + λ2σ2BK(BK)T
)
.
Using the Cramer’s rule, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n2, we may compute the j’th element of vec(P)
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as
vec(P)j =
det((Aλ ⊗ In + In ⊗Aλ)−j)
det(Aλ ⊗ In + In ⊗Aλ) , (1.93)
where (D)−j is the matrix derived by replacing column j of D with
−vec(EET + λ2σ2BK(BK)T ).
Both numerator and denominator are polynomials of λ with coefficients that are poly-
nomials of the elements of K. Therefore, the same conclusions holds about φ(λ,K) =
Tr(CP(λ,K)CT ).
Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 1.4.3: If we apply control law (1.4) for the new subsystem Sˆi with observer
gain Fˆ = [−F,F] (partitioned based on yˆi), we have the following formula
uˆi = FH
( ∑
j∈Ni
aij(xi − xj)−
∑
j∈Ni
aij(xˆi − xˆj)
)
.
This means that Σi corresponding to the dynamics arer˙i
˙ˆri
 =
 A −BK
λFH A−BK− λFH

ri
rˆi
+
E
0
χi +
 0
−σλiF
 γi
Defining the error as ei := ri − rˆi, we get thatr˙i
e˙i
 =
A−BK BK
0 A− λiFH

ri
ei
+
E 0
E σλiF

χi
γi
 . (1.94)
The subsystems in the consensus problem have reduced to the familiar decoupled Leun-
berger observer/regulator form (e.g. see [41]). Therefore, we need to simultaneously have:
A − λiFH for i = 2, . . . , N and A − BK to be Hurwitz. Then, the corresponding Σi is
asymptotically stable for i = 2, . . . , N and the network reaches the consensus.
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Appendix C
Proof of Theorem 1.4.4: If we consider the dynamics of ei in (1.94), it is identical to
dynamics of Υi in (1.23). The rest of the proof is similar to Theorem 1.4.2 once we replace
Σi with Υi.
Appendix D
Proof of Theorem 1.5.2: The definition of λ˜(K) implies that for all λ > λ˜(K), subsystems Σ2
to ΣN are asymptotically stable. Therefore, the performance function is bounded. Because
φ(λ) is rational, it is analytic everywhere in its domain, including this interval.
Appendix E
Proof of Theorem 1.5.3: First, for a linear time invariant control system the feasibility of
the linear matrix inequality and the stabilizability are equivalent [30]. The second part of
the claim is a special case of Theorem 11 in [27] with only accounting for the stabilizablity
of the subsystems, so we do not repeat the proof in this manuscript. The converse argument
holds because if λ˜(K) < ∞, then for K∗ = 2λ˜(K)K, A − BK∗ is Hurwitz; i.e., (A,B) is
stabilizable.
Appendix F
Proof of Theorem 1.5.4: Due to duality of between the stabilizability and detectability, if
the pair (A,H) is detectable, then (AT ,HT ) is stabilizable. Now, we can use the same
argument as Theorem 1.5.3 to complete the proof.
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Appendix G
Proof of Theorem 1.5.5: Consider the control system

x˙ = Ax+ Bu+ Eξ,
z =
Cx
u
 . (1.95)
Saberi et. al. [42] have shown that the minimum value of the H2 norm for this system is
γ∗() =
√
Tr (EPET ), where P can be computed as the solution to an algebraic Riccati
equation
ATP + PA + C
TC− 1
2
PBB
TP = 0. (1.96)
Moreover, it has been shown that if (A,B) is stabilizable and (A,C) is detectable, then
P converges to zero if and only if the mentioned transfer matrix is right-invertible and
minimum-phase. Now, we should note that the performance function is theH2 norm squared
of a system similar to (1.95), expect that we have B → λB. Under this modification, the
limiting case for P in Riccati equation (1.96) does not change.
Appendix H
Proof of Theorem 1.7.1: Let us denote orthonormal eigendecompostion of Laplacian L2 by
L2 = U2Λ2U
T
2 . The decoupled system Σi in this case is
r˙(i) =
(
A˜− λi(L2)B˜K2H˜
)
r(i) + E˜χ(i).
Let us call the transfer matrix from χ(i) to r(i) by G˜(i). Then, the transfer matrix from
disturbance ξ to performance output νnn in the case of network of networks can be written
as
Gnn(s) = (MNm ⊗C)(U2 ⊗ Imn)diag(G˜(1), . . . , G˜(N))(UT2 ⊗ Imm1).
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This lets us compute the following quantity
(Gnn)
∗(jω)Gnn(jω) =(U⊗ Im1)diag((G˜(1))∗, . . . , (G˜(N))∗)
(UT2 ⊗ Inm)(MNm ⊗CTC)(U2 ⊗ Inm)
diag(G˜1, . . . , G˜N )(U
T ⊗ Im1).
We take the trace and move the first two terms of the trace argument to the right to get
Tr (G∗nnGnn) =Tr
(
diag((G˜(1))∗, . . . , (G˜(N))∗)
(UT2 ⊗ Inm)(MNm ⊗CTC)(U2 ⊗ Inm)diag(G˜(1), . . . , G˜(N))
)
.
The intermediate term can be simplified according to
(
UT2 ⊗ Inm
) (
MNm ⊗CTC
)
(U2 ⊗ Inm) = diag
(
Mm, Im, . . . Im︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1 times
)
⊗CTC.
Hence, we can further write
Tr (G∗nnGnn) = Tr
(
(G˜(1))∗(Mm ⊗CT )(Mm ⊗C)G˜(1)
)
+
N∑
i=2
Tr
(
(G˜(i))∗(Im ⊗CT )(Im ⊗C)G˜(i)
)
.
If we take the map 1/(2pi)
∫∞
−∞Tr(.) dω from the sides
ρnn(L2,K2) =
∥∥∥(Mm ⊗C)G˜(1)∥∥∥2H2 +
N∑
i=2
∥∥∥(Im ⊗C)G˜(i)∥∥∥2H2 .
For i = 1, λ1(L2) = 0 and the system Σ1 will have a transfer matrix from the disturbance
to output (Mm ⊗ C)G˜(1). Moreover, in this case Σ1 has the closed-loop dynamics of the
subnetworks. Therefore, we inspect that
∥∥∥(Mm ⊗C)G˜(1)∥∥∥2H2 = ρ(L1,K1).
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Additionally, we observe that for i = 2, . . . , N , we have
∥∥∥(Im ⊗C)G˜(i)∥∥∥2H2 := φnn(λi(L2),K2),
provided that φnn is the performance function computed using matrices in (1.58).
Appendix I
Proof of Theorem 1.7.2: If K2 = αK1, then we can consider the network of network to be
a single network with feedback gain K1, over a graph G3 = G1 ∪ G2. The weights of links in
G1 are preserved, while the weights of the links in G2 are scaled by α. Hence, if we increase
the weights in the higher level network (equivalently, the eigenvalues of L2), at some point
the second smallest eigenvalue of equivalent Laplacian L3 will pass λ˜(K1) <∞.
Appendix J
Proof of Corollary 1.7.3: Following the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 1.7.2, if the
minimum connectivity threshold is zero, for any choice of K2 = αK1, the network with
a single equivalent graph and feedback gain K1 has zero minimum connectivity threshold,
while the equivalent Laplacian would always have a nonzero λ2. Hence, the connectivity
threshold in terms of the eigenvalues of L2 is zero as well.
Appendix K
Proof of Theorem 1.8.1: First we proof an inequality that is an extension of one in [43] in
the case of f(λ) = λα for α /∈ [0, 1]. For a continuously differentiable convex function f(x)
and a Laplacian L with M edges and maximum degree ∆, we show that
N∑
i=2
f(λi) ≥ f(1 + ∆) + (N − 2)f
(
2M − 1−∆
N − 2
)
, (1.97)
and the equality holds if and only if G is complete or star. The steps provided in the proof
of this lemma are essentially the same steps reported for Theorem 3 in [43] (only for power
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functions). Since f is convex and continuous, we use Jensen’s inequality to write
f
(
1
N − 2
N−1∑
i=2
λi
)
≤ 1
N − 2
N−1∑
i=2
f (λi) ,
where if the function f(λ) is not affine, then the equality holds if and only if λ1 = · · · = λN−1.
This implies we can write
N∑
i=2
f(λi) ≥ f (λN ) + (N − 2)f
(
1
N − 2
N−1∑
i=2
λi
)
= f (λN ) + (N − 2)f
(
2M − λN
N − 2
)
:= s(λN ),
where the auxiliary function s(x) is defined as
s(x) := f (x) + (N − 2)f
(
2M − x
N − 2
)
. (1.98)
Because f(x) is continuously differentiable, so is s(x) and
s′(x) = f ′ (x)− f ′ ((2M − x)/(N − 2)) .
The function f(x) is convex, thus f ′(x) is nondecreasing. Then, s(x) is strictly increasing,
since for any x ≥ 2M/(N − 1)
s′(x) ≥ f ′
(
2M
N − 1
)
− f ′
(
2M − 2M/(N − 1)
N − 2
)
≥ f ′
(
2M
N − 1
)
− f ′
(
2M
N − 2
)
> 0,
In an unweighted graph, λN ≥ 1 + ∆ ≥ 2M/(N − 1) (see [43] and also [44]). Therefore,
N∑
i=2
f(λi) ≥ s(λN ) ≥ s(1 + ∆), (1.99)
which proves (1.97). Applying this on a convex φ(λ), (1.71) is followed. The equality holds
if and only if λ2 = · · · = λN−1 and λN = 1 + ∆, which happens if and only if G is either
complete or star (again, see both [43] and [44]).
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Appendix L
Proof of Theorem 1.8.3: Consider any convex function f . We start from Jensen’s inequality
in the form of
f
(
1
N − 1
N∑
i=2
λi
)
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=2
f (λi) .
Because the eigenvalues sum to 2W , replacing f with φ gives us the inequality (1.72). The
equality holds if and only if λ2 = · · · = λN that happens if and only if G is complete graph
with identical weights.
Appendix M
Proof of Theorem 1.8.5: For an unweighted path graph
λi = 2− 2 cos(pi(i− 1)/N), for i = 1, . . . , N
We define the equidistant partition of interval [1/N, 1] as
P =
N−1⋃
i=1
[i/N, (i+ 1)/N ] :=
N−1⋃
i=1
Pi(N).
We define the following quantities for each interval:
φi,N := max
x∈Pi(N)
φ(2− 2 cos(pix)),
φi,N := φ(2− 2 cos(pii/N)),
φ
i,N
:= min
x∈Pi(N)
φ(2− 2 cos(pix)).
They induce the following summations
SN =
N−1∑
i=1
φi,N , SN =
N−1∑
i=1
φi,N , SN =
N−1∑
i=1
φ
i,N
,
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where ρ(L,K) = SN . These sums imply the natural ordering
SN ≤ SN ≤ SN .
Moreover, compared to ΓN , we observe that
SN · 1/N ≤ ΓN ≤ SN · 1/N.
We bring a lemma whose proof is given in the next appendix.
Lemma 1.10.1. For a rational function φ(λ), φi,N/φi,N ≤ δφ, uniformly over i and N for
some δφ > 0 depending on φ.
Applying Lemma 1.10.1, we find that
1 ≤ min
i=1,...,N−1
φi,N
φ
i,N
≤ SN
SN
≤ max
i=1,...,N−1
φi,N
φ
i,N
≤ δφ.
This means that ΓN and SN are both bounded according to
1 ≤ NΓN
SN
≤ δφ, 1 ≤ SN
SN
≤ δφ.
If we combine these two inequalities, we find that
1
δφ
≤ NΓN
SN
≤ δφ ⇒ SN = Θ(NΓN ).
If φ(λ) is bounded, then one deduces that
lim
N→∞
φi,N/φi,N = 1⇒ limN→∞
SN
SN
= 1.
Therefore, we can write the following two inequalities
lim
N→∞
NΓN
SN
= lim
N→∞
NΓN/SN
SN/SN
≤ lim
N→∞
SN/SN
SN/SN
= 1
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lim
N→∞
NΓN
SN
= lim
N→∞
NΓN/SN
SN/SN
≥ lim
N→∞
SN/SN
SN/SN
= 1.
Thus, we can write
lim
N→∞
NΓN
SN
= 1.
For unweighted cycle graphs, the Laplacian eigenvalues are
λi = 2− 2 cos
(
2pi(i− 1)
N
)
, for i = 1, . . . , N.
Without loss of generality, for deriving the scaling purposes, we may assume that N is odd.
Then, we will have (N − 1)/2 distinct values for the eigenvalues of L, where each value is
repeated exactly twice. Moreover, we can write
ρ(L,K) = 2
(N−1)/2∑
i=1
φ
(
2− 2 cos
(
2pii
N
))
.
This time, we need to partition [1/N, 1/2] and proceed with identical steps to find out that
2
∫ 1/2
1/N
φ (2− 2 cos (2pix)) dx,
does the same job in the case of cycle graphs. If we replace 2x→ x, the factor 2 is cancelled.
This means that (1.78) and (1.80) upon replacement of ΓN with ΨN are achieved, where
ΨN :=
∫ 1
2/N
φ
(
2− 2 cos(pix)) dx; (1.100)
Since ΓN = Θ(ΨN ), the same conclusion apply for the networks over cycle graphs as well.
Appendix N
Proof of Lemma 1.10.1: Let us define
χ := log(2− 2 cos(pix)),
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and also
ϕ(χ) := log(φ(2− 2 cos(pix))).
Denote the order of the pole of φ(x) at x = 0 by α ∈ Z+. This means that we can decompose
ϕ according to
ϕ(χ) = log
(
1
(2− 2 cos(pix))α ϕˆ(2− 2 cos(pix))
)
= log (ϕˆ(2− 2 cos(pix)))− α log(2− 2 cos(pix)),
for some strictly positive function ϕˆ(.) that is bounded and rational. We can write this in
terms of χ as follows
ϕ(χ) = log (ϕˆ(exp(χ)))− αχ.
In the interval of interest, log(.), ϕˆ(.) (a bounded and positive rational function) and exp(.)
are all Lipschitz continuous, so is their composition log (ϕˆ(exp(χ))). This implies that ϕ(χ)
is Lipschitz-continuous. Hence, for χ1 = log(2 − 2 cos(pix1)) and χ2 = log(2 − 2 cos(pix2)),
the corresponding Lipschitz continuity inequality will be
|ϕ(χ2)− ϕ(χ1)| ≤ δϕ|χ2 − χ1|,
for some Lipschitz constant δϕ ≥ 0. This is equivalent to
∣∣∣∣log(φ(x2)φ(x1)
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ δϕ ∣∣∣∣log(2− 2 cos(pix2)2− 2 cos(pix1)
)∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣log
(
2− 2 cos(pix2)
2− 2 cos(pix1)
)δϕ∣∣∣∣∣ .
This means that alternatively we may write
max
(
φ(x2)
φ(x1)
,
φ(x1)
φ(x2)
)
≤ max
((
2− 2 cos(pix2)
2− 2 cos(pix1)
)δϕ
,
(
2− 2 cos(pix1)
2− 2 cos(pix2)
)δϕ)
. (1.101)
Let us define
hN (x) :=
2− 2 cos (pi (x+ 1/N))
2− 2 cos(pix) .
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Since 2− 2 cos(pix) is increasing in Pi(N), for x1, x2 ∈ Pi(N)
2− 2 cos(pix2)
2− 2 cos(pix1) ≤ hN (i/N).
Moreover, one can find that hN (x) is decreasing for any x ∈ [1/N, (N − 1)/N ]. Hence, we
can write
2− 2 cos(pix2)
2− 2 cos(pix1) ≤ hN (i/N) ≤ hN (1/N). (1.102)
We can see note that the right hand side of (1.102) is
hN (1/N) =
2− 2 cos (2pi/N)
2− 2 cos(pi/N) .
Computing its formal derivative with respect to N , we get
dhN (1/N)
dN
=
2pi sin (pi/N)
N2
> 0.
Thus, its supremum should be evaluated based on the limit
2− 2 cos(pix2)
2− 2 cos(pix1) ≤ limN→∞hN (1/N) = 4. (1.103)
Let us take the maximum of the left hand side of (1.101) over x1, x2 ∈ Pi(N) and combine
it with (1.103). We conclude that
φi,N
φ
i,N
≤ 4δϕ := δφ,
which completes the proof.
Appendix O
Proof of Corollary 1.8.6: Because ΓN and ΨN scale similarly with respect to N , the first
part of the claim follows. If the performance function is bounded, then both of them become
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the same quantity, because we can replace the lower bound of these two integrals with their
common limit of 0.
Appendix P
Proof of Result about Input Measures in Section 1.10: We can see that
‖u‖22 = Tr
(
uuT
)
= (L⊗KH)xxT (L⊗HTKT ).
We can further write
uuT = (L⊗KH)xxT (L⊗HTKT ).
Because MNL = LMN = L, we can write
uuT = (L⊗KH)(MNx)(MNx)T (L⊗HTKT ).
If we take the expected value and tend the time to infinity, using the same lines as the proof
of Theorem 1, we find that
lim
t→∞E{u(t)u(t)
T } =
(L⊗KH)(U⊗ In)diag(0,P(λ2,K), . . . ,P(λN ,K))(UT ⊗ In)(L⊗HTKT ).
Let us take the trace from the both sides. We find that
ρu(L,K) =Tr (diag(0,P(λ2,K), . . . ,P(λN ,K)) (U
TL2U⊗HTKTKH)) .
Because UTL2U = Λ2, we conclude that
ρu(L,K) =Tr
(
diag(0, λ22P(λ2,K) H
TKTKH, . . . , λ2NP(λN ,K)H
TKTKH)
=
N∑
i=2
Tr
(
λ2iP(λi,K)H
TKTKH
)
.
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Let us move KH to the left hand side of the trace arguments. The claim is followed.
Appendix Q
Details of Example 1.6.1: For networks with nodal dynamics s1, the noiseless dynamics of
Σi are
r˙ = (−a− λik)r,
that are asymptotically stable if a − λik < 0. This confirms λ˜(K) = max (−a/k, 0) = 0.
The solution to (1.14) is P = 1/2(kλ+ a), which result in the claimed form for φ. We can
see that for λ > λ˜(K) = 0, it is strictly convex and strictly decreasing. The dynamics of
the subsystem Σi for nodal dynamics s2 without disturbance and noise are
r˙ =
 0 1
−a2 − λk1 −a1λk2
 r.
The corresponding characteristic polynomial is
pλ(s) = s
2 + (a1 + k2λ)s+ a2 + k1λ,
which is a stable polynomial if and only if a1 + k2λ > 0, and a2 + k1λ > 0, that imply
λ˜(K) = max (−a1/k2,−a2/k1, 0) = 0. Using (1.14), we get that
P(λ,K) = diag
(
1
2(k2λ+ a1)(k1λ+ a2)
,
1
2(k2λ+ a1)
)
.
Substitution of this matrix into (1.13) gives us the results of the table. Now, noting that
φ(λ) =
b20
2(k2λ+ a1)
+
b21
2(k2λ+ a1)(k1λ+ a2)
,
that is sum of two strictly convex and strictly decreasing functions after their negative
poles. Those poles are less than or equal to λ˜(K). Hence, the φ(λ) is strictly decreasing
and strictly convex in the claimed domain.
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
k3λ
(k1λ)(k2k3λ2λ)− k1λ) 0 ∗
0
1
k2k3λ2 − k1λ 0−1
k2k3λ2 − k1λ 0
k2λ
k2k3λ2 − k1λ

Table 1.3: The value of P(λ,K) as the solution of Lyapunov equation for triple integrators.
For the double integrator with observer, note that
Aλ = A− λFH =
−f1λ 1
−f2λ 0
 .
Observe that its characteristic polynomial is pλ(s) = s
2 + f1λs+ f2λ, which is stable if and
only if f1, f2 > 0.
Details of Example 1.6.3: For the network of triple-integrators, the characteristic polynomial
Σi is
pλ(s) = s
3 + k3λs
2 + k2λs+ k1λ.
The stability requires ki > 0 and
(k2λ)(k3λ)− (k1λ) > 0⇒ λ > k1
k2k3
⇒ λ˜(K) = k1
k2k3
.
The solution to for P(λ,K) from the Lyapunov equation is shown in Table 1.3. The formula
for the performance function then is followed by computing Tr(CTPC).The performance
function in this case is strictly decreasing and convex.
Details of Example 1.6.5: The realization of the agents is
A =

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 −1/τ
 , B = E =

0
0
1/τ
 , C =
[
1 0 0
]
.
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The characteristic polynomial of the systems in this case becomes
pλ(s) = τs
3 + (1 + λk3)s
2 + λk2s+ λk1,
(see also [25]). Based on Routh-Hurwitz criteria, for an unbounded stability region, we
should impose the following restrictions on K. k1, k2 > 0, and k3 ≥ 0. Moreover, we need
the inequality
(1 + λk3)λk2 > τλk1 ⇒ k3λ > τk1/k2 − 1, (1.104)
from which we may infer the bi-criteria definition for λ˜(K) in (1.49). To find the performance
functions, we find P(λ,K) which is

1
2k1
k3λ+ 1
k2k3λ3 + (k2 − k1τ)λ2 0
−1
2(k2k3λ2 + (k2 − k1τ)λ)
0
1
2(k2k3λ2 + (k2 − k1τ)λ) 0−1
2(k2k3λ2 + (k2 − k1τ)λ) 0
k2
2τ(k2k3λ+ k2 − k1τ)

which lets us compute the performance function. If k3 > 0, the function φ(λ) is a positive
combination of
f1(λ) =
(
k3λ
2 +
k2 − k1τ
k2
λ
)−1
f2(λ) =
(
k3λ
3 +
k2 − k1τ
k2
λ2
)−1
.
Moreover, f1 and f2 are products of functions that are strictly convex and decreasing for
λ > λ˜(K) according to
f1(λ) =
1
k3λ
· 1
λ+
k2 − k1τ
k3k2
f2(λ) =
1
k3λ2
· 1
λ+
k2 − k1τ
k3k2
.
Thus, the performance function is this case is also strictly convex and strictly decreasing
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for λ > λ˜(K).
Details of Example 1.6.6: The input-output transfer function is H(s) = (s − ζ)/s2 with a
right-hand plane zero at ζ > 0. To evaluate P0, we use a method suggested by [45]. First,
we decompose the transfer function according to H = H1H2 where the components are
H1(s) =
s− ζ
s+ ζ
, H2(s) =
s+ ζ
s2
.
The transfer function H1 has the balanced realization
5.
Aˆ1 = −ζ, Bˆ =
√
2ζ, Cˆ1 = −
√
2ζ, Dˆ1 = 1,
while H2 has a stabilizable and detectable realization
Aˆ2 =
0 1
0 0
 , Eˆ =
0
1
 , Cˆ2 = [ζ 1] , Dˆ2 = 0.
Suppose that the factorized realizations have the state vectors X and x, respectively. Then,
we can show that they are related based on
X =

√
2ζ 0
1 0
0 1
x := Tx.
Then, the reference shows that
P0 = T
T
Ib 0
0 0
T. (1.105)
Therefore, we get P0 = diag (2ζ, 0) .
5A minimal realization of a stable transfer matrix is called balanced if its controllability and observability
Gramians are diagonal and equal (such a realization exists for a stable transfer matrix)
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
Jm−1 ⊗
(m+ 1)λ
2 + 2m2λ+m4
m2k1k2λ2
0
0
λ+m
mk2λ
+ Im−1 ⊗
 1m2k1k2 0
0
1
mk2
 ∗
1Tm−1 ⊗
 λ+mk1k2λ2 0
0
1
k2λ


m
k1k2λ2
0
0
1
k2λ


Table 1.4: The solution to Lyapunov equation P˜ for complete subnetworks with m double-
integrator agents (∗ implies symmetric element).
Details of Example 1.7.4: We can see that E˜ = C˜ = Im and
A˜λ =

−k1 k1 0 0 . . . 0
k1 −2k1 k1 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 . . . 0 0 k1 −k1 − k2λ

.
The solution to the Lyapunov equation in this case is
P˜ =

k1 + (m− 1)k2λ
2k1k2λ
k1 + (m− 2)k2λ
2k1k2λ
. . .
k1 + k2λ
2k1k2λ
1
2k2λ
k1 + (m− 2)k2λ
2k1k2λ
k1 + (m− 2)k2λ
2k1k2λ
. . .
k1 + k2λ
2k1k2λ
1
2k2λ
...
...
. . .
k1 + k2λ
2k1k2λ
1
2k2λ
...
...
. . .
...
...
k1 + k2λ
2k1k2λ
k1 + k2λ
2k1k2λ
. . .
k1 + k2λ
2k1k2λ
1
2k2λ
1
2k2λ
1
2k2λ
. . .
1
2k2λ
1
2k2λ

.
Now, similar to the previous example, we can see that
φnn = Tr(C˜P˜C˜
T ) = Tr(P˜) =
m∑
i=1
k1 + (i− 1)k2λ
2k1k2λ
=
k1m+ k2λ
m∑
i=1
(i− 1)
2k1k2
=
m(m− 1)
2
k2λ+ k1m
2k1k2
.
Details of Example 1.7.5: For subnetworks of single-integrators over G1 that is complete,
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E˜ = C˜ = Im and
A˜λ =

−(m− 1)k k . . . k
...
. . .
...
k . . . k −(m− 1)k − kλ
 .
We can verify that the solution to the Lyapunov equation is
P˜ =
1
2k
λ+mmλ Jm−1 + 1mIm−1 1λ1m−1
1
λ
1Tm−1
1
λ
 .
Then, we can write
φnn = Tr(C˜P˜C˜
T ) = Tr(P˜)
= (m− 1) 1
2k
(
λ+m
mλ
+
1
m
)
+
1
2kλ
=
2(m− 1)λ+m2
2mkλ
.
For double-integrators over complete graph modules, similar expressions for the matrices
A˜, B˜, and C˜ holds, while the solution to the Lyapunov equation in this case is shown in
Table 1.4. Because the output of the double-integrator is on the first state, we can write
φnn = Tr(C˜P˜C˜
T ) =
m− 1
2
((m+ 1)λ2 + 2m2λ+m4
m2k1k2λ2
+
1
m2k1k2
)
+
m
2k1k2λ2
=
(m− 1)(m+ 2)λ2 + 2m2(m− 1)λ+m4
2m2k1k2λ2
.
This proves the claims in the example.
Details of Continuance of Example 1.6.1: First, we prove that we can replace ΓN in Theorem
1.8.5 with
ΓN =
1
2pi
∫ 4
pi2/N2
φ(λ)
1√
λ− λ2/4 dλ.
Considering λ = 2− 2 cos(pix), we get that
dλ = 2pi sin(pix) dx = 2pi
√
1− cos2(pix) dx.
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Given λ = 2− 2 cos(pix), dλ = 2pi√λ− λ2/4 dx, and
 x = 1/N ⇒ λ = 2− 2 cos(pi/N) ∼ pi
2/N2
x = 1⇒ λ = 2 + 2 = 4
.
that are integral limits of interest.
Now, if a = 0, for the single integrators
∫
1
λ
1√
λ− λ2/4 dλ = −
√
4− λ√
λ
,
we can compute ΓN for φ(λ) as
ΓN =
1
2k
1
2pi
(√
4− pi2/N2√
pi2/N2
)
∼ N
2pi2k
.
Now, if a > 0, then we need the integral
∫ 4
0
1
λ+ α
1√
λ− λ2/4 dλ =
2pi√
α(α+ 4)
.
This implies that ΓN for φ(λ) in this case satisfies
ΓN ∼ 1
2k
1
2pi
2pi√
α(α+ 4)
=
1
2k
√
α(α+ 4)
.
For s2 agents with a0 = a1 = 0 we need
∫
1
λ2
1√
λ− λ2/4 dλ = −
√
4− λ(λ+ 2)
6λ
√
λ
.
Now, we compute ΓN for φ(λ) as follows
ΓN ∼ 1
2pi
b20
2k2
(√
4− pi2/N2√
pi2/N2
)
+
1
2pi
b21
2k1k2
(
2
√
4− pi2/N2
6pi2/N2
√
pi2/N
)
∼ b
2
0N
2pi2k2
+
b21N
3
6pi4k1k2
.
Details of Continuance of Example 1.6.4: In this case similar computations reveals that for
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φ(λ)
ΓN ∼ 1
2k1k2(α1 − α2)
(
1√
α2(α2 + 4)
− 1√
α1(α1 + 4)
)
.
Details of the Continuance of Example 1.7.4: In this case,
ΓN =
1
2pi
∫ 4
pi2/N2
m(m− 1)
2
k2λ+ k1m
2k1k2λ
1√
λ− λ2/4 dλ
∼ m(m− 1)
8pik1
× 2pi + m
4k2pi
× 2N
pi
∼ m
2
4k1
+
mN
2k2pi2
.
Thus, based on the formula for the performance of the network of networks in (1.67), the
claim is followed.
Details of Example 1.9.1: The state space matrices of the aircraft model are borrowed
from [38] are given below.
A =

−0.003 0.039 0 −0.322 0 0
−0.065 −0.319 7.74 0 0 0
0.02 −0.101 −0.429 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 7.74 0 0

B =

0.01 1
−0.18 −0.04
−1.16 0.598
0 0
0 0
0 0

, E =

0.003 −0.039
0.065 0.319
−0.02 0.101
0 0
0 0
0 0

.
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The result of feedback gain design is
K =
1.1894 0.7756 −2.0834 −7.5558 0.3675 −0.2017
2.8779 −0.0193 0.1032 0.1276 0.7532 0.0872
 .
For the case of observer-based relative output feedback, the following value of F gives us
depicted performance functions.
F =

9.6772 −0.3789
1.0285 12.6584
0.4233 −1.9982
0.1418 3.3839
9.4718 −0.0616
−0.0616 9.0089

.
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Chapter 2
Optimal Synthesis of Dynamical
Networks
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, we define the problem of the performance analysis of a class of multi-agent
systems. Once we fully understand the relationship between the components of a dynamical
network and a certain performance measure, the next question is how to effectively and in
a scalable manner design or modify the network to achieve a superior performance. These
design problems are the focus of this chapter.
In this context, Dai and Mesbahi have provided a classification of such design problems
[46]. Moreover, Lin and co-authors have looked at the application of ADMM in design
of consensus network [47]. They have also studied the optimal design of the networks
based on nearest-neighbor interactions [48]. Dhingra et. al have studied finding sparse
representations of consensus networks [49]. Siami and Motee have studied the sparsification
of the consensus networks [50] using the randomized method of sparsification using effective
resistances [51]. Several authors have also looked at the problem of growing a network for
optimal performance [52–55]. The leader selection design problem also have been looked at
in the literature [34,56].
We would like to see how we can take into account the nodal dynamics and spectral
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expressions for the performance. Leveraging the spectral structure of the performance
measure, with respect to the spectra of the graph Laplacian is the key observation that lets
us develop design tools that respect and benefit these aspects.
2.2 Problem Statement
Consider a dynamical network with agents whose dynamics are given by (1.3), but the
control law instead of consensus-like law (1.4) is replaced by
ui = −K
∑
j∈Ni
aij(yi − yj) + aii yi, (2.1)
where the agents with aii > 0 are said to be connected to a leader or global source of
information1. Moreover, we suppose that the measurement noises are zero. We can show
that this control law also correspond to the form (1.4), where in this case L is a loopy (or
grounded) Laplacian for which the self-loop weights aii’s should be accounted as well. The
goal of this control law, instead of synchronization or consensus, is the stabilization of the
whole network. Therefore, we define the regulated output in this case; that is
ν = (IN ⊗C)x. (2.2)
For an asymptotically stable network, starting from any initial condition, the state x(t)
vanishes as time increases, so does the regulated output ν. Again, we use G(s) to denote
the transfer matrix from disturbance vector ξ to this performance output ν. Then, we can
still use the definition of (1.8) for the performance measure ρ(L,K) in this case. On the
other hand, let us denote the transfer matrix the disturbance vector ξ to the input vector
u by F (s). We define the input measure to be
ρu(L,K) := ‖F (s)‖2H2 , (2.3)
1We have removed the time argument from the variables in this chapter as well.
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which reflects the magnitude of the control input that is required because of the disturbance
in the network. Given these performance metrics, the following are certain generic design
problems for these dynamical networks.
Problem 2.2.1 (Sparsification). Given a dynamical network over a graph G, find a sparse
graph Gs ⊂ G such that the performance of the network over the sparse graph Gs is within a
desired bound.
Problem 2.2.2 (Reweighting). Given a dynamical network over a graph G, and find the
optimal weights of the graph while the sum of the weights remains constant.
Problem 2.2.3 (Feedback Gain Design). Given a dynamical network over a fixed graph G,
find the feedback gain K that minimizes the objective function J(K) that is a combination
of the performance and input measures in the form of
J(K) := ρ(L,K) + γρu(L,K), (2.4)
for some γ > 0.
We observe that the magnitude of the parameter γ represents how much we favor the
magnitude of the control effort across the network.
The research problems are to characterize performance and input measure (1.8) in terms
of grounded Laplacian eigenvalues of the underlying communication graph of the network,
and to tackle these problems using the structure of these dynamical networks.
2.3 Performance Characterization
The following result is akin to Theorem 1.4.2 in the previous chapter for the case of grounded
Laplacian matrices (although in simpler forms without measurement noise).
Theorem 2.3.1. The performance measure of a asymptotically stable network without mea-
surement noise can be expressed as
ρ(L,K) =
N∑
i=1
φ(λ,K)
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for some performance function φ(λ,K) = Tr(CP(λ,K)CT , where P (λ,K) is the unique
positive-define solution to
AλP + PA
T
λ + BB
T = 0.
where Aλ := A− λBK, and function φ is a rational function of λ and entries of K.
For the subsequent analysis, we assume the rational description of a performance func-
tion is denoted by
φ(λ,K) =
n1∑
i=0
aiλ
i
n2∑
i=0
biλ
i
, (2.5)
where ai and bi depend on the components of the feedback gain matrix as well.
2.4 Spectral Sparsification
Suppose that a loopy graph G for a multi-agent system with Laplacian matrix L is given.
We are interested in finding a sparse approximation Ls, where Ls is the Laplacian matrix
of a subgraph of G, namely Gs and wish to enforce matrix Ls to be close to L in some
sense. There are different metrics to quantify the similarity of two graphs Laplacians. If we
quantify the similarity of L and Ls in terms of their spectra, then the problem of finding such
an approximation is called spectral sparsification [57], which has been formalized below.
Problem 2.4.1 (Spectral Sparsification). Given a loopy undirected weighted graph G with
Laplacian L and  ∈ (0, 1), find a sparse stabilizing subgraph Gs ⊂ G with Laplacian Ls such
that
(1− ) L  Ls  (1 + ) L, (2.6)
where Ls is called an -sparsifier of L.
We will show this notion of sparsity is suitable to adopt for this class of networks.
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2.4.1 Spectral Sparsification for Multi-Agent Systems
As discussed in the previous chapter, assume the dynamics of subsystems require a minimum
connectivity threshold λ˜(K) ≥ 0. We are interested in design of the feedback gain K such
that after replacing L with its -sparsification Ls, not only we have a stable system, but
also we are able to derive bounds on the variation in the performance measure that is
∆ρ := ρ(Ls,K)− ρ(L,K).
Here, we use the performance functions and find bounds on the performance measure for
the network with the sparse graph.
Theorem 2.4.2. Consider a multi-agent system with connectivity threshold λ˜(K). Assume
Ls is an -sparsifier of L, where for some c > 1, the minimum eigenvalue of L satisfies
λ1(L) ≥ cλ˜(K)
1−  , (2.7)
then the performance measure is bounded according to
N∑
i=1
β(λi; ) ≤ ∆ρ ≤
N∑
i=1
α(λi; ), (2.8)
where the functions α and β are
α(λ; ) := max
λˆ∈ λ·[1−,1+]
φ(λˆ)− φ(λ),
β(λ; ) := min
λˆ∈ λ·[1−,1+]
φ(λˆ)− φ(λ).
Moreover, we may write
|∆ρ| ≤
N∑
i=1
η(λi; ), (2.9)
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where the function η is given by
η(λ; ) := max{|α(λ; )|, |β(λ; )|}.
Furthermore, the error vanishes at  = 0 as η(λi; 0) = 0.
Remark 8. In some sense, c is a robustness margin that we need from the minimum con-
nectivity threshold λ˜(K). In fact, to be able to replace a dense graph by its -sparsification,
one should design K such that (2.7) holds for the margin c.
In a special case, computing η is simplified.
Corollary 2.4.3. In Theorem 2.4.2, if φ(λ) is convex and decreasing then it holds that
η(λ; ) = α(λ; ).
2.4.2 Spectral Sparsification by Effective Resistances
Theorem 2.4.2 endorses the suitability of the spectral sparsification for these multi-agent
networks. In [51], Spielman and Srivastava have introduced a random sampling algorithm,
which uses the effective resistances of the graph to produce a sparse -approximation of the
graph Laplacian. In this subsection, we modify their method to allow for self-loops in the
graph, while preserving the properties of the main algorithm. First, we look at a definition
of effective resistance for a loopless graph Laplacian L.
Definition 2.4.4 (Effective Resistance). The effective resistance of an edge {i, j} ∈ E is
Rij := (ei − ej)TL†(ei − ej). (2.10)
One could start with other definitions for the effective resistance, and the Definition
2.4.4 would be a corollary (e.g. see [58]). Now, we alter it for the resistances induced by a
connected loopy graph with a graph Laplacian L.
Definition 2.4.5 (Loopy Effective Resistance). The loopy effective resistance of an edge
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Algorithm 1 Loopy Laplacian Sparsification
Input: Graph Laplacian L  0, Spectral Bound  > 0
Output: Sparsified Graph Laplacian Ls
Initialize: q = O(N logN/2), Ls = 0
for i = 1 to q do
Randomly Sample an edge {i, j} with probabilities
pij =
aijRij
N
Add the edge {i, j} with a weight of aij/qpij to Ls
end for
{i, j} ∈ E is
Rij :=

(ei − ej)TL−1(ei − ej) if i 6= j
eTi L
−1ei if i = j
(2.11)
This is the definition that has been reported in [59] as well. The sparsification method is
given by Algorithm 1, which is essentially identical to the algorithm proposed in [51] as we
describe now. We start with an empty graph and for q iterations, we will sample a link with
probabilities proportional to the effective resistance of that link, and add it to the graph
with an adjusted weight without replacement. The difference of the algorithms would be in
their definition of effective resistance.
The next theorem discusses the operational guarantee of the method, which is inherited
from the original algorithm (see of [51]).
Theorem 2.4.6. For an  ∈ (1/√N, 1), with probability at least 1/2, Algorithm 1 creates
an -sparsifier Ls with at most q = O(N logN/
2) links.
Our proposed sparsification algorithm has an additional interesting attribute: Algorithm
1 identically treats the self-loops and links between distinct nodes of the graph. So it
simultaneously makes them sparser such that the modified graph Laplacian is spectrally
close to the original graph Laplacian with a high probability.
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2.4.3 Concentration Inequality for Total Weight
We denote the total weight of the graph G by T, that is
T :=
∑
{i,j}∈E
aij .
We can define a similar quantity for the sparse graph Gs, and denote it by Ts. Now, we
derive an inequality, which bounds the probability that Ts deviates from T by more than a
threshold δ.
Lemma 2.4.7. The output of Algorithm 1 with q samples satisfies E{Ts} = T and the
concentration inequality
P{|Ts − T| > δ} ≤ 1
qδ2
N ∑
(i,j)∈E
aij
Rij
− T2
 .
We can similarly show that by replacing N in the result of Lemma 2.4.7 with (N − 1),
we get the inequality for the original algorithm in [51] for loopless graphs using definition
of the effective resistances in (2.4.4) and pij = aijRij/(N − 1).
2.5 Optimal Reweighting of Graph Couplings
The problem is how to redistribute the weights of a given graph, while the sum of the
weights remains constant to achieve the optimal performance measure, where this constant
sum of weights can be considered as a budget constraint. We define the design variable
W ∈ R|Ec| for this purpose, that is the weight vector of graph of candidate links Gc ⊂ G
with edge set Ec ⊂ E ; i.e.
W := vec({aij : {i, j} ∈ Ec}).
Problem 2.5.1 (Optimal Reweighting). Given an initial loopy graph G = (V, E , a) and a
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feedback gain matrix K solve the optimization problem
minimize
W
ρ(L,K) + γρu(L,K), (2.12)
subject to: Wj ≥ 0, W T1M = b,
W = vec({aij : {i, j} ∈ E})
L is the Laplacian of G with E ⊆ Ei.
The constraint on the sum of the weights makes it essentially a resource-allocation
problem of the following form.
Problem 2.5.2 (Optimal Resource Allocation). Given an objective function J(x) and con-
stant budget b > 0, solve
minimize
x
J(x), (2.13)
subject to: xj ≥ 0, xT1M = b.
2.5.1 Selective Bi-Coordinate Method
The coordinate descent methods for this problem have been recently studied; for instance
see [60,61]. Here, first we describe a method called Selective Bi-coordinate Method (SBM)
[61] and then introduce an efficient way of implementation for it. It turns out that the
components of this method can be customized the benefit from the structure of our objective
function and its gradient (see the next subsection).
Method Summary: The optimization consists of a sequence of subprograms. Each subpro-
gram is identified with two parameters:  and δ. For the design variable x, in each step,
first we should find an eligible pair of coordinates (i, j) with i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,M} such that
we can transfer the weight from the link xi to the link xj . These eligible candidates are
characterized by the following definition.
Definition 2.5.3. For positive parameters , δ > 0, an ordered pair of distinct coordinates
(i, j) (i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}) is called an -δ choice of coordinates at x ∈ Rm for function
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Algorithm 2 Selective Bi-Coordinate Method [61]
Input: Initial Point x0, Parameters θ, β > 0,
Sequences l, δl > 0 with l ↓ 0, δl ↓ 0
Output: Sequence of Design Variables {xl}
Initialize: x = x0
for l = 1, 2, . . . do
Set : k = 0,  = l, δ = δl
while ∃(i, j), an l-δl coordinate do
Search Direction dk = ej − ei,
Dir. Derivative gij = [∂J/∂xj(x)− ∂J/∂xi(x)]
p = min {p ∈ Z+ : J(x+ θpdk) ≤ J(x) + βθpgij}
x← x+ θpdk, k ← k + 1
end while
Subprogram output xl = x
end for
return {xl}
J(x) if
xi ≥  and ∂J
∂xi
(x)− ∂J
∂xj
(x) ≥ δ.
We can interpret an -δ choice of coordinates as a pair of coordinates (i, j) such that
component xi of the design variable is large enough to lose at least  and give it to component
xj , and also the magnitude of the directional derivative for this exchange of weight is at
least δ. Once we have such a pair of coordinates, we get a search direction to conduct a
backtracking line-search and find the step-size that gives us sufficient descent. We continue
these weight exchanges until we run out of such eligible choices of coordinates. This will
trigger the next subprogram, in which  and δ are smaller (and eventually vanishing). In
Algorithm 2, these steps are summarized, which comes with the following guarantee.
Theorem 2.5.4 (See [61]). The sequence {xl} generated by Algorithm 2 has stationary
limit points. Moreover, if J(x) is convex,
lim
l→∞
J(xl) = J∗,
where J∗ is the optimal value of Problem 2.5.2.
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2.5.2 Efficient Implementation by Structure Exploitation
To use the Algorithm 2 for reweighting the networks, we need efficient ways of finding -δ
pairs of coordinates (i.e. two eligible links to do the weight exchange), the value of the
performance measure in the line-search routine and the directional gradients.
Solution: We can address these tasks by keeping track of certain auxiliary matrices during
the optimization procedure, which we will identify shortly. The basic idea that makes this
possible is the specific structure of the updates to Laplacian during this optimization and
how these updates are propagated into the performance measure and its gradient with
respect to the design variable.
Consider the exchange of the weight of amount ∆w from the link i to link j according to
the described coordinate descent method. It can be decomposed into two rank-one updates
to the Laplacian in the form of
Lnew = Lold −∆w · eieTi + ∆w · ejeTj ,
where ei and ej are the vectors corresponding to those links in the graph incidence matrix.
Now, we analyze the propagation of such rank-one update into the performance measure
and its gradient.
Theorem 2.5.5. Assume we update the graph Laplacian L with a rank-one matrix R.
Then, the performance measure of the dynamical network evolves according to
ρ(L + R,K) = ρ(L,K)+
Tr
(
R1(L)
2n2∑
k=1
Zk +
2n1∑
k=1
WkR−12 (L) +
2n1∑
k=1
Wk
2n2∑
k=1
Zk
)
,
where the involved matrices are defined using the coefficients of the performance function
in (2.5) and are given by
R1(L) =
n1∑
i=0
aiL
i, R2(L) =
n2∑
i=0
biL
i
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which possess the direct and inverse updates
R1(L + R) = R1(L) +
2n1∑
k=1
Wk,
R−12 (L + R) = R−12 (L) +
2n2∑
k=1
Zk,
for rank-one matrices Wk and Zk. Moreover, the update for R−12 (L) could be found by
consecutive applications of the Sherman-Morrison formula.
Thus, if we keep track of R1(L) and R−12 (L) and how they are updated according to
the theorem, we can find the value of the updates to the performance measure during the
line search procedure in Algorithm 2.
Now, note that the gradient of the performance measure with respect to its design
variable W can be evaluated as
g := ∇Wρ(L,K) = diag
(
Bc∇Lρ(L,K)BTc
)
, (2.14)
where Bc is the incidence matrix of the candidate sets. In the following lemma, we see that
the intermediate term, Jacobian with respect to L, can be characterized via the derivative
of the performance function and Laplacian spectra.
Lemma 2.5.6. We can compute the gradient of the performance measure with respect to
the Laplacian matrix L is
∇Lρ(L,K) = U diag
(
dφ
dλ
(λi)
)
UT .
Remark 9. Lemma 2.9.1 asserts that the gradient of the performance measure with respect
to the graph Laplacian, which is a symmetric matrix has essentially the same eigenvectors
as L, while while eigenvalues are the values of dφ/dλ at the Laplacian eigenvalues. We may
deduce the same formula for the input measure ρu; i.e.
∇Lρu(L,K) = U diag
(
dµ
dλ
(λi)
)
UT .
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Now, we see a similar result for the update of ∇Lρ(L,K), which can be carried into g
using equation (2.14).
Theorem 2.5.7. Assume we express the rational function dφ/dλ with similar representa-
tion for φ(λ) in Theorem 2.5.5. Then, after a rank-one update R to the Laplacian, the
Jacobian of the performance measure with respect to L evolves according to
∇Lρ(L + R,K) = ∇Lρ(L,K) +R1(L)
2n2∑
k=1
Zk +
2n1∑
k=1
WkR−12 (L) +
2n1∑
k=1
Wk
2n2∑
k=1
Zk,
where the matrices are defined similar to Theorem 2.5.5.
If we keep track of R1(L) and R−12 (L) for ∇Lρ(L + R,K) and their updates according
to this theorem, then we can find the updated value of g after each step. This also facilitates
finding coordinates that are eligible for weight exchange.
Lemma 2.5.8. Assume we have the objective function gradient g according to (2.14). Set
i and j to be
i =argmax
k
{gk : Wk ≥ }.
j =argmin
k
{gk}.
If gi − gj ≥ δ, then (i, j) is an -δ pair of coordinates. Otherwise, there is no such pair of
coordinates.
Hence, we can use Lemma 2.5.8 to find out when the next subprogram is supposed to
start (i.e. when we have no more eligible -δ pairs of coordinates).
2.5.3 Running Time Analysis
The updates to matrices R1 and R−12 based on the performance function φ(λ) and its
derivative dφ(λ)/dλ require O(N2). Because the matrix products in the updates for the
performance measure and its gradient in Theorem 2.5.5 and 2.5.7 deal with rank-one ma-
trices, they can be done in O(M). Then, we need to a sort the links find the corresponding
to maximum and minimum directional derivatives, which can be done in O(M logM). We
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can keep track of the links with weights more than  at no additional cost. Hence, each step
would require O(M logM +N2). The initial computation of the matrix R−12 would require
O(N3) operations.
2.6 Network Growth
Adding k number of links from a given set of candidate links Ec, with |Ec| = ML to the
graph of a multi-agent system is an interesting combinatorial problem where we have
(
ML
k
)
choices, where the number of possible choices grows exponentially as k starts increasing
from 1. One may formalize this problem as follows.
Problem 2.6.1 (Optimal Network Growth). Given a loopy graph G with Laplacian L, and
a set of candidate links represented via {e1, e2, . . . , eM}, find the additive unweighted graph
Ga with edge set Ea and Laplacian matrix La from the optimization problem
minimize
Ga
ρ(L + La,K) (2.15)
subject to: |Ea| = k
We seek tractable and scalable approximations to this problem. In this section, we show
that the structure of the problem lets us efficiently implement the greedy algorithm.
2.6.1 Greedy Algorithm with Efficient Implementation
The greedy algorithm for adding k links to the graph of the network is well-known. We add
k links one by one, while at each step, we look for the link with maximum improvement in
the performance measure. If we see no improvement within the remaining set of candidates,
we terminate the algorithm. In Algorithm 3, we have summarized these steps.
We can exploit the structure of rank-one updates in this case as well: we keep track
of matrices R1(L) and R−12 (L) for the performance measure according to Theorem 2.5.5.
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Algorithm 3 Greedy Network Growth
Input: Laplacian L, Set of Candidates {e1, e2, . . . , eM}
Output: Modified Laplacian L
Set : S = {e1, e2, . . . , eM}
for i = 1, 2, . . . k do
Find index js
ejs = argmin
ej∈S
ρ(L + eje
T
j ,K)
if ρ(L + eje
T
j ,K) ≥ ρ(L,K) then
return L
end if
Update the Laplacian L← L + ejseTjs ,
Remove it from the candidates S ← S\{ejs}
end for
return L
Then, for all candidate links, finding the change in the performance measure when adding
the link can be done according to the updates in Theorem 2.5.5. Thus, we do not need to
compute a full set of eigenvalues of L for each candidate link.
Remark 10. We do not impose any assumption on the form of the performance function
(e.g. monotonicity or convexity).
2.6.2 Running Time Analysis
Computing the change in the value of performance measure can be done in O(N) because
the matrices involved are of rank one. Doing this for all candidate links implies we need at
most O(MN) operations. Next, we need the updates for matrices R1 and R−12 that similar
to previous requires O(N2) operations. Sorting the changes in the performance measure
after the update requires O(M logM). Hence, adding each link requires O(N2 + MN +
M logM) = O(MN) operations. The initialization evaluation of R−12 would require O(N3)
operations.
2.7 Optimal Feedback Gains Design
The optimal feedback gains design problem for a given topology is is formalized below.
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Problem 2.7.1 (Optimal Feedback Gains Design). Given a loopy graph Laplacian L, find
a feedback gain K solving
minimize
K
ρ(L,K) + γρu(L,K) (2.16)
subject to: λ˜(K) < λ1 (2.17)
K induces an unbounded stability region.
The design variable of this problem is K ∈ Rp×n, thus independent of number of sub-
systems, the search space is often small. Thus, without customized algorithms, the general
nonlinear optimization software (e.g. trust-region or interior-point methods) may effec-
tively address this problem, where the constraints are different based on application of
Routh-Hurwitz criteria for the characteristic polynomial of the subsystems
x˙ = (A− λBK)x.
Because the pair (A,B) is stabilizable, the Routh-Hurwitz criteria must gives us necessary
and sufficient conditions for existence of minimum connectivity threshold on K in form of
a set of nonlinear inequalities on elements of K (see the examples of previous chapter).
Gradient and Hessian Evaluation: Assume Kjk and Klo represent the entries of K with
i, l ∈ {1, . . . , p} and j, o ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The partial derivatives of first and second-order of
ρ(L,K) with respect to elements of K
∂(ρ+ γρu)
∂Kjk
=
N∑
i=1
∂(φ+ γµ)
∂Kjk
, (2.18)
∂2(ρ+ γρu)
∂Kjk∂Klo
=
N∑
i=1
∂2(φ+ γµ)
∂Kjk∂Klo
(λi,K), (2.19)
To numerically evaluate the gradient and Hessian of the objective function with respect
to K, we need to find these function of K and λ, an then substitute for the given value of
Laplacian eigenvalues.
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2.8 Numerical Studies
Finally, we look at numerical implementations of different schemes that have been investi-
gated throughout this Chapter.
2.8.1 Examples on Spectral Sparsification
In the first example, we derive the parametric bounds for spectral sparsification for certain
subsystems.
Example 2.8.1. Consider a network of single-integrators (see Example 1.6.1 in the previous
chapter). We find the functions α(λ; ) and β(λ; ) to bound variation of the performance
measure of the system upon sparsification. Following the corresponding definitions
α(λ; ) =

2k(1− )λ, β(λ; ) =
−
2k(1 + )λ
,
we can evaluate functions
η(λ; ) = max(|α(λ; )|, |β(λ; )|) = 
2k(1− )λ.
Note that we may find the last using Lemma 2.4.3 as well. For this specific case, it turns
out that the relative absolute error can be bounded solely in terms of , because
|∆ρ|
ρ(L,K)
≤
N∑
i=1
η(λ; )
N∑
i=1
φ(λ,K)
=

1−  . (2.20)
For double integrators, those functions are
α(λ; ) =
(2− )
2k1k2(1− )2λ2 , β(λ; ) =
−(2 + )
2k1k2(1 + )2λ2
,
η(λ; ) =
(2− )
2k1k2(1− )2λ2 ,
where the last one is true by application of Lemma 2.4.3. A similar result in this case also
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L Ls U.B. L.B.
n = 1 3.3203 3.2516 2.0752 8.3007
n = 2 10.2864 8.7953 4.0181 64.2901
n = 3 3.4037 2.8021 1.1201 84.9530
Table 2.1: Performance measure before and after sparsification with nodal dynamics chosen
from single to triple integrators.
hold, that is
|∆ρ|
ρ(L,K)
≤ (2− )
(1− )2 . (2.21)
We may repeat this procedure for triple-integrators (see Example 1.6.3), where because
the performance function in this case is convex and decreasing in (λ˜,∞), computing the
bound functions for spectral sparsification is similar to previous cases.
In the next example, we analyze the implementation of Algorithm 1 for finding sparse
approximations to a loopy graph Laplacian.
Example 2.8.2. We start from a dense interconnection graph, which is formed by joining
the following undirected random graphs:
a) a random graph with N = 80 nodes where the nodes are distributed randomly in the
space and are connected to their neighbors if their distance is less than r = 0.3.
b) a graph of self-loops where each self-loops exist with independent probability of 0.3.
The sample graph that we work with has 1667 links between distinct nodes and 18 self-
loops. We look at a sample result of Algorithm 6 applied on the Laplacian matrix of this
graph with  = 0.6. The graph before and after the sparsification has been illustrated in
Fig. 2.1, where number of links between distinct nodes and self-loops decrease to 723 and
10, respectively. Moreover, In Fig. 2.2, we have shown the ratio of the eigenvalues of the
sparsified Laplacian Ls to the initial Laplacian matrix L, which confirms
λi(Ls)
λi(L)
∈ [1− , 1 + ].
Now we look at the changes in the performance of networks of single to triple integrators
when replacing the G with its -sparsifie Gs. The feedback gain design, for single and double
80
Figure 2.1: This plot shows the sparsity pattern of the original graph versus the sparsified
graph (the self-loops are more visible in the colored version).
Figure 2.2: The ratio of eigenvalues of the sparsified Laplacian to the eigenvalues of original
Laplacian. The dashed the top and bottom dashed lines depict the expected bounds of this
ratio, 1 +  and 1− .
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L Ls
Weight of Loop Links 18 20.5122
Weight of Internal Links 1667 1653.4
Table 2.2: The weights of the links before and after sparsification.
integrators is straight-forward, thus we set all the gains components equal to 1. For the
network of triple-integrators, we design K = [k1, k2, k3] such that after sparsification, the
system remains asymptotically stable. Based on the requirements, we let k1 = 1 and k3 = 3.
Because λ˜(K) = k1/k2k3, based on Theorem 2.4.2, we set c = 1.2 and
k2 =
ck1
k3λ1(1− ) ≈ 4.5283.
The results together with bounds on the performance has been shown in Table 2.1,
where the bounds are not tight, while the performance of the system in each case is close
to the original system.
We can compare the total weight of the graph G with Gs, that has been shown in Table
2.2 that are close (total difference about 11.1). In fact, using Theorem 2.4.7 we can write
P{|Ts − T| > δ} ≤ 1
qδ2
N ∑
(i,j)∈E
aij
Rij
− T2
 ≈ 149.21
δ2
.
For instance, this implies that for δ ≈ 17.3, the bound becomes P{|Ts − T| > 17.3} ≤ 1/2.
In the next example, we show when the derived bounds can be helpful in practice.
Example 2.8.3. Reconsider the graph that was sparsified in Example 2.8.2. We rerun Al-
gorithm 1 on G for 200, 000 different samples and look at the performance measure of the
multi-agent systems with different integrator dynamics over the Gs. The empirical distri-
butions of the performance measure have been illustrated in Fig. 2.3. We observe that
lower and upper-bounds on the performance correspond to worst-case bound of multi-agent
system upon sparsification and the probability that the outcome of this algorithm induces
a performance measure close to the worst-case is small.
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Figure 2.3: Experimental distribution of the performance measure of the multi-agent system
with sparisified graph Laplacian produced in Example 2.8.3, for single, double, and triple
integrators from left to right.
2.8.2 Examples on Feedback Gain Design and Reweighting
Example 2.8.4. We reconsider the settings of Example 1.6.5 for a platoon of third-order
vehicles. Recall that the performance function in this case is given by
φ(λ) =
1
2k1
k3λ+ 1
k2k3λ3 + (k2 − k1τ)λ2 .
We apply Theorem 2.5.5 and write
R1(L) = k3L + IN ⇒ R1(L +R) = R1(L) + k3R.
and also
R2(L) = 2k1
(
k2k3L
3 + (k2 − k1τ)L2
)⇒
R2(L + R) = R2(L) + 2k1(k2 − k1τ)(LR + RL + R2)
+ 2k1k2k3(L
2R + LRL + LR2 + RL2 + RLR + R2L + R3).
Now, by consecutive application of the Sherman-Morrison updates, once we keep track
of R1(L), R2(L), and R−12 (L) we can compute the updates to the performance measure
according to the theorem. In fact, in this case, we have 10 rank-one updates for R−12 (L).
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Now, for the gradient computations, we can compute that
dφ(λ)
dλ
=
−1
2k1k2
{
k33 (1− a)
a2 (k3λ+ a)
2 +
k3 (1− a)
a2λ2
+
2
aλ3
}
.
where a =
k2 − k1τ
k2
. This partial fraction has been done to make the analysis more tractable
by denoting Ri1 and Ri2 for the term i. For the first term, we can define
R11(L) = −k
3
3(1− a)
2a2k1k2
IN ⇒ R11(L + R) = R11(L),
R12(L) = k23L2 + 2ak3L + a2IN ⇒
R12(L + R) = R12(L) + k23
(
LR + RL + R2
)
+ 2ak3R.
The second term can be similarly treated using
R21(L) = −k3(1− a)
2a2k1k2
IN ⇒ R21(L + R) = R21(L),
R22(L) = L2 ⇒ R22(L + R) = R22(L) + LR + RL + R2.
And finally for the third term
R31(L) = −1
ak1k2
IN ⇒ R31(L + R) = R31(L),
R32(L) = L3 ⇒ R32(L + R) = R32(L) + L2R + LRL + LR2 + RL2 + RLR + R2L + R3.
Thus, for each rank one update to L, we have to do a rank 13 update to the Jacobian with
respect to L
In the next example, we consider numerical experiments testing the feedback gain design
and reweighting algorithms.
Example 2.8.5. Again, we consider the platoon of vehicles described in Example 1.6.5.
We set the response constant as τ = 1/2 and as an initial guess for the gains we choose
K = [1, 2, 1], which has an unbounded stability region and λ˜(K) = 0. For this feedback
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Figure 2.4: An example for the interconnection graph of a platoons
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Figure 2.5: The optimal values of performance measure for different values of N and γ.
gain, the resulting performance function is given by
φ(λ) =
λ+ 1
λ2(4λ+ 3)
,
that is convex and decreasing for λ > λ˜(K) = 0
Initial Graph: We can describe the topology on which we will apply the reweighting and
feedback gain design as follows: a string of N cars with a weighted graph shown in Fig.
2.4. Each car is connected to two vehicles in the front and back (expect for the first and
last cars) with weight aI . Moreover, periodically, the vehicles number iNL + 1, i = 0, 1, . . .
are connected to the leader with weight aL.
Feedback Gain Design: The nonlinear constraint (1.104) defines a part of boundary of
stability for the feedback gain design problem that is necessary and sufficient to hold for
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Figure 2.6: The mean of optimal values of the entries of feedback gain K for the platooning
dynamics. The variance (for different values of N) is relatively negligible in this scale, so
we have omitted error-bars on the data points.
λ1, hence we write it as
c(K) := τk1 − k3k2λ1 + k2 ≤ 0.
For a chosen initial topology with the Laplacian L, the feedback gain design problem be-
comes
minimize
K
N∑
i=1
1
2k1
k3λi + 1
k2k3λ3i + (k2 − k1τ)λ2i
+ γ
N∑
i=1
τk22λi + k2k
2
3λ
2
i − k1τk3λi + k1τ
2τ(k2 − k1τ + k2k3λi) .
(2.22)
subject to: k1, k2 > 0, k3 ≥ 0,
c(K) = τk1 − k3k2λ1 + k2 < 0. (2.23)
It is trivial to observe that computing the gradient of the objective function an the con-
straints in terms of the K will only involves simple differentiation. We implement a
trust-region method with fmincon function of MATLAB. The start point is K = [1, 2, 1].
We set the spacing between the agents NL = 10, the weight of the links between the
agents aI = 1 and the weight of the self-loops aL = 3. We evaluate the solutions for
N ∈ {51, 101, . . . , 1451}. We show the optimal value of the performance measure (i.e. not
the objective function that involves a term due to input penalization) in Fig. 2.5 for different
values of γ and N .
We observe that for this class of topologies, for a fixed value of γ, the optimal feedback
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gain was relatively insensitive to the number of nodes (not all values listed in this chapter).
In fact, the maximum variance of the optimal values of ki’s for each value of γ for different
N ’s was about 10−3. Hence, it Fig 2.6, for different value of γ, we have demonstrated the
trend of mean optimal value of the feedback gains, where the limit of large γ corresponds
to the case where we are interested in minimal energy to stabilize the multi-agent system.
Topology Reweighting: We freeze the links from the leader to the grounded vehicles and
reweight the links between the cars with an initial value of aI = 1 for the case we have no
penalization due to input; i.e. for γ = 0.
The optimization parameters for implementation of Algorithm 2 at subprogram number
l = 1, 2, . . . are
δl = 1/l, l = 1/l, β = θ = 0.5.
The initial topology has the spacing between the grounded nodes NL = 5, the internodal
links have the weight aI = 1, while the grounded agents have the self-loops of weight aL = 3.
We run the optimization problem for different network sizes, which are chosen as
N ∈ {351, 501, . . . , 1551},
and we let the optimization to continue for 4 subprograms of each 400(1+log N351) iterations.
The initial and final value of ρ(L,K) for each platoon size N are shown in Fig. 2.7.
For N = 351, a sample of optimization progress for 4 subprograms of 400 iterations is
shown in Fig. 2.8. We may look at the distribution of the degrees of the graph between
the agents (without the portion of the degree due to connection to the leader) after the
optimization. A sample solution is depicted in Fig. 2.9, revealing that the reweighting
favors adding the weight to agents that are grounded (i.e. connected to the leader). Then, it
favors the rest of the agents based on their proximity to the grounded vehicles. The optimal
allocation of the weights is almost periodic (between the grounded vehicles) and symmetric.
In Fig. 2.10, we have illustrated the weights of the optimal links between the nodes, where
the grounded nodes are demonstrated with black color. In fact, we have identified three
kind of links in this graph, where the strong links are connected to the grounded links.
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Then weaker links, but not the weakest, are connected to the nodes that are connected to
the grounded medium with one intermediate agent. And finally, the weakest links that are
the farthest from the grounded vehicles.
2.9 Conclusion and Discussion
Appendix: Proofs
Proof of 2.4.2. First we show that the growth of the performance function φ is limited by
β(λi; ) ≤ φ(λi(Ls))− φ(λi) ≤ α(λi; ), (2.24)
If this holds, then we can write
|φ(λi(Ls))− φ(λi)| ≤ η(λi; ), (2.25)
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Figure 2.10: An illustration from the optimal weights of the links in the case of N = 351.
The grounded nodes are denoted by black color, and are spaced by 5 vehicles.
If Ls is an -sparsifier of matrix L, then
λi(Ls) ∈ λi × [1− , 1 + ],
that is a compact interval, so we can look at the maximum and minimum of φ to get
corresponding point-wise inequalities. Now, we may use the terms in the inequalities above
to prove the claimed inequalities of the theorem. For the second part, based on the definition
of α and β, once  is set to zero, the interval λi× [1− , 1 + ] shrinks to the singleton λi, so
the deviation of function φ from φ(λi) is zero. The fact that η vanishes as well is immediate
from its definition.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.6. The steps needed for proof of this theorem are exactly the same
steps provided in the proof of the algorithm for loopless graph Laplacians in [51] that was
rephrased in [57] (see the Proof of Theorem 5 therein). Indeed, almost all of the steps in
that proof are true if we replace L† (in the case of loopless Laplacian) with L−1 (in the case
of Loopy Laplacian), so we do not repeat it here. In addition to extending the definition of
effective resistances to allow for self-edges, the other change is that for an undirected loopy
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Laplacian, it holds that
∑
{i,j}∈E
aijRij = N, (2.26)
while this sum for a loopless Laplacian matrix we have [51]
∑
{i,j}∈E
aijRij = N − 1. (2.27)
Now, we prove (2.26), where its prove is also similar to proof of (2.27) in [51], where we
define the projection matrix as
Π := W1/2BL−1BTW1/2.
The interesting fact about this matrix is that for the edge number k (based on numbering
in the incidence matrix B) between nodes i and j, we have
Πkk = wijRij ,
which implies we may write
∑
k=1,...,|E|
Πkk = Tr(Π) =
∑
{i,j}∈E
aijRij .
It is easy to find that Π2 = Π, so its eigenvalues are either 1 or 0. If the graph is connected,
the rank of Π would be N . Hence, it has exactly N eigenvalues equal to 1, and the rest of
them are zero. Hence, Tr(Π) = N , and (2.26) follows. This justifies the difference of the
probabilities used in the original algorithm from those that we use in Algorithm 6, where
they used to be
pij =
aijRij
N
,
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while in the modified algorithms we should set
pij =
aijRij
N − 1 .
Proof of Lemma 2.4.7. We may define a sequence of i.i.d. positive random variables {zi}i=1,2,...,
where each random variable is identical to z : Ω → R++, with a probability mass function
pi : R++ → R+ such that
pi
(
aij
qpij
)
= pij .
In words, the random variable z describes the random weight that is added to the graph at
each sampling. We can compute the expectation of this random variable
µ := E{z} =
∑
(i,j)∈E
pij
aij
qpij
=
1
q
∑
(i,j)∈E
aij =
1
q
T.
We can compute its variance as
σ2 := Var(z) = E{z2} − E{z}2 =
∑
(i,j)∈E
pij
a2ij
q2p2ij
− T
2
q2
∑
(i,j)∈E
Na2ij
q2aijRij
− T
2
q2
=
1
q2
N ∑
(i,j)∈E
aij
Rij
− T2
 .
Now, we define the sum
Sq :=
q∑
i=1
zi = Ts,
where E{Sq/q} = W/q and Var(Sq/q) = σ2/q. Applying the Chebyshev’s inequality to the
random variable Sq/q, we may write
P
{∣∣∣∣Sqq − E
{
Sq
q
}∣∣∣∣ > δq
}
≤ σ
2/q
(δ/q)2
,
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which is equivalent to
P {|Sq − E{Sq}| > δ} = P {|Ws −W| > δ} ≤ σ
2q
δ2
.
Substituting the value of σ2 in the above inequality proves the claim of the theorem.
Proof of Lemma 2.5.6. The author of [62] defines the following two notations:
• a region Ω in RN is symmetric if for any permutation matrix P ∈ RN×N , we have
PΩ = Ω (i.e. closed under permutations).
• a function f : Ω→ R a symmetric function if for any x ∈ Ω and permutation matrix
P, it holds that
f(Px) = f(x).
Now, we may mention the result of [62].
Proposition 2.9.1 ( [62]). Let Ω ∈ Rn be open and symmetric, and suppose function
f(x) : Ω → R is symmetric. Then the spectral function f(λ(.)) is differentiable at the
symmetric matrix X if and only if function f is differentiable at the vector λ(X). If so, the
gradient of f ◦ λ at the matrix X = X∗ is
∇Xf(X∗) = Udiag (∇xf(λ(X∗))) UT ,
where the matrix X∗ can be decomposed using a unitary matrix U as X∗ = Uλ(X)UT .
We apply this for computation of the gradient of the performance measure with respect
to the graph Laplacian. Note that L = UΛUT , and that we may define function f(x) that
we need to use according to Proposition 2.9.1 is
ρ(L,K) =
N∑
i=1
φ(λN ) := f(λ(L)),
where one can note that
∇xf(λ(L)) =
(
dφ
dλ
(λ1), . . . ,
dφ
dλ
(λN )
)T
,
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which proves the claim upon application of Lemma 2.9.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.5.5. We may write
ρ = Tr
( N1∑
i=0
aiL
i
)(
N2∑
i=0
biL
i
)−1 := Tr(R(L)).
Now, we focus on the argument of the trace. The rank one update to L, namely R spreads
into the trace argument as
R(L + R) := R1(L + R)R−12 (L + R) =
(
N1∑
i=0
ai(L + R)
i
)(
N2∑
i=0
bi(L + R
T )i
)−1
.
Now, one can inspect that expansion of the binomial series gives
R(L + R) =
 N1∑
i=0
aiL
i +
N1∑
i=1
2i−1∑
j=1
aiVij
 N2∑
i=0
biL
i +
N2∑
i=1
2i−1∑
j=1
biVij
−1 ,
where Vij describe all the rank one updates that will appear in the expansion of (L+uv
T )i,
which are 2i − 1 different rank one matrices in general. We can arbitrarily order the rank
one terms that are added and write a more simple form
R(L + R) =
 N1∑
i=0
aiL
i +
2N1∑
k=1
Wk
 N2∑
i=0
biL
i +
2N2∑
k=1
Wk
−1 .
Now, we can apply 2N2 times the Sherman-Morrison update formula for the matrix R2(L),
which results in
R(L + R) =
R1(L) + 2N1∑
k=1
Wk
R−12 (L) + 2N2∑
k=1
Zk
 =
R(L) +R1(L)
2N2∑
k=1
Zk +
2N1∑
k=1
WkR−12 (L) +
2N1∑
k=1
Wk
2N2∑
k=1
Zk.
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Now, we can find the update to the performance measure that is
ρ(L + R,K) = ρ(L,K) + Tr
R1(L) 2N2∑
k=1
Zk +
2N1∑
k=1
WkR−12 (L) +
2N1∑
k=1
Wk
2N2∑
k=1
Zk
 .
Proof of Theorem 2.5.7. Using Lemma 2.5.6, one could equivalently write the gradient as
∇Lρ(L + R,K) =
(
N1∑
i=0
aiL
i
)(
N2∑
i=0
biL
i
)−1
.
The rest the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5.5.
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Chapter 3
Randomly Switching Consensus
Networks
3.1 Introduction
In the last two chapters, we have modelled the interaction between the agents to be perfect,
which happen over a fixed graph. However, in practice there is always randomness associated
with the interactions between the subsystems. For instance, the random nature of the
wireless communication links could be a source of randomness in the topology of the network
[63]. Therefore, in applications such as mobile robotics, we should be concerned about the
implications of the randomness that could be echoed in the performance of the dynamical
network.
One of the first papers which considered the consensus problem over random graphs is
[15], where the authors study the stability and convergence rate of a class of these networks.
The stability criteria of the random networks over ergodic graph processes were later further
characterized; for instance see [16, 64]. More recently, the convergence speed of a these
networks has been again brought to the attention [65, 66]. The stability of the consensus
algorithm over Markov chain of graphs has been also studied in the literature [67].
In this chapter, we consider the distributed consensus or synchronization algorithms for
simple integrator agents with random interactions between the agents. We assume that these
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interconnections according to a random process that rollouts in an identically distributed
manner (in time). Unlike the settings of the previous chapters, we consider the problem in
discrete-time. We evaluate a performance measure for the quality of synchronization. It
turns out that evaluating the performance measure suffers from undesired computational
complexity. Therefore, we find a tight lower-bound on the performance measure that can be
evaluated in comparatively less time. Moreover, we layout the problem of optimal random
switching, which focuses on the best way to switch between a number of graph topologies
in random in term of the performance.
3.2 Notations
The main body of notations are the ones that are provided in Section 1.2, which are com-
pleted for this chapter. The set of doubly-stochastic matrices of appropriate dimension
are denoted by S. The Frobenius norm of a matrix is denoted by ‖.‖F . The maximum
eigenvalue of matrix A is denoted by λmax(A).
3.3 Problem Statement
Let us consider a network with scalar discrete-time integrators agents, which means that
the state of agent i at time t ∈ Z+ is denoted by xi ∈ R and it follows the dynamics
xi(t+ 1) = xi(t) + ui(t) + ξi(t), (3.1)
where ui(t) ∈ R is the control input and ξi(t) is the exogenous disturbance at time t. We
collect N instances of these agents. Now, let us define the state vector of the network
x ∈ RN to be
x := [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]
T , (3.2)
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and similarly the vector of disturbances by ξ ∈ RN . Now, set some  > 0 and consider the
control law over a sequence of undirected weighted graphs {Gt}t∈Z+ , according to
ui(t) = 
∑
j∈Ni(t)
aij(t)(xj − xi), (3.3)
where Ni(t) denotes the set of neighbors of node i at time t ∈ Z+; or equivalently set of
neighbors of node i in graph Gt. Suppose that L(t) is the graph Laplacian corresponding
to graph Gt. In order to rewrite the dynamics of the network in closed-form, we use the
Perron matrix corresponding to L(t) that is given by
W(t) := IN − L(t), (3.4)
(e.g. see [14,68]). For small enough values of , these Perron matrices are doubly-stochastic:
they have nonnegative entries with rows and columns that add-up to one. We denote all
these matrices by S. Then, the dynamics of these networks are given by
 x(t+ 1) = W(t)x(t) + ξ(t),y(t) = Cx(t), (3.5)
where y ∈ RN is the output of the network and output matrix C satisfies
C1N = 0N .
Now, we state the assumptions that characterize the random networks of interest. The
first assumption characterizes the random switches that happen between finite number of
topologies.
Assumption 3.3.1. The process {W(t)}t∈Z+ is a random process of i.i.d. random vari-
ables, with W0 =W, where W is a random variable of Perron matrices with finite range
R := {W1, . . . ,Wm} = {IN − L1, . . . , IN − Lm} (3.6)
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and probability mass function pi : R→ R+.
This assumption suggests that the value of pii := pi(Wi) is equal to the probability that
at any instant t ∈ R+, Perron matrix process W(t) is at realization Wi. We can express
this probability distribution using a probability vector Π ∈ Rm+
Π := [pi1, . . . , pim]. (3.7)
For instance, let us suppose that we have N = 5 subsystems, where they communicate
over m = 2 possible topologies as depicted in Fig. 3.11. After we build L1 and L2, we
choose  and we get the values for the corresponding Perron matrices W1 and W2.
Figure 3.1: A schematic of two topologies for a random network.
The next assumption describes the properties of the additive disturbance (or noise)
process ξ.
Assumption 3.3.2. The noise is a random process {ξ(t)}t∈Z+ that consists of i.i.d. random
variables with ξ0 ∼ N (0, IN ).
Consider the output signal {y(t)}t∈Z+ of the network that is a random process. We
define the performance measure of this class of random networks to be the steady-state
variance of the output, which is given by
ρ (W) := lim
t→∞E
{
y(t)T y(t)
}
, (3.8)
1While there are no mutual links between two graphs in this example, in general, we do not require this
to hold.
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where the expectation is taken over all admissible realizations of the noise process and
switches under the described settings. The amount of fluctuations of the state of the
network around the consensus state is reflected in this quantity. To have an idea of what
these fluctuations could look like, samples of the output of the network y(t) with and without
random switches based on the topologies shown in Fig. 3.1 are illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: The sample output of the noisy networks with fixed and random graphs.
We observe that in this case, the switching between two topologies have enhanced the
performance measure of the network (i.e., decreased the intensity of the fluctuations).
The research problems are to characterize the stability and performance of these random
networks, find scalable bounds for the approximation of the performance measure, and
characterize the optimal random switching between a number of topologies.
3.4 Performance of LTI Consensus Networks
For a linear time-invariant (LTI) network, there is no randomness and we have W(t) ≡
W ∈ S. Then, the dynamics (3.5) become
 x(t+ 1) = W(t)x(t) + ξ(t),y(t) = Cx(t), (3.9)
Built upon the results in [69], one can compute the performance measure of (3.9), wherein
we have used the notation L := C2.
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Theorem 3.4.1. If λmax(MNW) < 1, the performance measure of an LTI consensus
network (3.9) cane be expressed as
ρ(W) = Tr
(
L
(
In −MNW2
)−1)
. (3.10)
Moreover, if C = L = MN ,
ρ(W) = Tr
(
(IN −MNW2)−1
)− 1, (3.11)
or equivalently in terms of eigenvalues of W
ρ(W) =
N∑
i=2
1
1− λi(W)2 , (3.12)
where λ1 = 1 corresponding to eigenvector 1N is excluded from these summations.
Note that the latter special case is reported in [69]. An analogous analysis for randomly
switching networks can be followed. The authors of [66] have demonstrated that
lim
t→∞E
{
yTt yt
}
= vec(MN )
T (IN2 −GW)−1vec(MN ),
where C ∈ RN×(N−1), CT1N = 0, CTC = In−1, CCT = MN , and
GW := (MN ⊗ MN )E {W ⊗W} .
Following a similar approach, we evaluate (3.8), where K := C⊗C.
Theorem 3.4.2. If λmax(GW) < 1, then the performance measure of the random network
defined by (4.18) can be expressed as
ρ (W) = vec(MN )TQ vec(MN ), (3.13)
where Q := K(IN2 −GW)−1.
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Alternatively, we may write the expression (3.13) as
ρ (W) = vec(L)T (IN2 −GW)−1vec(MN ), (3.14)
that reproduces the result of [66] if we set L = MN .
3.5 Lower-Bound on Performance Measure
As number of the subsystems N increases, matrix GW , that is a square matrix of dimension
N2 becomes huge. Consequently, it is vital to have computationally cheaper methods to
(at least approximately) evaluate the performance measure. In this section, we introduce a
lower-bound on the performance measure using the notion of the Nearest Kronecker Product
(NKP) to a matrix. We show that this bound is cheaper to compute than the performance
measure. First, let us formally define a nearest Kronecker product to a matrix.
Definition 3.5.1 (see [70]). Let A, B∗, and C∗ be matrices such that A and B∗⊗C∗ have
the same dimension. Then a Nearest Kronecker Product to A is B⊗C computed by
{B,C} = argmin
B∗,C∗
∥∥A−B∗ ⊗C∗∥∥
F
. (3.15)
The solution of optimization problem (3.15) has interesting couplings with the properties
of A. We list a number of them that are useful for our problem.
Proposition 3.5.2 (see [70]). The following statements hold true concerning the solutions
to the minimization problem (3.15).
1. If A can be expressed as sum of Kronecker products
A =
r∑
i=1
Bi ⊗ Ci,
then the solutions B and C are linear combinations of Bi’s and Ci’s, respectively.
2. If A is positive-semidefinite and symmetric, then we can always choose B and C to
be positive-semidefinite and symmetric. If so, then it holds that A  B⊗C.
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Next, we use this notion and propose a lower-bound on the performance of a randomly
switching network. To this end, we define
EW := EW {W ⊗W} . (3.16)
We may expand this matrix as
EW =
m∑
i=1
√
pii Wi ⊗ √pii Wi :=
m∑
i=1
Bi ⊗ Bi. (3.17)
Theorem 3.5.3 (Performance Lower-Bound). Suppose that symmetric N×N matrix Wˆ 
0 is given by solving the nearest Kronecker product problem given by
Wˆ = argmin
W
∥∥E {W ⊗W} −W ⊗W∥∥
F
. (3.18)
If λmax(GW) < 1, then for matrix
Ws := MNWˆ + JN/N ∈ S, (3.19)
it holds that λmax(MNWs) < 1. Moreover, we can bound the performance measure by
ρ(Ws) ≤ ρ(W). (3.20)
The significance of (3.20) is that evaluating the lower-bound requires computation of
performance of an LTI network, which is cheaper for large networks (see the end of this
section for a time-complexity analysis).
Labeling the eigenvalues such that λ1(Ws) and λ1(Wˆ) share the eigenvector v1 = 1n,
then for i 6= 1, λi(Wˆ) = λi(Ws) and vi(Ws) = vi(Wˆ). Thus, if C = MN , (3.12) implies
ρ(W) ≥
N∑
i=2
1
1− λi(Ws)2 (3.21)
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3.5.1 Computation of Lower-Bound
In the previous result, we did not sketch the numerical algorithm that lets us find the nearest
Kronecker product. Here, we recall results that let us do so. For a matrix A =
r∑
i=1
Bi ⊗ Ci,
the reshaping matrix is
A˜ :=
r∑
i=1
vec(Bi) vec(Ci)T , (3.22)
(see [70]). Using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of A˜, the following theorem asserts
the solution of (3.15).
Theorem 3.5.4 (see [70]). Let σ1 be the largest singular value of A˜ with singular vectors u1
and v1. Then B ∈ Rm×n and C ∈ Rp×q defined by vec(B) := √σ1u1 and vec(C) := √σ1v1
minimize the objective function ‖A−B⊗C‖F .
Now we conduct an error analysis for this lower-bound. The error of NKP is known to
be ‖A−B⊗C‖F = ‖A˜− vec(B)vec(C)T ‖F , (see [70]), where based on the rest of singular
values of A˜, ∥∥∥A˜− vec(B)vec(C)T∥∥∥
F
≤
√
σ22 + · · ·+ σ2r := cr,
and the rank of A˜ is r. Nonzero singular values of A˜ for A = EW are at most m, since based
on (3.17), A˜ is summation of m rank-one matrices. So, we define cm :=
√
σ22 + · · ·+ σ2m,
where ‖EW − Wˆ ⊗ Wˆ‖F ≤ cm. We denote the perturbations
∆ρ := ρ(W)− ρ(Ws),
∆G := GW −MNWs ⊗MNWs,
and also
∆−1G := (IN2 −GW)−1 − (IN2 −MNWˆ ⊗MNWˆ)−1.
We may show that the proposed lower-bound satisfies the following first order lower-bound.
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Figure 3.3: The performance measure and its bounds for Example 3.5.6.
Theorem 3.5.5 (First Order Error). For sufficiently small values of ‖∆G‖2, it holds that
∆ρ ≤ cm‖vec(MN )vec(L)
T ‖2
(1− λ2max(MNWs))2
. (3.23)
If C = L = MN , then we get
∆ρ ≤ cm(N − 1)
(1− λ2max(MNWs))2
. (3.24)
3.5.2 Examples of the Lower-Bound Computation
We conclude this section with several different examples, where we will apply Theorem 3.5.4
on A = EW to compute the lower-bounds. The first example considers a case when the
lower-bound is tight, but the error analysis is not.
Example 3.5.6 (Lower and Upper Bound). Consider a random network with two possible
topologies. Therefore, the set of Perron matrices is given by
R = {W1,W2},
with Π = [pi1, pi2] denoting the probabilities that each topology occurs. We choose N = 100
and compute the Perron matrices as follows. We set
Wi = In − Li,
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wherein  = 10−4) and Li’s correspond to Erdos-Renyi random graphs with |E1| = 466 and
|E2| = 438 edges. Knowledge of pi1 fixes the performance measure, since pi1 + pi2 = 1. For
pi1 ∈ [0, 1], we compute the performance measure, its lower-bound, and upper-bound using
(3.24). The results are shown in Fig. 3.3. The maximum relative error of the lower-bound
is less than 10−9% (i.e. practically zero), while the upper-bound has a maximum relative
error of 22.6%. The lower-bound and upper-bound were calculated in about 2.5 seconds
seconds, while the performance measure was evaluated in about 105.2 seconds.
Remark 11. Example 3.5.6 motivates the design of a randomly switching protocol instead
of sticking to a single topology. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3.3, by switching, for intermediate
values of pi1, we outperform each network on their own. This inspires us to formulate the
optimal random switching problem (see Section 3.6).
Example 3.5.7 (Random Switches between Three Networks). We rework Example 3.5.6 for
three networks. Here, we have a probability vector Π = [pi1, pi2, pi3] with shown in Fig. 3.4,
N = 40, |E1| = 103, |E2| = 109, and |E3| = 114. The Perron matrices are
Wi = IN − 1/(2N − 2)Li
. We compute the performance measure and lower-bound for pi1, pi2 ∈ [0, 1], which are
represented in Fig. 3.5, with a maximum relative error less than 0.51%.
For large scale networks, the evaluation of (3.13) might become computationally tedious.
However, Example 3.5.8 suggests that the lower-bound might still be cheap to compute.
Example 3.5.8 (Large Networks). Consider a random switching among the doubly stochastic
matrices R = {W1,W2} with equal probability; i.e. Π = [1/2, 1/2]. For a range of N ,
we create two Erdos-Renyi graphs with edge probability p = log(N)/N and the Perron
matrices with  = 1/(2N − 2). We evaluate the performance measure by Monte-Carlo
simulations, using the sample trajectories until tmax = 3000 for 300 different samples. On
the other hand, we compute the lower-bound for each N . The performance measures from
simulations, lower-bounds, and their machine times have been illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The
maximum relative error of the lower-bound with respect to the simulations value was less
than 0.56% in this sample experiment.
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G2
G3
G1
Figure 3.4: The underlying graphs of the network in Example 3.5.7
Figure 3.5: These colored plots show the performance measure and its lower-bound com-
puted for pi1, pi2 ∈ [0, 1], where pi1 + pi2 + pi3 = 1.
Running Time Analysis: The evaluation of the lower-bound (3.20) compared to the perfor-
mance measure (3.13) turns out to have higher computational advantages for large networks.
To compute (3.13), an eigenvalue decomposition of EW ∈ RN2×N2 is required, which for a
full matrix, in practice, is O((N2)2.8) = O(N5.6), and for a sparse matrix O(mN2) [71],
where m is the number of nonzero elements. However, for (3.20), there are algorithms that
may compute the largest eigenvalue and its eigenvector in O(m), If EW is not sparse, the
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Figure 3.6: The lower-bound compared to the value of performance measure derived from
MC method, together with the machine times.
time-complexity would be O(N4).
In an example, we examine the empirical relation between the network size and the
running time.
Example 3.5.9 (Time vs. Size). Choosing N ∈ [6, 60], we create 100 pairs of ER graphs with
p = 3 log(N)/N and assess the performance measure and its lower-bound for pi1 ∈ [0, 1] (6
points). We record the average machine times and the results are summarized in Fig. 3.7.
For large N , the time for the measure hikes considerably faster compared to the growth
rate of the time required for evaluating the lower-bound.
3.6 Design for Optimal Random Switching
In the rest of this chapter, we introduce and characterize the problem of minimizing the
performance measure by optimal design of the probability vector Π.
Problem 3.6.1 (Optimal Random Switching). Given a set of networks R ⊂ S and cost
vector C := [C1, C2, . . . , Cm]T  0, find a probability mass function pi(Wi) = pii for all
Wi ∈ R, stacked as a vector Π = (pi1, pi2, . . . , pim)T , minimizing a combination of the
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figure magnifies the details of the upper figure)
performance measure and cost of the operation; i.e. for some augmenting coefficient γ ≥ 0,
solve
minimize
Π
ρ(W) + γΠTC (3.25)
subject to : Π  0 and ΠT1m = 1.
Next, we reshape (3.25) as a tractable convex program; i.e. a Semi-Definite Program
(SDP) [72], provided that the output matrix is MN .
Theorem 3.6.2. Optimization Problem (3.6.1) with C = MN is equivalent to
minimize
Π, t
t (3.26)
subject to :Π  0, ΠT 1m = 1 andIN2 −GW vec(MN )
vec(MN )
T t− γΠTC
  0.
This convex reformulation implies that we can directly look at the convexity of the
performance measure in variable Π. Our next result magnifies this point.
Theorem 3.6.3. If ρ(GW) < 1 and C = MN , the performance measure ρ(W) is a convex
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Figure 3.9: Representation of a sparse optimal Π with reweighted `1 penalization, where
more entries are on the horizontal axis.
function of the probability vector Π = [pi1, pi2, . . . , pim]
T .
Although we can directly verify the convexity of this problem, the mere fact that the
optimization problem is equivalent to a SDP implies that the objective function is a convex
function of the variable Π.
3.6.1 Scenarios for the Design Problem
Assume a hypothetical scenario of coordination where at each sampling time only a subset
of communication links exist between the agents. One may think of different advantages
for this: (i) the power-consuming continuous communications are no longer needed, (ii) the
amount of information to be processed (i.e. computational burden of the operations on an
agent) may decrease (iii) the control input magnitudes may shrinks as we consider partial
synchronization at each step. The next example considers this scenario.
Example 3.6.4 (Mixing Disconnected Networks). Consider 100 different graphs over N = 24
nodes. Each graph has the same number of randomly chosen links |Ei| = 4. An LTI consen-
sus network corresponding to each graph has unbounded measure because each individual
graph is disconnected. Using Theorem 3.6.2, we implement (3.26) with γ = 0 in CVX [39]
to find an optimal probability vector Π. In Fig. 3.8, we show an optimal Π (in percent)
found in 113 seconds.
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Figure 3.10: The Performance Loss and Density Level tradeoff illustrated by increasing the
value of γ (see Example 3.6.6).
Example 3.6.5 (Sparse Selection of Disconnected Networks). The number of nonzeros in the
optimal Π in Example 3.6.4 is high. As a remedy, we use Reweighted `1-Penalization [73].
To do so, we have a vector of weights at iteration j, wj ∈ Rm is initially w1 = 1m. In
our problem, we set C = wj . Then, at each iteration we compute the optimal solution
Πj = [pij1, pi
j
2, . . . , pi
j
m] of (3.26) with γ = 5 . For the next iteration, we update the weights
according to
wj+1(i) =
1
e+ piji
, for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m},
with e = 10−6. We display the elements of the optimal value (in percent) in Fig. 3.9 after 5
iterations. Due to this penalization, the density level (i.e, the percent of nonzero elements
of pi) dropped from 90% to 26%, and the performance measure grew from around 852 to
902, a loss of around 6%.
An influential parameter in Example 3.6.5 is γ. On one side of the spectrum, γ = 0
implies the lack of requirement on the sparsity of Π. However, as γ increases, the sparsity
is more favored, and we expect observing more performance loss. Our final example reflects
this tradeoff.
Example 3.6.6 (Sparsity-Performance Tradeoff). Reconsider the settings of Example 3.6.5.
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For γ ∈ [0.1, 15], we examine the density level of the optimal vector Π and the performance
measure at the same time and the performance loss and density level versus γ appear in
Fig. 3.10.
3.6.2 Additional Convex Attributes of the Performance Measure
Theorem 3.6.3 asserts that ρ(W) is a convex function of the probability vector Π. Here, we
note that it is also a convex function of the stacked matrix of all Wi ∈ R. Thus, first we
introduce a stacked matrix
Wst :=
[
W1,W2, . . . ,Wm
]T
, for all Wi ∈ R.
Proposition 3.6.7. If λmax(GW) < 1, the performance measure (4.18) is a convex function
of stacked matrix Wst.
Next, we point out that the performance measure inherits this convexity as a function
of the weights of all graphs of the switching network. For graph i with edge set Ei, let
Ei := vec(wjk) (for all {j, k} ∈ Ei) be a vector representing the weights of the corresponding
graph. Stacking these vectors for all Wi ∈ Wm, we build a vector of weights
Est :=
[
ET1 , E
T
2 , . . . , E
T
m
]T
.
Theorem 3.6.8. If for all Wi ∈ R, Wi = IN − iLi ∈ S for some graph Laplacian Li and
a proper i > 0, then the performance measure (4.18) is a convex function of Est.
The notion of convexity with respect to the weights of the graph is useful for design
or redesign purposes, since numerous convex optimization techniques and their operational
guarantees could be potentially considered.
3.7 Discussion and Future Directions
We characterized different aspects of the performance measure of randomly switching con-
sensus networks that are perturbed by a Gaussian noise. In the first half of the Chapter, a
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practical lower-bound on the measure was introduced, together with an analysis regarding
the time-complexities and errors. A caveat might be the high order of time-complexity for
the evaluation of the lower-bound, although it was cheaper than the performance measure.
This facet may be investigated as a future work. Another concern is that the approxima-
tion bound for the lower-bound derived in Theorem 3.5.5 may not be tight, although the
lower-bound is observed to be tight. When it comes to the optimization procedures (e.g. in
topology design problems), if the computation of the measure compared to the lower-bound
measure is expensive (that is indeed true for large networks), the bound may be a handy
tool for the derivative-free optimization methods [74], which usually require cheap function
evaluations. This is another potential direction for the further investigation.
In the second part of this manuscript, we defined the problem of optimal random switch-
ing and reformulated it as an SDP The objective is to find an optimal probability vector
to achieve superior performance by mixing two or more consensus networks of inferior (or
even unbounded) performance measures. However, the scalability of the current numerical
scheme is rather questionable. We also proved the convexity of the performance measure
in terms of the vector of probabilities and also in terms of simultaneously all weights of all
graphs. This turns out to be important for topology design problems.
Appendix: Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.4.1. Let us define the z(t) := MNx(t) and Wc := MNW. If W ∈ S
and ρ(MNW) < 1, then the steady-state covariance matrix
Z := lim
t→∞E
{
ztz
T
t
}
which has been shown to have the unique value of
Z =
(
IN −W2c
)−1 − JN/N,
(see [69]). The steady-state covariance matrix Y of yt = Czt is Y = CZC
T = CZC.
Since CJN = 0, Y = C(In −W2c)−1C is resulted. Because ρ(W) = Tr(Y), C2 = L and
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Tr(ABC) = Tr(CAB) one can verify (3.10). If C = L = MN ,
ρ(W) = Tr
(
(IN − JN/N)
(
IN −MNW2
)−1)
,
which can be expanded to express the performance measure as
ρ(W) = Tr
(
(IN −MNW2)−1 − (JN/N)(IN −MNW2)−1
)
. (3.27)
Since λmax(MNW) < 1(MNW) <1, using a Neumann series, we may write the second
term as
JN
N
(IN −MNW2)−1 = JN
N
∞∑
i=0
(MNW
2)i = JN/N.
Because Tr(JN/N) = 1, we arrive at (3.11), which has been shown in [69] that is equivalent
to (3.12).
Proof of Theorem 3.4.2. We define z(t) := MNx(t) and W˜(t) := MNW(t). One inspects
that the following chain of identities hold.
MNW(t) = MNMNW(t) = MNW(t)MN .
We can now show that the dynamics of z(t) are given by
z(t+ 1) = W˜(t)z(t) + MNξ(t),
which helps evaluate its outer product Z(t) := z(t)z(t)T as
Z(t+ 1) = W˜(t)Z(t)W˜(t) + MNξ(t)ξ(t)
TMN + 2W˜(t)z(t)ξ(t)
TMN .
Taking the expected value, since ξ(t) is independent of z(t), the last term vanishes. Using
Assumption 3.3.2, we may write E{ξ(t)ξ(t)T } = IN to obtain
E{Z(t+ 1)} = E{W˜(t)Z(t)W˜(t)}+ MN ,
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where we have used MNMN = MN . The vectorization of the last identity results in
E{vec(Z(t+ 1))} = E{W˜(t)⊗ W˜(t)vec(Z(t))}+ vec(MN ).
Using the conversion identity between the Kronecker product and vectorization, the inde-
pendence of W˜(t) and Z(t), and definition of GW , we end up with a linear time-invariant
dynamical system
E{vec(Z(t+ 1))} = GWE{vec(Z(t))}+ vec(MN ), (3.28)
that is stable if and only if λmax(GW) < 1. If that is the case, then
Zss := lim
t→∞E{vec(Z(t)
T )}
is the unique solution to linear system of equations
Zss = GWZss + vec(MN ).
Because λmax(GW) < 1, its only solution is
Zss = (IN2 −GW)−1vec(MN ). (3.29)
Since y(t) = Cz(t) = MNCz(t) we compute
Yss := lim
t→∞E{vec(y(t)y(t)
T )},
which is equivalently given by
Yss = lim
t→∞E{(MNC⊗MNC) vec(Z(t))},
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which can be combined with (3.29) to obtain
Yss = (MN ⊗Mn) K(IN2 −GW)−1vec(MN ).
It holds that ρ(W) = vec(IN )TYss. Therefore, we can write
vec(IN )
T (MN ⊗MN ) = vec(MNINMN )T = vec(MN )T ,
which verifies (3.13). Finally, because vec(MN )
TK = vec(CMNC
T )T = vec(L)T we have
verified the claim (3.14).
Proof of Theorem 3.5.3. Symmetry of (3.17) gives Wˆ := B∗ = C∗. Proposition 3.5.2 im-
plies that Wd is a linear combination of Wi’s, because based on (3.17), EW is a sum of
Kronecker products. Since 1n is an eigenvector of every Wi ∈ R, so it is an eigenvector of
a linear combination of them Wˆ. Part (2) of Proposition 3.5.2 implies that
Wˆ ⊗ Wˆ 4 EW .
We multiply both sides by (MN ⊗MN ) < 0 to get
MNWˆ ⊗MNWˆ 4 GW .
The spectral radius of the left hand side is λ2max(MNWˆ), thus
λ2max(MNWˆ) ≤ λmax(GW) < 1,
or ρ(MNWˆ) < 1. It holds that MNWˆ = MNWs so ρ(MNWs) < 1. Based on Proposition
3.5.2, Wˆ and, consequently, Ws are positive-definite. Also, λ1(Ws) = 1 with v1 = 1n.
Hence, Ws ∈ S.
Based on the closed-form (3.13), we have ρ(W) = mTNQmn, where mn := vec(MN ). If
we define
Qd := K(IN2 − (MNWˆ)⊗ (MNWˆ))−1,
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we can use MNWˆ = MNWs to show that
Qd := K(IN2 − (MNWs)⊗ (MNWs))−1.
Hence ρss(Ws) = m
T
nQdmn, where ρ(MNWs) < 1.
Since GW <MNWˆ ⊗MNWˆ, we can write
(IN2 −GW)−1 < (IN2 −MNWˆ ⊗MNWˆ)−1,
by (IN2 −GW)−1, (IN2 −MNWˆ⊗MNWˆ)−1  0 (Because λmax(GW), λmax(MNWˆ) < 1).
Multiplying by K < 0 gives
K(IN2 −GW)−1 < K(IN2 −MNWˆ ⊗MNWˆ)−1,
implying Q < Qd. Hence, mTnQmn ≥ mTnQdmn, which proves the claim.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.5. We can evaluate ∆ρ = Tr(∆ρ) as
∆ρ = vec(L)T∆−1Gvec(MN ).
Let R1 := vec(MN )vec(L)
T , whose rank is one. We use the von Neumann’s inequality: If
A,B ∈ Rn×n with ordered singular values σ1 ≤ . . . ≤ σn, then it holds that
|Tr(AB)| ≤
n∑
i=1
σi(A)σi(B).
If A is rank-one, then this boils down to |Tr(AB)| ≤ ‖A‖2‖B‖2. Thus,
∆ρ = Tr(R1∆
−1G) ≤ ‖R1‖2‖∆−1G‖2. (3.30)
For a matrix A perturbed by a small matrix ∆A, the matrix inversion has the following
first order error bound.
‖(A + ∆A)−1 −A−1‖2 ≤ ‖A−1‖22‖∆A‖2.
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(e.g. see [75]). It can be shown that this is equivalent to
‖(A + ∆A)−1 −A−1‖2 ≤ ‖(A + ∆A)−1‖22‖∆A‖2.
For the last term of (3.30) this inversion error implies
‖∆−1G‖2 ≤ ‖(IN2 −MNWˆ ⊗MNWˆ)−1‖22‖∆A‖2, (3.31)
where the right hand side, using the fact that ‖.‖2 = λmax(.) for symmetric real matrices,
is equal to
‖∆G‖2
(1− λ2max(MNWˆ))2
≤ ‖∆G‖F
(1− λ2max(MNWˆ))2
, (3.32)
where we have used that ‖.‖2 ≤ ‖.‖F . Combining ‖∆G‖F ≤ cm, (3.30), (3.31), and (3.32)
altogether verifies (3.23).
Proof of Proposition 3.6.7. First, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7.1. Define g : RNm×m → R as
g(X) = cTA (IN2 −Bh(X))−1 c, (3.33)
where X :=
[
X1,X2, . . . ,Xm
]T
, c ∈ RN2, A,B ∈ RN2×N2, symmetric and A,B < 0, and
h(X) :=
m∑
i=1
Xi ⊗Xi.
Then, for all N × N symmetric matrices Xi  0 satisfying λmax (Bh(X))< 1, g(X) is a
convex function of X.
Proof of Lemma 3.7.1. Let F,V ∈ RNm×m be
F =
[
F1,F2, . . . ,FN
]T
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and
V =
[
V1,V2, . . . ,VN
]T
,
where Fi,Vi  0 and λmax (Bh(F + tV))< 1. It holds that g(X) is convex if and only if
g(t) := g(F + tV)
is convex [72]. We can write g(t) = cTAD(t)−1c, where D(t) := IN2 −Bh(F + tV). By the
chain rule we get
d2g(t)
dt2
= cTAD−1(t)
(
H(t)− d
2D
dt2
)
D−1(t)c,
where H(t) is given by
H(t) := 2
dD
dt
D−1(t)
dD
dt
.
Since D−1(t) < 0 and dD/dt is symmetric, H(t) < 0. Note that D(t) is given by
D(t) = IN2 −B
(
h(F) + t2h(V) +
N∑
i=1
tFi ⊗Vi + tVi ⊗ Fi
)
.
Therefore, we have
d2D
dt2
= −
N∑
i=1
2B(Vi ⊗Vi) 4 0,
and H(t)− d2D/dt2 < 0. Because D−1(t) is symmetric, we get
D−1(t)
(
H(t)− d
2D
dt2
)
D−1(t) < 0,
which can be multiplied by A < 0, hence
Q(t) := AD−1(t)
(
H(t)− d
2D
dt2
)
D−1(t) < 0.
So d2g(t)/dt2 = cTQ(t)c ≥ 0, and g(X) is convex.
Now, in Lemma 3.7.1, let Xi =
√
pi1Wi for Wi ∈ R, c = vec(MN ), A = C ⊗ C,
B = MN ⊗MN . Xi  0, A,B < 0. Also, λmax (Bh(X)) = λmax(GW)< 1. Thus, using
Lemma 3.7.1 for ρ, the claim follows.
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Proof of Theorem 3.6.8. By definition, Li is an affine map of Ei , thus Wi = IN − Li is an
affine map of Ei. Hence, Wst is an affine map of Es. By Proposition 3.6.7, the performance
measure is a convex function of Es, since the composition of a convex function with an
affine map preserves the convexity [72].
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Chapter 4
Performance of a Class of
Nonlinear Consensus Networks
4.1 Introduction
The central objective in the theory of networked control systems is to address and analyze
the practical challenges in implementations of real-world dynamical networks, in order to
develop design algorithms with certified convergence properties [12, 14, 76–81]. The appli-
cation areas, nowadays, range from multi-robot systems [82] to social networks [83], power
systems [84], metabolic pathways [85–87], and brain networks [88]. One of the inherent un-
appealing features of these real-world networks is the nonlinearity of the interactions among
the subsystems that stem from how subsystems affect each other’s dynamics [14,89–93]. For
example in the natural networks, physical interactions such as fluid field coupling [94], cou-
pled biochemical reactions [87], or visual coordination [91] may result in nonlinear coupling
among the subsystems.
The main focus of the existing body of literature is on stability analysis of nonlinear
dynamical networks, where some of these works investigate effects of coupling topologies
[84, 89], time-delay [95–97] and exogenous noise [98]. The common approach to deal with
the existing nonlinearities is to study linearized forms of network dynamics. There is a
rich number of works devoted to performance and robustness analysis and optimal design
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of linear dynamical networks [1, 21, 26, 34, 46, 47, 52, 53, 55, 99–104]. Despite a growing need
to analyze and synthesize the nonlinear dynamical networks in non-equilibrium modes of
operation, consistent and systematic methods to tackle these problems are sorely missing
in the literature. The main reason is that the linear network techniques, which are mainly
based on eigendecomposition, cannot be applied to nonlinear systems. Recent advances
in analysis of dynamical systems using Koopman operator theory have opened up a new
venue to study the properties of nonlinear systems in a systematic manner [?, 105–108].
In this chapter, we build upon concepts and tools from Koopman methodology to assess
the performance of a class of nonlinear consensus networks. These networks are defined over
an undirected state-dependent interconnection graph topology, where the control input of
each agent is equal to a weighted combination of the difference between its own state
and its neighbors. The expected value of the output energy of the network is adopted as
the performance measure. We obtain a closed-form series representation for this quadratic
performance measure and show that the value of performance measure depends on the
spectra of the Koopman operator. The idea of spectral characterization of performance
measure can be potentially utilized to analyze and design nonlinear networks; we refer
to [1,55,102,104] for successfulness of this approach in the case of linear dynamical networks.
An efficient numerical algorithm is developed to compute the value of the performance
measure for a given dynamical network. Several analytical and numerical examples have
been provided to highlight the usefulness of our theoretical findings.
4.2 Preliminaries
Consider an autonomous dynamical system given by
x˙ = F (x), (4.1)
with F (x) : Rn → Rn representing a C2 vector field on Rn. For the initial condition
x0 ∈ Rn, x(t) :=S(t, x0) : R+ × Rn → Rn is the generated flow of (4.1), which is assumed
to be defined for all t ≥ 0. We assume that F attains a hyperbolic stable fixed point at the
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origin. i.e., F (0) = 0. Moreover, we denote the Jacobian of F at the fixed point by
A :=
∂
∂x
F |x=0, (4.2)
which we assume to be Hurwitz; i.e., the eigenvalues of A have strictly negative real parts.
The basin of attraction of the origin is an open neighborhood of 0 with Ω ⊂ Rn a compact
subset of this neighborhood. By definition, S(t, x0) ∈ Ω for any x0 ∈ Ω and t ≥ 0, such
that S(t, x0)→ 0 as t→ +∞. Let us define the functional space
F =
{
f ∈ C1(Ω,R) : sup
x∈Ω
∣∣f(x)∣∣+ sup
x∈Ω
∥∥∇f(x)∥∥ <∞} (4.3)
that together with norm |f |C1 := supx∈Ω
∣∣f(x)∣∣ + supx∈Ω ∥∥∇f(x)∥∥, constitute a Banach
space. This will be the space of observable functions on flow S(·, x0). For fixed t ≥ 0, the
Koopman operator U t : F → F associated with (4.1) is
(U tf)(x0) = f ◦ S(t, x0). (4.4)
For any fixed t ≥ 0, it can be shown that U t is linear in F . Furthermore, the collection
{U t}t≥0 constitutes a semigroup known as the Koopman semigroup [107]. In the context of
continuous autonomous dynamical systems, (4.4) is interpreted as the action of semigroup
on observable f ∈ F . The spectrum of operator U t may consist of a discrete, continuous
and residual part. The discrete part, also known as point spectrum of U t, is defined as
σp(U
t) =
{
λ ∈ C
∣∣∣ U tφ = eλtφ, for some φ = φλ ∈ F } . (4.5)
Throughout this chapter
(
λ, φλ
)
, for λ ∈ σp(U t), is called the Koopman pair of an eigen-
value with its corresponding eigenfunction. The purpose of this work is to discuss the role
of the Koopman operator theory in evaluating quadratic performance measures for a class
of nonlinear consensus protocols that enjoy a great interest in the field of networked con-
trol systems. More specifically, we leverage a recent extension of the Hartman’s theorem
for hyperbolic dynamical systems [106] to outline the pivotal role of point spectrum in
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approximating the output energy of nonlinear distributed cooperative algorithms.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.3, we will apply the extension
of the Hartman’s theorem in order to investigate the conditions under which one is able
to express the flow S(·, x0) of (4.1) in terms of the Koopman pairs, i.e., to write the i-th
element of S(·, x0) as
[
S(t, x0)
]
i
≈
∑
λ
c
(i)
λ e
λtφλ(x0), for every t ≥ 0
for some coefficients cλ = [c
(1)
λ , . . . , c
(n)
λ ]
T . Then, each collection {(λ, φλ, cλ)}λ will constitute
a Koopman Mode Decomposition (KMD) [107]. We use an interesting fact about the map
created by stacking specific eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator and its inverse map
for dynamical systems with hyperbolic stable fixed points : polynomial approximations of
the inverse map yields a Koopman Mode Decomposition.
Based on the results of Section 4.3, we proceed in Section 4.4 with the calculation of
the performance measures for nonlinear consensus networks. The measures are expressed
series form as a function of KMD’s. In addition, we discuss a number of special cases where
KMD’s can be explicitly calculated.
In Section, 4.5 we describe a method to come-up with a sparse approximation to the
eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator. The method strongly depends on a nearly-optimal
fitting technique called Smolyak-Collocation projection. We use the same method to com-
pute the approximate Koopman modes. Using the above developments, we may derive
quantitative information about the stability and performance of nonlinear dynamical net-
works. In fact, , we look at the performance measure of a class of nonlinear dynamical
systems and illustrate how their performance can be assessed using the spectra of the
Koopman operator.
4.3 Koopman Mode Decomposition of System Flows
The celebrated theorem of Hartman (stated below for convenience) establishes a crucial
connection between autonomous dynamical system (4.1) and the dynamics of the linearized
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system around the origin. A moment of reflection, initially mentioned in [106], can lay
the groundwork of bridging the gap between spectral properties of the nonlinear and the
linearized system around the fixed point. The aim of the present section is to conduct a
rigorous discussion of these exact steps. We begin our analysis with parts adapted from
literature to keep the manuscript self-contained.
Theorem 4.3.1. [Hartman’s Theorem [109] ] Consider dynamical system (4.1) with the
smoothness assumptions on F to hold and the origin to be a hyperbolic fixed point. Then
there exists a C1-diffeomorphism H of a neighborhood U of the origin on an open set Ω′ ⊂ Ω
containing the origin such that for each x0 ∈ Ω′, there exists is an open interval I(x0) ⊂ R+
containing zero such that for all x0 ∈ U and t ∈ I(x0)
H ◦ S(t, x0) = eAtH(x0),
where A = ∂∂xF|x=0.
Remark 12. The set I(x0) stands for the maximal interval of existence of the solution of
system (4.1), that defines flow S(t,x0), for any t ≥ 0. Evidently, I(x0) = R+ for all x0 in
the basin of attraction Ω.
The next result extends the theorem of Hartman to hold true over the whole the basin of
attraction of the fixed point at the origin.
Theorem 4.3.2. [106] If F is C2 and A = ∂∂xF |x=0 is Hurwitz, then there exists a
diffeomorphism α : Ω→ Rn such that
α ◦ S(t, x0) = eAt α(x0), (4.6)
for all x0 ∈ Ω and t ≥ 0.
Next, assuming that A is diagonalizable, we can write A = RΛR−1 where Λ is a
diagonal matrix, having diagonal elements with strictly negative real parts. Let us define
H(x) := R−1α(x). (4.7)
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Then, one may observe that
H (S(t, x0)) = R
−1eAtRH(x0) = eΛtH(x0). (4.8)
Clearly, map H : Ω → Cn is a diffeomorphism. Hence, flow of the dynamical system
S(·, x0) can be expressed as
S(t, x0) = H
−1 (eΛtH(x0)) , for every t ≥ 0 and x0 ∈ Ω. (4.9)
This suggests that knowledge of maps H and H−1 helps identify the flow of the system. In
an interesting turn of events, there is an important correlation between Koopman spectrum
and the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A at the fixed point.
Theorem 4.3.3. Let map H given in (4.7) have component-wise expression
H =
[
H1, H2, . . . ,Hn
]T
, (4.10)
for Hi : Ω→ Cn and i = 1, . . . , n. If λi is the i-th eigenvalue of A, then
(
λi, Hi
)
is a pair
of Koopman eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenfunction.
Proof. The result immediately follows after comparing the definition of the Koopman
eigenfunction in (4.5) with identity (4.8).
We take advantage of this connection to provide a Koopman Mode Decomposition
(KMD) for dynamical systems with a stable hyperbolic fixed point. One may find the
general aspects of this decomposition in [107]. In this context, Extended Dynamic Mode
Decomposition (EDMD) [110] is a framework with focus on derivation of numerical esti-
mations to Koopman operator and KMD. At first, we make two crucial remarks before
coming up with the advertised decomposition.
Polynomial Expansion of H−1. Clearly, all elements of H−1(x) = α−1(Rx) are continuous
in Ω, hence they map compact sets onto compact sets. Therefore, the domain of definition
of H−1 is compact.
By virtue of the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem [111]H−1(x) can be uniformly -approximated
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over the domain of H−1 by multivariate polynomials. Therefore, for every x ∈ domH−1 we
can write
H−1(x)
≈
∑
γ∈Γ
cγ x
j1
1 · · ·xjnn , (4.11)
where γ = [j1, . . . jn]
T ∈ Zn+,
≈ implies the approximation with maximal error of , and
cγ = c

j1,...jn
is represented using the multi-index notation. The index set Γ ⊂ Zn+ consists
of finite number of indices based on the desired level of accuracy  > 0. If map H−1 is
analytic, then it admits a Maclaurin expansion with a positive radius of convergence and
we can have an infinite series representation (at least in a subset of Ω−1) similar to (4.11).
Remark 13. Not every polynomial approximation of H−1 is suitable in this chapter. It is
necessary for the right hand-side of (4.11) to vanish at the origin, as H−1 does as well.
This property permits a credible polynomial approximation of the output energy of (4.1) in
terms of Koopman modes. Examples of polynomial expansions that can approximate H−1
under such constraints are interpolation based methods using multi-variate polynomials of
the Bernstein or Chebyshev families, with appropriate scaling of domain of H−1 [112].
Superposition of Koopman Eigenpairs. The closedness of the set of eigenfunctions under
multiplication is an important property that is stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.3.4 ( [107]). Let φ1, φ2 ∈ F with associated eigenvalues λ1 and λ1, respectively.
Then φ3(x) := φ1(x)φ2(x) ∈ F with associated eigenvalue λ3 = λ1 + λ2
We are ready now to formulate a KMD-based expression for flow S(·, x0). For its exposi-
tion we consider an arbitrary but fixed ordering of the elements of Zn+, Zn+ = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γi, . . . }
where γi = (j1, j2, . . . , jn)
T .
Proposition 4.3.5. Let A = ∂∂xF (x)|x=0 be diagonalizable and Hurwitz with eigenvalues
λ1, . . . , λn. Consider map H
−1(x) with elements given (4.7) for every x0 ∈ Ω, where Ω is a
compact set. Then, using the approximation (4.11) for H−1(x), flow S(·, x0) of nonlinear
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system (4.1) attains the representation
S(t, x0)
≈
∑
i≥1
ci e
λ¯itφi(x0), for all t ≥ 0
where for the ordered vector γi = [j1, . . . , jn]
T ∈ Γ ⊂ Zn+, we have
λ¯i :=
n∑
k=1
jkλk and φi(x0) :=
n∏
k=1
Hjkk (x0). (4.12)
Proof. Recall the expression (4.9) that is true for every x0 ∈ Ω. Substituting eΛtH(x0) into
(finite) series representation (4.11), we may write the flow of system (4.1) as
S(t, x0)
≈
∑
γ∈Γ
cγ
(
eλ1tH1(x0)
)j1
. . . (eλntHn(x0))
jn , (4.13)
which can be reorganized to obtain
S(t, x0)
≈
∑
γ∈Γ
cγ e
(j1λ1+j2λ2+···+jnλn)tHj11 (x0) . . . H
jn
n (x0).
Let us define λ¯i and φi(x) according to (4.12). Using Lemma 4.3.4, we deduce that φi(x)
is an eigenfunction of Koopman operator with eigenvalue λ¯i. Rewriting the flow and using
the introduced notation gives us the desired representation.
In fact, we derive the explicit decomposition introduced in Proposition 4.3.5 by ex-
tending the material presented in [105] or [106]. We will see that this decomposition is
a necessary tool for the subsequent analysis. Before that, we recall a useful lemma, that
identifies a partial differential equation to associate the Koopman pairs.
Lemma 4.3.6. [See [105]] Consider a pair of Koopman eigenvalue and its corresponding
eigenfunction denoted by
(
λ, φλ(x)
)
associated with nonlinear dynamics (4.1). The pair
satisfies the identity
F (x)T∇φλ(x) = λφλ(x). (4.14)
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4.4 Performance of Nonlinear Consensus Networks
The standard multi-agent setting regards a finite collection of agents labeled as i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
The i’th agent is characterized by a real-valued state xi. In a consensus network with
first order dynamics, the agents update their states by communicating with their adjacent
(neighboring) agents. Our focus in this work is on the class of dynamic protocols of the
form
x˙i =
∑
{i,j}∈E
wij (xj − xi), (4.15)
where E is the set of edges of the undirected graph of the network whose weights are
symmetric and state-dependent in the form of
wij = wji = w˜ij g
(|xi − xj |2) , (4.16)
for g : R+ → R++ a positive coupling function of the graph, and constant w˜ij > 0. We note
that such a state-dependence of the couplings is motivated by a natural assumption: the
remote or dissimilar agents less likely interact with each other. For instance, this is the case
in the context of social networks, oscillatory networks [89] or biological networks. For this
reason function g is usually considered to be monotonically decreasing [79,91]. By defining
the state of the network as x := [x1, . . . , xn]
T ∈ Rn, we may express the collective dynamics
of the agents as
x˙ = −Lx x (4.17)
where Lx is the state-dependent graph Laplacian matrix with coupling weights that vary
according to (4.16). For subsequent analysis we rely on two conditions, stated right below.
Assumption 4.4.1. The function g is analytic and it satisfies g(0) = 1.
Assumption 4.4.2. The graph with coupling weights {w˜ij}{i,j}∈E is connected.
Connectedness implies that there exists a linked path between any two distinct nodes i
and j in the graph of the network. A consequence of the latter assumption is that the graph
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corresponding to Lx remains connected and undirected for all x ∈ Rn, since wij > 0 for
every {i, j} ∈ E . The next result provides a standard sufficient condition for convergence
of dynamical network (4.15) to consensus equilibrium.
Theorem 4.4.3. Let Assumptions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 hold true. For any initial state x0 ∈ Rn
the long term dynamics satisfy
lim
t→∞S(t, x0) = x¯1n,
where the average vector of the network is x¯ := 1n
n∑
i=1
xi(0). The convergence to consensus
occurs exponentially fast, with a rate that depends on initial state x0.
Proof. At first, observe that
max
i,j=1,...,n
|xi(t)− xj(t)| ≤ max
i,j=1,...,n
|xi(0)− xj(0)| for all t ≥ 0.
This is easily verified since for the node i with the maximum initial condition maxi x˙i(t) ≤ 0.
Similarly for the node i with the minimum starting value mini x˙i(t) ≥ 0. The solution
x(t, x0) remains bounded in Ω0 := [mini xi(0),maxi xi(0)]. Consider the Lyapunov func-
tional Λ(x) =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
|xi − xj |2. Then for the solution x(t), t ≥ 0 of (4.15), we have
d
dt
Λ(x(t)) =
∑
i 6=j
(
xi(t)− xj(t)
)(
x˙i(t)− x˙j(t)
) ≤ −β(t)Λ(x(t))
where the value of β(t) is given by
β(t) := min
s∈[0,t]
{i,j}∈E
wij
(
x(s)
) ≥ w · g > 0
for w = min
i,j=1,...,n
w˜ij and g = min
s1,s2∈Ω0
g(|s1 − s2|) > 0 [113]. By virtue of graph connectivity
the convergence to the agreement space x1 = x2 = · · · = xn, occurs exponentially fast.
Finally, observe that 1n
n∑
i=1
xi is a first integral of motion to conclude about the consensus
point.
The average of x0 is called the consensus equilibrium of the network over the state
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of interest [14]. The central objective of this work is to evaluate systemic measures of
performance that quantify the necessary effort the dynamical system takes to converge
to consensus. We aim at leveraging the Koopman framework, developed in the previous
section. The requirement for the implementation of that machinery is to have a hyperbolic
and asymptotically stable fixed point. One may notice that
A := −L0,
with a smallest eigenvalue in magnitude is λ1(A) = 0. Hence, the fixed point at the origin
is not hyperbolic. In order to overcome this difficulty we introduce output dynamics vector
y with elements yi := xi − 1n
n∑
k=1
xk, or in matrix form, y = Mnx, where Mn is the the
centering matrix given by
Mn := In − Jn/n ∈ Rn×n,
where Jn is the square matrix of all ones. The dynamics of y constitute the disagreement
network associated with (4.15) is defined to pass this obstacle [14, 26]. The disagreement
Laplacian matrix is
Ld(x) := Lx + δ
n
Jn
for some δ > 0. The next stability result is a straightforward corollary of Theorem 4.4.3
and it is stated without proof.
Corollary 4.4.4. The output dynamics of y = Mnx of (4.15) satisfy
y˙ = −Ld(y) y, (Nd)
with y = 0 is the a globally exponentially stable hyperbolic fixed point.
The dynamics of (Nd) satisfy y(t, y0) = Mn S(t, x0), t ≥ 0. The energy of the output
once weighted with a positive-definite and symmetric matrix Q is
∫ ∞
0
yT (t, y0)Q y(t, y0) dt.
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We choose the performance measure as the mean energy of the vanishing signal y, when
the state of the consensus system starts from a random initial condition x0. The long term
energy of the output signal y that converges to zero is equivalent to the energy of the state
vector x to converge to consensus. We take this mean for uncertain initial conditions, by
assuming that the initial state is a random variable x0 : Ωs → Ω from the sample space Ωs,
with some probability measure (e.g. a probability density function or a probability mass
function). In either case, we define the performance measure as
ρ (L) := Ex0
{∫ ∞
0
ST (t, x0)M
T
nQ MnS(t, x0) dt
}
. (4.18)
The next result establishes an analytical expression for the performance measure of
(Nd) that reflects the contributions of the spectra of the linearized graph Laplacian and
eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator.
Theorem 4.4.5. (Performance Measure) Consider the disagreement dynamics (Nd) and
the associated flow S(·, y0) for all initial disagreements y0. Then, the performance measure
(4.18) can be expressed as
ρ(L) =
∑
i,j≥1
φijcij
1
λ¯i + λ¯j
, (4.19)
where
{
λ¯i
}
i=1,2,...
is the sequence of Koopman eigenvalues in the KMD of (Nd), enumerated
by an arbitrary numbering of γi = (j2, . . . , jn) ∈ Zn−1+ as
λ¯i :=
n∑
k=2
jkλk and φi(x0) :=
n∏
k=2
Hjkk (x0).
with λ2, . . . , λn being the nonzero eigenvalues of L0 := ∂∂xL(x)|x=0. Moreover, φij :=
Ex0{φi(y)φj(y)} and cij := cTi Qcj, are computed in terms of Koopman eigenfunctions and
modes, respectively.
Proof. The disagreement dynamics (Nd) attain a globally exponentially stable hyperbolic
origin. In view of Assumptions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, one can sort the eigenvalues of −A =
∂
∂yLd(y)|y=0 as λ1 < λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn such that λ1 = δ. We claim that the restriction of
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φ1(x) = H1(x) to 1
⊥ is zero, since φ1(x) = 1Tnx. We substitute φ1(x), F (x) = −Ld(x)x,
and λ1 = −δ into the left hand side of (4.14) to obtain
∇Tφ1(x)F (x) = 1Tn (−L(x)− δJn/n)x,
which implies that
∇Tφ1(x)F (x) = 0− δ
n∑
i=1
xi = −δ × 1Tnx = −λ1φ1.
Therefore, φ1(x) = 1
T
nx is in fact a Koopman eigenfunction with eigenvalue −δ. We observe
that for any y ∈ 1⊥, it holds that φ1(y) = 0. Considering the restricted dynamics, H1(y) =
φ1(y) = 0. Hence, any Koopman eigenfunction parametrized with γi = (j1, j2, . . . , jn) with
j1 ≥ 1 is zero, because the corresponding eigenfunction is
φi(x) =
n∏
k=1
Hjkk (x).
Now let a H−1 have the form (4.11) for y. We consider a KMD based on Proposition 4.3.5.
This implies that all terms related to λ1 are canceled out of the decomposition. Thus,
we can restrict the numbering of summation indices to Zn−1+ and then write the KMD for
y(·, y0) = MnS(·, x0) as
y(t, y0) =
∑
i≥1
cie
−λ¯itφi(y0) (4.20)
where for any multi-index γi = (j2, . . . , jn) ∈ Zn−1+ inducing
λ¯i :=
n∑
k=2
jkλk and φi(x0) :=
n∏
k=2
Hjkk (x0).
The integrand of the integral in the performance measure is
yT (t, y0) Q y(t, y0) =
∑
i≥1
e−λ¯itφi(y0)cTi
Q
∑
j≥1
cje
−λ¯jtφj(y0)
 .
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We reorganize this quadratic term as
yT (t, y0) Q y(t, y0) =
∑
i,j≥1
e−(λ¯i+λ¯j)tφi(y0)φj(y0)cTi Q cj .
The induced eigenvalues satisfy λ¯i =
n∑
k=2
jkλk > 0, hence, λ¯i + λ¯j > 0 for all i, j ≥ 1.
Integrating over all times yields
∫ ∞
0
yT (t, y0)Q y(t, y0) dt =
∑
i,j≥1
φi(y0)φj(y0)
cTi Qcj
λ¯i + λ¯j
.
The result follows by virtue of the linearity of the expected value.
4.4.1 Analytic Examples
The Koopman representation of flows in consensus networks can be derived analytically,
for some special cases. In this section, we discuss a few such types of networks in the form
of (4.15) where the associated Koopman modes
(
subsequently ρ(L)) can be calculated in a
closed form.
Example 4.4.6 (Linear Consensus Network). We evaluate the performance measure of a
first-order LTI consensus network of order n, which has the dynamics
x˙ = −Lx,
for a graph Laplacian L that is state-independent (i.e. g ≡ 1) but satisfies Assumption
4.4.2. To use (4.19), we let Q = In and choose the initial conditions such that
Ex0
{
y0y0
T
}
= In.
We denote the eigenvalues of L as λi for i = 1, . . . , n. Based on Lemma 4.3.3, λi has a
Koopman eigenfunction φi(x) = Hi(x), that is
φi(x) = v
T
i x,
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where vi is the unit eigenvector of L corresponding to λi (see [105, 107]). Let V =
[v1|v2| . . . |vn] be the orthonormal matrix of eigenvectors of L, then for the disagreement
dynamics we have H(y) = VT y. Since (VT )−1 = (V−1)−1 = V the inverse of this map is
H−1(y) = Vy. This lets us compute the components of the performance measure as follows.
φij = Ex0 {φi(y)φj(y)} = Ex0
{
vTj y · vTi y
}
,
for all i, j = 2, . . . , n. We rearrange to obtain
φij = Ex0
{
vTj yy
T vi
}
= vTj Ex0
{
yyT
}
vi = v
T
j vi = δij ,
since Ex0{yyT } = In and V is orthonormal. Obviously, H−1(y) = Vy is a exact polynomial
representation, thus
ci =
 vi if i = 2, . . . , n0 if i = 1 ,
which allows to compute the coefficients used in the performance measure as
cij = c
T
i cj =
 δij if i, j = 2, . . . , n0 if i or j = 1 .
We substitute these terms into the result in (4.19) to find
ρ(L) =
n∑
i=2
1
2λi
, (4.21)
that is the H2-norm squared of a first order linear consensus network [26].
It turns out that for the case when we have only two agents, we may be able to compute
the eigenfunctions analytically. The next two examples highlight this fact.
Example 4.4.7. Suppose that the network consists of two agents with dynamics dictated by
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(4.15) and weight functions
wij =
1
(1 + (xi − xj)2)α , (4.22)
for some constant α ∈ R+. Parameter α in (4.22) defines how localized the interactions
are within the network. As α increases, the agents update their states mainly with respect
to their closest neighbors. In fact, the particular type of link implies that magnitude of
interaction between two subsystems becomes weaker as their state becomes more different.
For such a consensus network, in the case of two nodes, let p and q denote the states of
the agents. Consequently, we can explain the interaction of these two nodes through the
dynamics
p˙
q˙
 = −1
(1 + (p− q)2)α
 1 −1
−1 1

p
q
 .
Now, we turn into the disagreement dynamics Nd with δ = 11, whose Jacobian at the origin
attains the eigevnalues λ1 = −1 and λ2 = −2. Based on Lemma 4.3.3, each eigenvalue
corresponds to a Koopman eigenfunction, say φ1(x) and φ2(x). We restrict the dynamics
to 1n, however, for the sake of simplicity, we denote the restricted variables with the same
notation (i.e., p and q) . Hence, [p, q]T ∈ 1⊥; i.e., p+ q = 0. We already know that
φ1(x) = 1
T
nx,
whose restriction to 1⊥ is indeed zero. Once φ2(x) is restricted to 1⊥, we may compute it
in an explicit fashion using (4.14), that is
∂φ2/∂p
∂φ2/∂q

T
−1
(1 + (p− q)2)α
q − p
p− q
 = −2φ2.
1Note that choice of δ is arbitrary.
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We let z := p− q and use the chain rule to obtain
∂φ2
∂p
=
∂φ2
∂z
and
∂φ2
∂q
= −∂φ2
∂z
.
Noting that the only free variable is now z, we can change the partial derivatives with
respect to z. The resulting scalar ordinary differential equation is
2z
(1 + z2)α
dφ2
dz
= 2φ2,
which together with φ2(0) = 0 implies that
φ2 = ±z exp
(∫
(1 + z2)α − 1
z
dz
)
.
Without loss of generality, we choose to work with the plus sign. Using the binomial series
we write the numerator of the integrand as
h(z) := (1 + z2)α − 1 = αz2 + (α)(α− 1)z
4
2!
+ . . . ,
for all |z| < 1. We integrate the series to get
∫
h(z)
z
dz =
∞∑
n=1
α(α− 1) . . . (α− n+ 1)z2n
2n× n!
which completes the evaluation of φ2(z) as
φ2(z) = z exp
( ∞∑
n=1
α(α− 1) . . . (α− n+ 1)z2n
2n× n!
)
,
that is a convergent series for |z| < 1, since exp(.) is analytic everywhere. The identity
p+ q = 0 implies z = 2p, thus
φ2(p) = 2p exp
( ∞∑
n=1
α(α− 1) . . . (α− n+ 1)22n−1p2n
n× n!
)
.
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Figure 4.1: The performance measure of the network of two agents in Example 4.4.7 with
the decaying parameter α.
Thus, the component-wise description of H(p, q) is
H(p, q) = H(p) =
[
φ2(p) 0
]T
.
The definition of inverse of a map implies
H−1(H(p, q)) =
[
p q
]T
so H−11 (p, q) and H
−1
2 (p, q) are simply the inverse functions of φ2(p) and −φ2(p), respecively.
These functions are locally analytic around the origin based on Lagrange inversion theorem
[114]. Futhermore, one can calculate their coefficients in terms of Bell polynomials [115].
We assume that the initial value of p to come from a discrete random variable that takes
the values from {0, 0.1, 0, 2, 0.3, 0.4} with the uniform probability distribution. Because the
mean of each initial condition must be zero, the initial value of q will be −p. We compute
the value of ρ(L) for Q = In using the 17 order Maclaurin series of both eigenfunctions and
the inverse map H−1(p). Because the value of the performance measure may be computed
from the numerical integration of the trajectory as well, we may compare the results of the
analytic approximations to the KMD and the real value of performance measure. These
two value for a range of α ∈ [0, 0.4] have been illustrated in Fig. (4.1, where they are in
good numerical agreement. The relative error is observed to increase from zero in the case
that α = 0 to less than 0.13% for α = 0.4.
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Remark 14. There is a limitation on the magnitude of the admissible initial conditions for
the analysis conducted in the previous example. However, notice that this does not imply
that it is a linear analysis since for any value of α, the linearization matrix of Nd (with
k = 1) in Example 4.4.7 is the following matrix.
A =
 1 −1
−1 1
+ Jn.
This means that the value of the performance measure computed using the linearized system
for each value of decaying parameter α is only one value.
Example 4.4.8. The dynamics of oscillators have been observed to be closely related to the
consensus dynamics. Kuramoto suggested a model of biological oscillation, in which each
oscillator was connected to the other one; i.e., the topology was a complete graph. Instead
the interactions can be limited over a certain graph [89], so the dynamics of agent i can be
represented as
x˙i = ωi +
∑
{i,j}∈E
wij(xj − xi), (4.23)
where ωi is the natural frequency and the coupling weight is
wij = K
sin(xi − xj)
xi − xj . (4.24)
When the agents are identical (i.e., when ωi = ω for some ω), the change of variable
xi → xi − ωt induces a nonlinear consensus network that is
x˙i =
∑
{i,j}∈E
wij(xj − xi). (4.25)
We proceed with a procedure for computation of performance measure similar to one intro-
duced in Example 4.4.7. For two identical oscillators, with phases θ and γ, the dynamics
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are
d
dt
θ
γ
 = K
sin(γ − θ)
sin(θ − γ)
 ,
Setting k = 1, the disagreement Jacobian has eigenvalues λ1 = −1 and λ2 = −2K, with
eigenfunctions φ1 and φ2, respectively. Again we only need the restriction of φ2 to 1
⊥. The
equation (4.14) for these dynamics becomes
∂φ2/∂θ
∂φ2/∂γ

T
K sin(θ − γ)
 1
−1
 = −2Kφ2.
The new variable z := θ − γ creates a single ordinary differential equation that is
2 sin(z)
dφ2
dz = 2φ2 ⇒ dφ2
φ2
=
1
sin(z)
dz,
which is integrated and manipulated to get
φ2 = ± exp (− ln(cot(z/2))) = ± tan(z/2),
where we arbitrarily choose +. The eigenfunction φ2 is locally analytic around the origin
for |z| < pi. Restricting to 1⊥, θ + γ = 0, so z = 2θ, hence
φ2(θ, γ) = φ2(θ) = tan(θ),
which helps write the components of H(θ, γ) as H(θ, γ) =
[
φ2 0
]T
. First component of
H−1(θ) satisfies H−11 (φ2(θ), 0) = θ. Hence, H
−1
1 (θ, γ) = arctan(θ), which is again locally
analytic for |θ| < 1 around zero.
We sample initial conditions from a uniform discrete random variable of 63 equally
distributed initial conditions in θ ∈ [0, pi/5] (and γ = −θ) with equal distance of 0.01. We
set Q = In and use 17
th order Maclaurin series of eigenfunctions and H−1(θ) to assess
ρ(L). As shown in Fig. 4.2, we alter K ∈ [0.2, 4] and take a look at the values of the
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Figure 4.2: The performance measure of the Kuramoto model of two agents in Example
4.4.8 with the parameter K.
performance measure, once compared with the exact value of ρ(L) (computed with the
numerical integration of the trajectories). The numerical agreement in this experiment can
be measured by the relative error of the performance using the KMD approximation, which
was about 3× 10−4% in the worst-case.
4.5 Sparse Polynomial Approximations
We have observed that any polynomial approximation to the inverse map of eigenfunctions
H−1(x) will result in the Koopman Mode Decompositions. In this section, first, we detail
a general sparse approximation technique for multivariate interpolation. Then, we demon-
strate how we can use this technique for the map of Koopman eigenfunctions H(x) as well
as the inverse H−1(x).
4.5.1 Smolyak-Collocation Method
To introduce the notion of sparsity for the approximation of both Koopman eigenfunctions
and Koopman Mode Decomposition, we may use sparse functional approximation methods.
The idea is that instead of searching for the approximant in the whole space of polynomials,
the search is carried out over a nearly optimal sparse basis, called Smolyak basis. The output
of the method would be a polynomial: the weighted sum of the tensor product of Chebyshev
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polynomials that are in the basis. Naturally, we choose the coefficients of the polynomial
with respect to some error criterion. One way of doing so is collocation, where we enforce
the approximant to (perhaps approximately) satisfy the governing equation of the problem
at the given points of a grid, called Smolyak Sparse Grid. To describe this method, we need
few basic tools (consult [116] and [117] for more details).
Definition 4.5.1 (Chebyshev Polynomials). The sequence of the (scalar) Chebyshev polyno-
mials of first kind {Ti(x)}i=1,2,... are initialized with T1(x) = 1 and T2(x) = x and recursively
defined as follows.
Ti+1(x) = 2xTi(x)− Ti−1(x), for i = 2, 3, . . . (4.26)
Similarly, the Chebyshev polynomials of second kind {Ui(x)}i=1,2,... start with U1(x) = 1
and U2(x) = 2x, and then iteratively
Ui+1(x) = 2xUi(x)− Ui−1(x), for i = 2, 3, . . . (4.27)
We define the integer function m(i) : N → N with m(1) = 1 and for i = 2, 3, . . . , it is
evaluated according to
m(i) := 2i−1 + 1. (4.28)
We also define the sequence of sets {Gi}i=1,2,... wherein, G1 = {0}, and for i = 2, 3, . . . ,
it holds that Gi = {ζ1, . . . , ζi} ⊂ [−1, 1], that is the set of the extrema of the Chebyshev
polynomials with the components given by
ζj := − cos
(
pi(j − 1)
i− 1
)
, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , i}. (4.29)
In the next definition, we use the multi-index notation i = (i1, . . . , in)∈ Nn inducing |i| :=∑n
k=1 ik.
Definition 4.5.2 (Smolyak Sparse Grid). The Smolyak Sparse grid of [−1, 1]n is a union
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of the Cartesian products of the form
Hn,µ :=
⋃
|i|=n+µ
(
Gm(i1) × · · · × Gm(in)
)
, (4.30)
where positive integer µ ∈ N is the order of the grid2.
Definition 4.5.3 (Smolyak Approximant Polynomial). The Smolyak approximant to a
function f : [−1, 1]n → R is given by
fˆn,µ(x) :=
∑
q≤|i|≤n+µ
(−1)n+µ−|i|
(
n− 1
n+ µ− |i|
)
pi(x), (4.31)
with q = max(n, µ+ 1) the tensor product polynomials for each multi-index i = (i1, . . . , in)
defined as
pi(x) :=
m(i1)∑
l1=1
· · ·
m(in)∑
ln=1
θl1,...,lnTl1(x1) . . . Tln(xn), (4.32)
where θl1,...,ln the coefficients that are to be determined.
To find the optimal vector of coefficients of Θ = vec(θl1,...,ln) ∈ Rm for approximation of
some function f that is Ck([−1, 1]n), an error objective should be defined and minimized.
One way is to consider the error function E(f,Θ) : Ck([−1, 1]n)× Rn → R+ to be
E(f,Θ) :=
∫
[−1,1]n
|f(x)− fn,µ(x)|2
∏
y∈Hn,µ
δ(x− y) dx
=
∑
y∈Hn,µ
|f(y)− fn,µ(y)|2 ,
where δ is the Dirac’s delta function. This metric is certainly minimized (i.e., E(f,Θ) = 0)
if Θ is chosen such that
f(x) = fn,µ(x) for all x ∈ Hn,µ. (4.33)
This procedure is called collocation. A pivotal property of the overall method is that size
2One can show that grids of higher order include all grids of lower order; i.e., Hn,µ ⊂ Hn,µ+1.
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of vector of coefficients Θ and the number of interpolation points is equal; i.e., |Hn,µ| =
|Θ| = M. Therefore, enforcing equalities (4.33) constitutes of searching for the solution to
M equations involving M unknown entries of Θ. Once we evaluate the coefficients with the
described scheme, the following error bound would hold, wherein the used functional norm
‖.‖ : Ck ([−1, 1]n)→ R+ is defined as
‖f‖ = max{∥∥Dif∥∥∞ : i = 1, . . . , k} . (4.34)
Theorem 4.5.4 ( Theorem 2 in [116]). Suppose that function f(x) : [−1, 1]n → R is
Ck ([−1, 1]n), together with a Smolyak approximant fˆn,µ(x) that interpolates f on Hn,µ
with |Hn,µ| = M . Then, for some positive constant cn,k, the error of the approximation is
bounded according to
∥∥∥f − fˆn,µ∥∥∥ ≤ cn,kM−k(logM)(k+2)(n+1)+1. (4.35)
Each multi-index i in (4.31) induces a number of tensor product polynomials that are
summed together as in (4.32). We gather the indices of all these tensor product polynomials
in a set Ln,µ; i.e.,
Ln,µ :=
⋃
q≤|i|≤n+µ
{(l1, . . . , ln) : lj ≤ m(ij)}. (4.36)
One can show that at the end of the day, the approximant constructed in (4.31) using the
polynomials (4.32) boils down to the following simple representation
fˆn,µ(x) =
∑
li=(li1,...,l
i
n)∈Ln,µ
ΘiTi(x) =
M∑
i=1
ΘiTi(x), (4.37)
where M = |Hn,µ| = |Ln,µ|, and for li = (li1, . . . , lin) ∈ Ln,µ, the coefficients Θi and polyno-
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mial terms are given by
Θi := θli1,...,lin
, (4.38)
Ti(x) := Tli1
(x1) . . . Tlin(xn). (4.39)
To compute the partial derivatives of approximation, we use the definitions of the Cheby-
shev polynomials to define
Tji (x) :=

Ti ·
Ulij
(xj)
Tlij
(xj)
lij = 2, . . . , n
0 lij = 1
, (4.40)
This lets us write the partial derivatives of fˆn,µ in the compact form
∂fˆn,µ(x)
∂xj
=
M∑
i=1
lijΘiT
j
i (x). (4.41)
4.5.2 Sparse Approximation to Eigenfunctions
We denote the approximation to Koopman eigenfunction φ(x) by φˆ(x). Substituting (4.37)
and (4.41) into (4.14), we get the (approximate) equality
n∑
j=1
M∑
i=1
lijΘiT
j
i (x)Fj(x) ≈ λ
∑
i=1
MΘiTi(x).
We change the order of summations to further obtain
M∑
i=1
 n∑
j=1
(
lijT
j
i (x)Fj(x)
)
− λTi(x)
Θi ≈ 0. (4.42)
We define and denote the vector of coefficients Θ ∈ RM by Θ := [Θ1, . . . ,ΘM ]T . For a point
in the grid xk ∈ Hn,µ, we may write the left hand side of (4.42) as
AkΘ = [Aki]i=1,...,n Θ,
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where the entries of row vector Ak ∈ R1×M can be computed from
Aki :=
n∑
j=1
(
lijT
j
i (x
k)Fj(x
k)
)
− λTi(xk), for all i = 1, . . . ,M.
Repeating this for M points in the Smolyak grid, the stacked left hand side of all equations
becomes AΘ, where A ∈ RM×M is given by
A := [AT1 , . . . ,ATM ]T . (4.43)
Ideally, AΘ should be zero for an eigenfunction, however, if it is not possible, we would like
to minimize an error function, which we choose to be
J(Θ) = ‖AΘ‖22. (4.44)
Now, because A may have repeated eigenvalues, we add a constraint that lets us derive
multiple eigenfunctions corresponding to one eigenvalue. Consider the Koopman eigenfunc-
tion φ(x) with Koopman eigenvalue λ, which is the eigenvalue of the linearization matrix
with a left eigenvector R = [r1, . . . , rn] ∈ Rn×n. We omit the index of the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors in the following developments for simplicity and consider λ to be associated
with the eigenvector r ∈ Rn. We can show that with the fixed point at the origin,
∇φ(x)|x=0 = r.
Translating this for the approximant, for each j = 1, . . . , n we have
∂φˆ(x)
∂xj
|x=0 =
M∑
i=1
lijΘiT
j
i (0) = BjΘ = rj ,
where the row vector Bj ∈ R1×M has the components
Bji = lijTji (0), for all i = 1, . . . ,M.
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The matrix form of this equality becomes
BΘ = r, (4.45)
where the matrix B ∈ Rn×M is the result of stacking row vectors as
B = [BT1 , . . . ,BTn ]T . (4.46)
Recall that our approximation requires φˆ(0) = 0 to provide exponential convergence for
the performance measure integrals (see Remark 13). This condition can be translated to
single scalar equality
CΘ = 0, (4.47)
where C ∈ R1×M is the row vector with elements
Ci := Ti(0) for all i = 1, . . . ,M.
Now, we would like to minimize the error function defined by (4.44), while constraints
(4.45) and (4.47) are satisfied. We define the optimization problem
minimize
Θ∈Rm
‖AΘ‖22, (4.48)
subject to
B
C
Θ =
r
0
 .
This program is equivalent to a Semi-Definite Program (SDP) and can be solved using the
conventional convex programming such as CVX [39].
4.5.3 Sparse Approximation to Koopman Mode Decomposition
In the previous subsection, we illustrated a way to find approximations to the Koopman
eigenfunctions. Thus, the components of the map H(x) can be approximated. Here, fol-
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lowing a similar approach, we seek approximations to the components of its inverse map
H−1(x). The very natural equation for component H−1j (x) is
H−1j (H(x)) = xj , for all j = 1, . . . , n. (4.49)
We only have an approximation to H(x), namely Hˆ(x), and we need approximations to
Hˆ−1(x), namely Hˆ−1(x). Hence, we consider the approximate equality
Hˆ−1j (Hˆ(x)) ≈ xj , for all j = 1, . . . , n. (4.50)
Again, following the spirit of the collocation method, for each point of the grid xk ∈ Hn,µ,
we enforce this equation to hold. Suppose that we have found the series approximation to
each components of H(x), denoted by Hˆ(x). Moreover, we define
zk := Hˆ(xk). (4.51)
Then, we consider a Smolyak series representation for this function as
gˆn,µj (z
k) =
M∑
i=1
ΦjiTi(z
k). (4.52)
Similar to essence of the method that we discussed in the previous subsection, we define
vector of coefficients Φj1 ∈ RM to be
Φj :=
[
Φj1, . . . ,Φ
j
M
]
.
Inserting (4.52) into (4.49), we get
DkΦj = [Dki]i=1,...,M Φj ≈ xkj , (4.53)
where the components of row vector Dk ∈ R1×M are
Dki := Ti(zk). (4.54)
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Concatenating these vectors and the right hand side scalars for each point in the grid (i.e.,
M points), we may write these equations as
DΦj ≈ Xj , (4.55)
where matrix D ∈ RM×M and vector Xj ∈ RM are given by
D := [DT1 , . . . ,DTM]T , (4.56)
Xj :=
[
x1j , . . . , x
M
j
]T
, (4.57)
respectively. Again one hopes that (4.55) holds with a minimal error for each j = 1, . . . , n.
Therefore, we define the optimization problem
minimize
Φj∈RM
∥∥DΦj −Xj∥∥22 . (4.58)
Note that matrix D is deliberately denoted without index j, because it is the same matrix
for the optimization problem for each component H−1j (x). The solution to this least-squares
optimization problem is given by
Φj = D†Xj for all j = 1, . . . , n.
We should repeat this for each component of H−1(x). Putting the results in a matrix gives
us
Φ :=
[
Φ1, . . . ,Φn
]
.
Because the value of matrix D is shared between M optimization problems defined by (4.58),
by inspection, we find that
Φ = D†XT , (4.59)
where X ∈ Rn×M is the matrix containing the vector of all grid points. Now, we have a
polynomial approximation to H−1, which would give us a Koopman Mode Decomposition.
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4.5.4 Numerical Examples
In this section, we show that we may be able to effectively estimate the performance measure
of nonlinear consensus networks with more than two subsystems. Note that in all cases, the
real performance measure is calculated from the numerical solution of the network output
followed by numerical integration.
Example 4.5.5 (Complete Graphs). Using the described numerical approximation method,
we estimate the performance measure for the nonlinear consensus network with exponen-
tially decaying weights defined in (4.22). The corresponding linearized graph Laplacian
corresponds to the undirected unweighted complete graph; i.e.
A = −LKn = Jn/n− In.
We evaluate the performance measure from the KMD approximation based on the numerical
integration of the solutions. The initial conditions are uniformly sampled random initial
conditions from [−1, 1]n. The numerical values for data using Koopman approach have been
obtained by implementation of the suggested numerical method with and the results are
shown in Fig. 4.3. In this example, the error in the evaluated performance measure using
our numerical method is less than 2%.
Example 4.5.6 (Random Graphs). We fix N = 8 and create Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graphs with dif-
ferent edges probabilities (and consequently, different edge numbers). Then, we consider
again the exponentially decaying weights given by (4.22). The performance measures from
Monte-Carlo simulations as well as the formula (using the method discussed in the previous
sections) are also evaluated and illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The error of approximation, in this
case, is less than 1.4%.
4.5.5 Comparison to Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposition
The numerical method explained in this section is related to the notion of Extended Dynamic
Mode Decomposition (EDMD) [110], which has been a promising procedure for extracting
information about the Koopman spectrum of the dynamical system. In EDMD, to find a
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Figure 4.3: The performance measure of nonlinear consensus network with α = 0.25 and
the graph at the linearized Laplacian of complete graph.
Figure 4.4: The performance measure of nonlinear consensus network with N = 8, α = 0.25
and random graphs with different number of edges
KMD for the flow of the dynamical system, one should first assume a rich enough dictio-
nary of basis functions such that hopefully, the Koopman eigenfunctions lie in their span.
Then, using the snapshots from the trajectory, one may find a truncated approximation to
the Koopman operator and finite number of approximations to the Koopman eigenfunc-
tions and their corresponding eigenvalues. Then, the solution to the dynamical system is
approximated as a truncated KMD using those eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
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In the current settings, we know what are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions that are
required for representation of the flow of the nonlinear system. Hence, we do not need
the first step of the EDMD for the computation of the (approximate) eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions. In fact, we build the dictionary that one needs for EDMD based on the
principal eigenfunctions in the map H(x).
On the other hand, the second step in both methods are connected in the spirit: In our
approach, we find an approximation to map H−1(x) using identity
H−1 (H(x)) = x.
While in EDMD, the identity observable (i.e., f(x) ≡ x) has to be represented in terms of
the basis functions in the dictionary. Then one is allowed to write down a KMD for the
system dynamics as explained before.
4.6 Conclusion and Discussion
Koopman mode decomposition approaches hold promise for performance analysis and syn-
thesis of nonlinear dynamical systems, that are of interest in various disciplines of engineer-
ing and control. The vital connection between the eigenspectrum of linearized dynamics
and Koopman operator provides a closed form evaluation of the first moment of energy
integral of the solutions, in terms of Koopman eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and modes. The
numerical approximation of KMD components is implemented by a scalable computational
algorithm using sparse Smolyak grid with certifiable accuracy. Future directions include,
but are not limited to the following directions: investigation and analysis of various perfor-
mance metrics in nonlinear systems as extensions of linear control systems [26]. Another
research line regards dynamical systems with higher order integrators as well as a systemic
performance-based network synthesis for optimal interactions among interconnected entities
in the face of uncertain initial conditions or other structural parameters.
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Part II:
Estimation Problems in Complex
Systems
152
Chapter 5
Space-Time Sampling for Network
Observability
5.1 Introduction
A common assumption in classical control systems for state estimation is that samples are
collected periodically from some prescribed output sensors [118–120]. In practice, sampling
strategies are designed subject to some given performance criteria and hardware/software
constraints, e.g., achieving certain estimation quality, data processing power, battery-life
of the sensors and processors, etc. Although over-sampling may result in superior estima-
tion quality, it is usually undesirable in networked systems that are equipped with spatially
distributed sensors; examples include, spatially distributed networked robots, synchronous
power networks, and platoon of self-driving vehicles. In these applications, designing sparse
sampling strategies, that allow collecting samples aperiodically from only a fraction of sub-
systems, will reduce sensing costs due to the existing algorithmic, physical, hardware, and
software constraints. These burdens are even more pronounced in networks with several
thousands subsystems. Our goal in this chapter is to propose a formal method to study
properties and performance of various sampling strategies and devise scalable algorithms
to design sparse sampling strategies in space and time with provable performance bounds.
There have been recent interest on revisiting notion of observability in the context of
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networked control systems. In [121], the author revisit the notion of observability radius
for a class of linear networks whose state matrices are adjacency matrix of some weighted
graphs. They provide conditions to verify whether such networks can preserve observability
property in presence of structured (weighted) edge perturbations. The authors also suggest
a heuristic algorithm to compute size of perturbations that result in loss of observability
by finding their smallest Frobenius norm. In [122] and [123], the problem of minimum con-
straint input selection are considered, where the objective is to find the smallest subset of
inputs to ensure controllability. While it is shown that in general this problem is NP-hard,
a subclass of such problems (by assuming dedicated inputs) can be solved efficiently with
the aid of network graph algorithms. The author of [124] shows that the problem of ap-
proximating the minimum number of input (output) variables to guarantee controllability
(observability) is NP-hard. It is shown that one can find an efficient approximation of the
problem by employing a greedy heuristic to select variables to maximize the rank increase
of the controllability matrix. We refer to [125] for some related background and earlier
works in this context. In [126], the authors propose the problem of sensing-constrained
LQG control, where contrary to the classical LQG, they look at the minimal sensing re-
quirements for a desired control objective and tackle the problem by solving for suboptimal
sensing strategies with by focusing only on finitely many sensing schedules. They have also
looked at batch sensor-scheduling for linear-time invariant control systems [127], where the
goal is to design a sensing strategy to near-optimally estimate the concatenated states in
a given finite horizon. In [128], classic Kalman filtering problems were extended to the
case with intermittent observations. Our work is close in spirit to [129, 130], where the
authors investigate controllability of linear-time invariant networks and utilize randomized
algorithms for sparsification [51] and (greedy) deterministic algorithms to obtain a sparse
actuator scheduling. Furthermore, by allowing scaling in control inputs, they show that one
can achieve desired levels of performance with respect to a class of performance measures.
Prior to their work, several authors had also considered problems related to sensor or ac-
tuator scheduling for control and estimation, for instance see [131–134] and the references
therein. In another related work [135], the authors look at the sensor placement problem
for optimal parameter estimation and provide a near-optimal greedy algorithm for sensor
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selection.
In this chapter, our focus is on estimating the initial condition of a linear time-invariant
(LTI) network from a set of state samples that are collected sparsely from a subset of
subsystems aperiodically over some time interval. This problem is closely related to state
observer design with sensing-constraints for linear dynamical networks. In Section 6.3, we
apply tools from (finite) frame theory to reformulate the network observability problem
and show that one can extract an observability frame from any given set of samples that
solves the observability problem. This key idea allows us to cast observability condition as
whether a set of vectors forms a frame for the Euclidean space. This is particularly useful
as every frame element is labeled by where and when it was taken. In Section 5.5, two types
of measures, namely, standard deviation and differential entropy of the estimation error,
are utilized to quantify quality of estimation for a given observability frame. They are also
useful when one desires to compare estimation quality of various sampling strategies for a
given network. We show that these estimation measures can be quantified using eigenvalues
of the corresponding frame matrix. An important property of these estimation measures is
that they are monotone with respect to the number of samples: by increasing the number
of samples, the estimation measure does not deteriorate. In Section 5.6, we propose deter-
ministic and randomized methods to generate observability frames for a given LTI network.
It is shown that minimum required number of samples from each subsystem (location) de-
pends on the degree of the minimal polynomial of the state matrix. We show in Section
5.8 that there are inherent fundamental limits on the best achievable levels of estimation
quality, and intrinsic tradeoffs reveal an interplay between space-time samples: taking less
samples (in average) per subsystem mandates collecting samples from more subsystems. In
Section 5.7, we discuss three methods for frame sparsification: (i) sparsification by leverage
scores, which is developed based on notions of spectral graph sparsification [51], (ii) random
partitioning using Kadison-Singer paving solution [136], and (iii) greedy elimination using
Sherman-Morrison rank-one update rule [137]. In all these algorithms, we obtain explicit
error bounds for estimation-quality loss. We assert that our bounds are rather conserva-
tive. The reason is that, contrary to the results of [1, 51, 129, 130], elements of a sparsified
observability frame cannot be rescaled to compensate for estimation-quality loss. At the
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end, we support our theoretical finding by several simulation case studies.
5.2 Notations
The set of complex numbers, real numbers, nonnegative numbers, integers and nonnegative
integers are shown by C, R, R+, Z and Z+, respectively, and the imaginary number
√−1
by j. For a given number γ ∈ C, we define γZ := {γk | k ∈ Z}. For the n-dimensional
Euclidean space Rn, we denote its standard basis by {e1, . . . , en} and the inner product of
x, y ∈ Rn by 〈x, y〉. For a vector x ∈ Rn, ‖x‖ stands for its Euclidean 2-norm. For two
families of vectors Φ1 and Φ2, Φ1⊂Φ2 implies that φ ∈ Φ2 for all φ ∈ Φ1. We use the block
capital letters to denote a matrix or a linear operator, e.g., X. The transpose of a matrix
X is denoted by XT , the matrix exponential of a square matrix X by eX, and the identity
matrix of appropriate size by I. Eigenvalues of a positive semi-definite matrix X ∈ Rn×n is
indexed in ascending order, i.e., 0 ≤ λ1(X) ≤ · · · ≤ λn(X); similarly, singular values of a
square matrix X are indexed from the smallest to the largest as 0 ≤ σ1(X) ≤ · · · ≤ σn(X);
and the induced 2-norm is denoted by ‖X‖ = σn(X). Given two positive semi-definite
matrices X and Y, we say that X  Y if Y −X is positive semi-definite, and that X ≺ Y
if Y−X is positive definite. A normal random variable with mean µ and covariance matrix
Σ is denoted by N (µ,Σ). The expected value of a random variable is shown by E{.} and
the probability of an event is denoted by P{.}. The cumulative distribution function (cdf)
of a scalar normal variable N (µ, σ) is denoted by F (x;µ, σ). For sequences {an}n≥1 and
{bn}n≥1 with positive elements, notation an = O(bn) implies that an/bn is bounded.
5.3 Problem Statement
We consider linear dynamical networks that consist of multiple subsystems with state vector
x := [x1, . . . , xn]
T , (5.1)
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where xi ∈ R is the state variable of subsystem i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. These subsystems are
interconnected and their collective dynamics is governed by
x˙ = Ax (5.2)
in which A is time-invariant. It is assumed that initial state x0 ∈ Rn of the network is
unknown. In order to recover the initial state, suppose that samples can only be collected
from a subset of subsystems Ω = {i1, i2, . . . , ip} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, where Ω is called the set
of sampling locations. At every spatial location i ∈ Ω, sensors are allowed to take finite
number of samples with different time stamps; the set of such sampling times is denoted by
Θi. A sampling strategy for subsystem i ∈ Ω is given by the set of ordered pairs
Si =
{
(i, t)
∣∣ t ∈ Θi}.
A sampling strategy for the entire network can be obtained by
S =
⋃
i∈Ω
Si.
For a given sampling strategy S, the corresponding vector of samples or observations is
shown by
y =
[
xi(t) + ξi(t)
]
(i,t)∈S, (5.3)
where measurement noises ξi(t) in all samples are assumed to be independent from each
other and have normal (Gaussian) distributions with zero mean and σ2 variance. For a
given set of sampling locations Ω, the corresponding output matrix is defined by
CΩ =
[
ei1 | . . . | eip
]T
. (5.4)
Assumption 5.3.1. The set of sampling locations Ω is chosen such that the pair (A,CΩ)
is observable.
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Verifying observability of a network with respect to a given set of sampling locations
is an interesting and active field of research on its own, and it is different from what we
investigate here. For instance, in [24], the authors adapt a graphical approach to identify
those sensors that are necessary for reconstruction of the initial state. Such results may
offer option for A and Ω that satisfy Assumption 1.
The research problem of this chapter is to characterize properties of sampling strategies
that allow us to recover initial state of linear network (5.2) using sparse sets of samples in
space and time.
5.4 Characterization of Sampling Strategies
We apply tools from finite frame theory to reformulate the observability problem and char-
acterize its feasible sampling strategies.
5.4.1 Reconstruction in Frame Theory
The contents of this subsection are based on adjusted materials from reference [138].
Definition 5.4.1. For a given family of vectors (φi)i=1,...,m in Rn, the corresponding anal-
ysis operator T : Rn → Rm is defined by
T(x) := [〈x, φi〉]i=1,...,m (5.5)
and its frame operator S : Rn → Rn is defined by
S(x) :=
m∑
i=1
〈x, φi〉φi. (5.6)
It is straightforward to verify that operator T admits the following canonical matrix
representation
T = [φ1| . . . |φm]T ∈ Rm×n. (5.7)
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Thus, the canonical matrix representation of the frame operator is
S = TTT ∈ Rn×n. (5.8)
Definition 5.4.2. A family of vectors (φi)i=1,...,m in Rn is a frame for Rn if there exists
constants 0 < α ≤ β such that
α‖x‖22 ≤
m∑
i=1
| 〈x, φi〉 |2 ≤ β‖x‖22 for all x ∈ Rn.
The largest lower frame bound and smallest upper frame bound are called the optimal frame
bounds.
Proposition 5.4.3. Let us consider a family of vectors Φ = (φi)i=1,...,m in Rn. The fol-
lowing statement are equivalent:
(i) The family of vectors Φ forms a frame for Rn.
(ii) The set of vectors Φ span Rn. Thus, m = |Φ| ≥ n.
(iii) The corresponding frame operator is positive definite, i.e., S  0, with optimal frame
bounds α = λ1(S) and β = λn(S).
(iv) The corresponding analysis operator T is injective1 with a pseudo-inverse
T† :=
(
TTT
)−1
TT = S−1TT , (5.9)
which is a left-inverse of T that satisfies T†T = I.
One of the well-studied problems in frame theory is to reconstruct an unknown vector
x ∈ Rn from the following vector of observations
y = Tx = [〈x, φi〉]i=1,...,m ∈ Rm. (5.10)
The following known result highlights role of T† in the reconstruction process from these
observations.
1i.e., its matrix representation has full column rank.
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Proposition 5.4.4. If the family of vectors Φ forms a frame for Rn, then any vector x ∈ Rn,
with a corresponding vector of observations y ∈ Rm as in (5.10), can be reconstructed via
x = T†y, (5.11)
where T is the analysis operator of Φ and T† is given by (5.9).
5.4.2 Initial State Reconstruction
The solution of the linear network (5.2) is given by
x(t) = eAtx0,
where its i’th component is
xi(t) = e
T
i e
Atx0 =
〈
x0 , e
AT tei
〉
. (5.12)
Based on the definition of a frame, (5.12) reveals that the following families of vectors are
the only candidates for building constructors to recover initial state of the network.
Theorem 5.4.5. Suppose that Ω is the set of sampling locations and Θi is the set of
sampling times for each location i ∈ Ω. Every initial state of linear network (5.2) can
be reconstructed from the set of samples that are collected according to sampling strategy
S = {(i, t)| i ∈ Ω, t ∈ Θi} if and only if the family of vectors
Φ(A,S) =
(
eA
T tei
∣∣ (i, t) ∈ S) (5.13)
is a frame for Rn.
The conclusion in Theorem 5.4.5 asserts that initial state of the network can be recovered
from the vector of observations
y = Tx0 = [xi(t)](i,t)∈S
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using the following equation
x0 = T
†y,
where T is the analysis matrix of frame (5.13).
Remark 15. A frame for Rn must contain at least n vectors. Hence, the number of compo-
nents in frame (5.13) satisfies ∑
i∈Ω
|Θi| ≥ n.
This inequality implies that taking less spatial samples should be compensated by taking
more temporal samples. This hints at an inherent tradeoff between the minimum number
of samples in space and time required for a successful initial state reconstruction.
It turns out that observability at the sampling locations is a necessary condition for the
reconstruction problem.
Lemma 5.4.6. Suppose that the family of vectors (5.13) forms a frame for Rn. Then, the
pair (A,CΩ) is observable.
This can be interpreted as follows: if the sampling locations Ω create an unobservable
output matrix CΩ, then the initial state reconstruction will be always infeasible independent
of the number of time samples.
In the rest of the paper, whenever it is not ambiguous, we drop argument of Φ(A,S)
in (5.13) and simply write Φ. Whenever (5.13) forms a frame, it will be referred to as an
observability frame. The space of all observability frames in Rn is denoted by F.
5.5 Estimation Measures
In the previous section, the reconstruction problem was formulated in noise absence. One
needs to solve an estimation problem when measurement noise is presented, which requires
some appropriate mechanism to measure quality of the resulting estimations. We start this
section by showing that some useful estimation measures can be quantified in terms of the
frame eigenvalues (i.e., eigenvalues of the frame matrix) .
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5.5.1 Estimation Measures
Instead of pure measurements (6.12), suppose that a noisy observation vector is collected
yˆ = y + ξ ∈ Rm, (5.14)
in which ξ ∈ Rm is a zero mean Gaussian measurement noise with independent components
and covariance E
{
ξξT
}
= σ2I. For the linear network (5.2), the equation (5.14) can be
rewritten in the following form,
yˆ = Tx0 + ξ, (5.15)
where T is the analysis matrix associated with the observability frame Φ in (5.13). Let us
denote an estimation of x0 by xˆ0 and define the corresponding estimation error as
η := xˆ0 − x0. (5.16)
Definition 5.5.1. An operator ρ : F → R is called (decreasingly) monotone if ρ(Φ2) ≤
ρ(Φ1) for all Φ1 ⊆ Φ2.
In the following, we discuss two common estimation measures to compare different
observability frames.
(i) Standard Deviation of the Estimation Error: For a given noisy observation vector (5.15)
with underlying observability frame Φ, this estimation measure is defined by
ρd(Φ) :=
√
E{‖η‖22}.
This measure has been widely used to compute an optimal estimation via least-squares
approximation [139].
Proposition 5.5.2. Suppose that a noisy observation vector yˆ as in (5.15) is given. Then,
xˆ0 = T
†yˆ (5.17)
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is an unbiased estimator for x0 with E{xˆ0} = x0 that minimizes ‖Txˆ0− yˆ‖2. Moreover, the
(least-squares) estimation measure ρd : F→ R+ is monotone and can be characterized as
ρd(Φ) = σ
(
n∑
i=1
λi(S)
−1
)1/2
(5.18)
where λ1(S), . . . , λn(S) are eigenvalues of the corresponding frame operator S.
(ii) Differential Entropy of the Estimation Error: Since the measurement noise in (5.15) is
assumed to be an independent Gaussian random variable N (0, σ2I), one can use (5.17) to
show that the estimation error η is also a normal random variable
η ∼ N (0, σ2S−1). (5.19)
The differential entropy of random variable η ∈ Rn with probability density function p(η)
is defined as
h(η) :=
∫
Rn
p(η) log p(η) dη.
For Gaussian measurement noises, h quantifies the uncertainty volume of the estimation
error.
Proposition 5.5.3. Under the Gaussian measurement noise assumption, the value of dif-
ferential entropy of the estimation error is given by
h(η) =
1
2
ρe(Φ) +
n
2
(
1 + log(2piσ2)
)
with
ρe(Φ) = −
n∑
i=1
log
(
λi(S)
)
. (5.20)
Moreover, the above operator ρe : F→ R is monotone.
5.5.2 Effects of Dwell-Time on Quality of Estimation
Suppose that sensors are scheduled to take samples according to a sampling strategy S,
but actual measurements are taken with a uniform dwell time δ ∈ R. Let us represent the
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resulting family of vectors by
Φδ =
(
eA
T (t+δ)ei
∣∣∣ (i, t) ∈ S) . (5.21)
One can equivalently represent this set using (5.13) as
Φδ =
(
Bδ φ
∣∣∣ φ ∈ Φ),
where Bδ := e
AT δ is full rank for all δ ∈ R. It is straightforward to verify that elements
of Φδ span Rn if and only if the elements of Φ span Rn. Thus, the family of vectors Φδ
is a frame for Rn if and only if Φ forms a frame for Rn. The next result shows that the
estimation quality is not shift-invariant.
Proposition 5.5.4. Suppose that measurement noise (5.14) has normal distribution N (0, σ2I).
Then,
ρd(Φδ) ≤ σ
( n∑
i=1
σ2i
(
e−Aδ
)
λi(S)
−1
)1/2
(5.22)
and
ρe(Φδ) = ρe(Φ)−
n∑
i=1
log
(
σ2i
(
e−Aδ
))
(5.23)
in which σi’s are the singular values of the corresponding matrix.
The upper bound (5.22) becomes tight for δ = 0 because σi(e
Aδ) = σi(I) = 1 for all
i = 1, . . . , n. When A is Hurwitz, according to inequality (5.22), the estimation quality
deteriorates as δ > 0 gets larger. The reason is that magnitude of samples decrease and the
measurement noise (with constant intensity) becomes more dominant as time goes by. In
fact, (5.22) implies that anti-stable state matrices neutralize negative effects of dwell time
on the quality of estimation.
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5.6 Construction of Observability Frames
Let us represent distinct eigenvalues of state matrix A by distinct eigenvalues λ1(A), . . . , λq(A)
for some q ≤ n and its corresponding minimal polynomial2 by
pA(λ) =
q∏
m=1
(
λ− λm(A)
)pm (5.24)
for some positive integers pm, whose degree is denoted by d(A) which is less than or equal
to n. To state our next result, we need to define the row vector map
E(t) :=
[
eλm(A)ttk
]
m=1,...,q
k=0,...,pm−1
∈ R1×d(A). (5.25)
Theorem 5.6.1. Suppose that a sampling strategy S = {(i, t)| i ∈ Ω, t ∈ Θi} is adopted
such that:
• At every i ∈ Ω, Mi := |Θi| ≥ d(A) samples are collected,
• Ei has full column rank, where
Ei := [E(t)]t∈Θi ∈ RMi×d(A). (5.26)
Then, under Assumption 5.3.1, the family of vectors
Φ =
(
eA
T tei
∣∣∣ (i, t) ∈ S) (5.27)
forms a frame for Rn.
Any frame for Rn must have at least n vectors. Hence, prior to the application of
Theorem 5.6.1, a necessary condition for the total number of sampling times is
|S| =
∑
i∈Ω
|Θi| ≥ n. (5.28)
On the other hand, Theorem 5.6.1 requires |Θi| ≥ d(A). Comparing these two arguments
2The minimal polynomial of matrixA is the monic polynomial inA of smallest degree such that pA(A) =
0. This should not be confused with the characteristic polynomial of a matrix, which is always of degree n
and only in certain cases coincides with the minimal polynomial [140].
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implies that the resulting frame Φ from Theorem 5.6.1 will have many redundant elements as
the number of locations |Ω| increases. This motivates our investigation in the next section
to seek scalable algorithms to construct sparse frames (in space and time) out of highly
redundant observability frames.
According to Theorem 5.6.1, the sufficient number of samples at each location is n. This
condition is rather conservative as it takes into accounts situations where samples are taken
only from a very small (compared to n) subset of spatial locations. In Theorem 5.6.7, it is
shown that if |Ω| = n, then we may collect as few as one sample from each spatial location.
The set of all time instances for which Ei is not full column rank have zero Lebesgue
measure in the corresponding design space. In fact, Theorem 5.6.1 suggests that one can
comfortably skip rank verification step.
Corollary 5.6.2. For a given τ > 0, suppose that the sampling times in Theorem 5.6.1 are
drawn randomly and independently from the uniform distribution over [0, τ ]. Then, with
probability 1, the family of vectors in (5.27) is a frame for Rn.
Remark 16. Theorem 5.6.1 does not directly advise us to choose certain locations and
times for an optimal estimation quality. Nevertheless, the latter corollary motivates an
approach for finding a sparse sampling strategy with an acceptable quality. First, we can
randomly construct a rich and dense set of space-time sampling indices. Then, we can use
sparsification to discover the pivotal components of the sampling strategy (see next section).
Example 5.6.3. Let us consider the two-dimensional system
x˙ =
0 −1
1 0
x. (5.29)
We choose to sample only from the first subsystem; i.e., Ω = {1}, CΩ =
[
1 0
]
. Thus,
(A,CΩ) is observable and
eAt =
 cos(t) − sin(t)
sin(t) cos(t)
 .
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Let us pick sampling times t1, t2 ∈ [0, τ ], i.e., M1 = 2. The corresponding family of vectors
is
Φ =
(
eA
T t1e1, e
AT t2e1
)
=

 cos(t1)
− sin(t1)
 ,
 cos(t2)
− sin(t2)

 .
In this case, matrix (5.26) is
E1 =
ejt1 e−jt1
ejt2 e−jt2
 ⇒ det(E1) = 2j sin(t1 − t2).
Hence, according to Theorem 5.6.1, if t1−t2 6= kpi for k ∈ Z, then Φ is a frame. Alternatively,
if we compute the frame matrix S, using trigonometric identities, we get
det (S) = sin2(t1 − t2),
which gives us the same constraints on the sampling times. Since the Lebegues measure of
the points for which sin2(t1 − t2) = 0 is indeed zero in [0, τ ] × [0, τ ], any random choices
for t1 and t2 will result into a frame with probability 1. The latter observation agrees with
Corollary 5.6.2. Next, we consider sampling M1 = M samples at location 1 for M > 2. By
induction on sampling times Θ1 = {t1, . . . , tM}, we have
det (S) =
∑
i=1,...,M
j=i+1,...,M
sin2(ti − tj). (5.30)
Again, if ti− tj 6= kpi for k ∈ Z, we get a frame out of these observations. Random sampling
also results in a frame with probability 1. Moreover, ρd(Φ) =
√
2σ/
√
det(S) and it is
shift-invariant.
Now, we briefly look at periodic sampling strategy,3 i.e., Θi = {0, δ, . . . , (Mi − 1)δ} for
every i ∈ Ω, where δ > 0 is a known sampling step-size.
3practical implication of this strategy is that sensors take samples with some certain frequency based on
a synchronized digital clock.
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Theorem 5.6.4. Suppose that the sampling step-size satisfies
(
λm(A)− λm′(A)
)
δ 6∈ 2pijZ (5.31)
for all distinct eigenvalues λm(A) and λm′(A) of the state matrix A. If Mi ≥ d(A), then
the family of vectors
Φ =
(
Bkδei
∣∣∣ i ∈ Ω, k = 0, . . . ,Mi − 1) (5.32)
forms a frame for Rn, where Bδ := eA
T δ.
Example 5.6.5 (Example 5.6.3 continued). A sufficient condition for the sampling step-size
for linear system (5.29) is
j− (−j)δ = 2jδ 6∈ 2pij Z ⇒ δ 6∈ piZ.
Alternatively, because ti − tj = (i − j)δ, using the expression for det(S) in (5.30), Φ is a
frame if δ 6∈ piZ.
For a state matrix A whose all eigenvalues are real, one may verify that the requirement
(5.32) for any positive step-size δ. Therefore we have the following corollary by Theorem
5.6.4.
Corollary 5.6.6. If all eigenvalues of A are real, then for every step-size δ > 0 and
sampling horizon Mi ≥ d(A), i ∈ Ω, the family of vectors (5.32) is a frame for Rn.
Now, we consider the case where collecting samples from all locations is possible and
samples are taken in a small time range.
Theorem 5.6.7. Suppose that Ω = {1, . . . , n} is the set of sampling locations and the set
of sampling times Θi, for each sampling location i ∈ Ω, is chosen such that |Θi| = Mi ≥ 1
and
[t∗, t∗ + δ∗) ∩Θi 6= ∅ (5.33)
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for some t∗ ∈ R, where step-size δ∗ > 0 is given by
δ∗ < (ln 2)‖A‖−1. (5.34)
Then, the sampling strategy
S =
{
(i, t)
∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , n and t ∈ Θi}
results in a family of vectors
Φ =
(
eA
T tei
∣∣∣ (i, t) ∈ S) (5.35)
that forms a frame for Rn.
The time range δ∗ in Theorem 5.6.7 only depends on the state matrix A and is strictly
positive. Next, we consider the case where collecting samples from all locations is possible
and samples are taken randomly in a time range [0, τ ], which is not necessarily in a small
time range.
Corollary 5.6.8. Suppose that samples are collected from all subsystems, i.e., Ω = {1, . . . , n},
at least once, i.e., |Θi| ≥ 1. Sampling times are drawn randomly and independently from
the uniform distribution over interval [0, τ ]. Then, the resulting family of vectors (5.35) is
a frame for Rn with probability 1.
Example 5.6.9 (Example 5.6.3 continued). For the linear system (5.29), let us consider a
full state sampling with strategy S =
{
(1, t1), (2, t2)
}
that results in vectors
Φ =
(
eA
T t1e1, e
AT t2e2
)
=

 cos(t1)
− sin(t1)
 ,
cos(t2)
sin(t2)

 . (5.36)
For the corresponding frame matrix, we have
det(S) = 1− sin2(t1 − t2). (5.37)
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Thus, Φ is a frame for R2 if and only if
t1 − t2 6=
(
k +
1
2
)
pi for all k ∈ Z. (5.38)
Alternatively, δ∗ in Theorem 5.6.7 satisfies
δ∗ < ln 2.
According to Theorem 5.6.7, if sampling times t1 and t2 satisfy
|t1 − t2| < ln 2, (5.39)
then the family of vectors (5.36) is a frame for Rn. Comparing the two constraints char-
acterized by (5.39) and (5.38) reveals that the resulting condition for sampling times from
Theorem 5.6.7 is more conservative. To verify effectiveness of Corollary 5.6.8, one can verify
that the Lebesgue measure of all pairs of points {t1, t2} in [0, τ ]2 ⊂ R2 for which det(S) = 0
is zero. As a result, one can randomly select sampling times {t1, t2} to construct a frame
with probability 1.
5.7 Frame Sparsification
Suppose that a highly redundant set of samples from network (5.2) is provided for the
estimation problem. This usually happens when a conservative sampling strategy S is
used and all subsystems are allowed to collect numerous samples over time. Even if the
corresponding family of vectors
Φ =
(
eA
T tei
∣∣∣ (i, t) ∈ S) (5.40)
forms a frame, i.e., the resulting estimation problem is feasible, there are still unnecessary
and undesired degrees of redundancy that should be trimmed away in order to enhance
scalability properties of the estimation algorithms.
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Definition 5.7.1. For a given design parameter θ > 0, a family of vectors Φs in Rn is
called a θ-approximation of frame Φ if:
(i) Φs ⊂ Φ and it has at most θ|Ω| elements,
(ii) Φs is a frame for Rn.
For a given (highly redundant) frame (5.40) and some parameter θ > 0, our goal is to
find a sampling strategy Ss whose corresponding family of vectors
Φs =
(
eA
T tei
∣∣∣ (i, t) ∈ Ss)
is a θ−approximation of (5.40). Condition (i) mandates the sampling strategy Ss to collect
at most θ samples in average from all subsystems, i.e.,
Θ¯(Ss) =
1
|Ω|
∑
i∈Ω
|Θi(Ss)| = |Ss||Ω| ≤
|Ω|θ
|Ω| = θ.
Condition (ii) ensures the feasibility of the resulting estimation problem. In the following,
we will discuss three methods to achieve our goal.
Remark 17. Sparsity is a relative notion. In this chapter, it is reasonable to consider a
sampling strategy to be sparse if it takes almost linear number of samples (in terms of
network size) in a given time window. This is the level of sparsity that the main result of
this section, Theorem 7.5.2, achieves; we refer to next subsection.
5.7.1 Sparsification by Leverage Scores
Our first approach is based on sparsification via the notion of effective resistances [51],
which depends on the concentration properties of the sums of random outer-products and
was originally developed for sparsification of weighted graph Laplacians. Similar to graph
Laplacian, the frame matrix S is also a sum of rank-one matrices
S =
∑
φ∈Φ
φφT .
Definition 5.7.2. For a given finite frame Φ, the leverage scores are positive numbers that
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are defined by
rφ(S) := φ
TS−1φ (5.41)
for every φ ∈ Φ.
One can associate a probability mass function pi : Φ → [0, 1] to a given frame Φ using
its leverage scores as follows:
pi(φ) =
rφ(S)
n
. (5.42)
This gives a well-defined mass function as
∑
φ∈Φ
pi(φ) =
1
n
∑
φ∈Φ
Tr
(
S−1φφT
)
= 1.
As it is summarized in Algorithm 4, elements of Φ are sampled iteratively and independently,
with replacement, according to probability mass function (5.42). A sampled element will be
added to Φs if it is not already in Φs. The resulting sparsified frame Φs will have at most q
elements. One may estimate |Ωs|, i.e., the number of sampling locations after sparsification,
and obtain a reasonable estimate for θ ≤ q/|Ωs|. Algorithm 4 also assigns a weight to every
elements of Φs via weight function ws : Φ → R+. Each execution of Algorithm 4 returns
a different realization of ws, where ws(φ) = 0 for φ /∈ Φs. These weights are useful in
quantifying estimation-quality loss due to sparsification. In fact, the weight function ws
is a bounded random variable, where ws(φ) may assume different realizations drawn from{
p(qpi(φ))−1
∣∣ p = 0, 1, . . . , q}.
Theorem 5.7.3. For a given frame Φ in Rn, let us fix parameter  ∈ (1/√n, 1] and the
number of samples q = O(n log n/2). Then, the resulting set of elements Φs from Algorithm
4 is also a frame for Rn with probability at least 1/2. Furthermore, with probability at least
1/4, the estimation-quality losses satisfy4
ρd(Φs)− ρd(Φ)
ρd(Φ)
≤ −1 +
√
4 χ¯
1−  (5.43)
ρe(Φs)− ρe(Φ) ≤ n log
(
4 χ¯
1− 
)
, (5.44)
4Using monotonicity property of the estimation measures, one can show that upper bounds in (7.32) and
(7.33) are nonnegative.
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Algorithm 4 Randomized Frame Sparsification
input: frame Φ = (φ1, . . . , φ|S|) and design parameters q,  > 0
output: set of vectors Φs and weight function ws
initialize: Φs = ∅, ws(.) = 0, Ss = 0
for k = 1 to q do
sample an element from Φ with probability distribution pi → φ
update weight function : ws(φ)← ws(φ) + (qpi(φ))−1
if φ /∈ Φs, then
add φ to Φs
update the frame matrix: Ss ← Ss + φφT
end if
end for
where χ¯ := E {χ} and χ is a random variable given by
χ := inf
{
γ > 0
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
φ∈Φ
ws(φ)
(
γ − ws(φ)
)
φφT  0
}
. (5.45)
The backbone of this result is based on Theorem 1 of [51] and asserts that Algorithm
6 trims off a given (highly redundant) frame and returns, with probability more than 0.5,
a new frame whose size is almost linear in network size. Moreover, it is shown that, with
probability at least 0.25, the estimation measures of the new (sparsified) frame stays within
constant multiples/difference of the estimation measure of the original (redundant) frame.
Corollary 5.7.4. The random variable χ, which is defined by (5.45), satisfies
χ ≤ max
φ∈Φ
ws(φ)
almost surely. Moreover, under the settings of Theorem 5.7.3, inequalities
ρd(Φs)− ρd(Φ)
ρd(Φ)
≤ −1 +
√
4wmax
1−  (5.46)
ρe(Φs)− ρe(Φ) ≤ n log
(
4wmax
1− 
)
(5.47)
holds with probability at least 1/4, where
wmax := E
{
max
φ∈Φ
ws(φ)
}
.
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This corollary shows that there exists a clear relationship (even if it is not tight) between
the performance loss and the magnitude of parameter wmax.
The leverage scores disclose the importance of every component with respect to the entire
frame for the sake of estimation. For instance, if the network is asymptotically stable, a
component with a relatively large time label is expected to have a relatively small leverage
score. Thus, such insignificant components are less likely to be sampled by Algorithm 4
and can be trimmed off to achieve a comparable estimation quality.
Running Time Analysis: Computing the inverse of S can be done in O(n3) operations, while
computing the leverage scores using this matrix requires O(|Φ|n2). We need to check for
repeated samples, which does not increase the running time of the algorithm. Computing
the frame matrix Ss can be done in O(n log n/
2×n2) = O(n3 log n/2) operations. Hence,
the total running time of Algorithm 6 is O(n3 log n/2 + |Φ|n2).
5.7.2 Random Partitioning and Kadison-Singer Paving Solution
If the leverage scores (5.41) are uniformly bounded by a small enough number, then com-
ponents of a frame can be partitioned in a balanced manner in order to obtain two separate
subframes with explicit bounds on their spectra. Such spectral bounds are useful to find
bounds on the estimation quality of the resulting subframes. The next theorem is based on
Corollary 1.3 of the recent seminal paper [136] that gives us a paving solution to the famous
Kadison-Singer problem.
Proposition 5.7.5. Suppose that the leverage scores in (5.41) satisfy
rφ(S) ≤ r∗ (5.48)
for all φ ∈ Φ and some positive number r∗ < 1.5 − √2. Let us randomly partition Φ into
two subfamilies Φ1 and Φ2 such that every element of Φ, independent of others, belongs to
either of the partitions with probability 1/2. Then, with a positive probability, the resulting
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partition will satisfy
(
1− (1 +
√
2r∗)2
2
)
S  ∑
φ∈Φj
φφT 
(
1 +
(1 +
√
2r∗)2
2
)
S
for j = 1 and 2.
For a given (highly redundant) observability frame, the result of Proposition 5.7.5 al-
lows us to calculate the relative/absolute estimation-quality degradation of the resulting
partitions.
Theorem 5.7.6. Suppose that the leverage scores (5.41) satisfy (5.48). Then, the randomly
partitioned subfamilies Φ1 and Φ2 from Proposition 5.7.5 are both frames for Rn with a
positive probability and the estimation-quality can be bounded as follows
ρd(Φj)− ρd(Φ)
ρd(Φ)
≤ κ(r∗) (5.49)
ρe(Φj)− ρe(Φ) ≤ −n log
(
1− (
√
2r∗ + 1)2
2
)
(5.50)
for j = 1, 2, where
κ(r) :=
(
1− (
√
2r + 1)2
2
)−1/2
− 1. (5.51)
The quantity κ(r∗) is a worst-case bound on the relative performance degradation of
the randomly partitioned subframes Φ1 and Φ2. This function has been illustrated in Fig.
5.1. In simulations, we observe that comparably better bounds are achievable.
Applicability of Random Partitioning: When we deal with massive incoming samples (data)
from the sensors, we expect the leverage scores to be small. In fact, we observe that the
leverage scores satisfy ∑
φ∈Φ
rφ(S) = n ⇒ r¯(S) = n|Φ| ,
where r¯(.) stands for the average of the leverage scores. Hence, as a rule of thumb, one
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Figure 5.1: The worst case relative performance degradation based on the bound of Theorem
5.7.6.
should expect that for fairly balanced observability frames with size
|Φ| > ⌈(6 + 4√2)n⌉,
the leverage score of a typical component in Φ, in average, is less than (6 + 4
√
2)−1 =
1.5−√2 ≈ 0.0858.
Running Time Analysis: Computing the frame matrix for each partition can be done in
O(|Φ|n2). Hence, the random partitioning can be done in O(|Φ|n2) operations.
5.7.3 Greedy Sparsification
In order to maintain a predetermined level of estimation quality and sparsity, one may
consider using greedy algorithms that have been demonstrated to be useful in practice
with satisfactory performance for a broad range of combinatorial problems [55, 141]. In
greedy frame sparsification, the core idea at every iteration is to eliminate that component
of the frame which will increase value of a given estimation measure less than the others.
At iteration k, let us denote the remaining frame and its frame matrix by Φk and Sk,
respectively. Eliminating a component φ from Φk corresponds to the following rank-one
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Algorithm 5 Greedy Frame Sparsification
input: frame Φ and its frame matrix S  0, s ∈ (0, 1), e > 0
output: frame Φs
initialize: Ss = S, Φs = Φ
while
ρ(Φs)− ρ(Φ)
ρ(Φ)
≤ e and |Φs||Φ| ≥ s do
find minimizer φ∗ via solving (5.56) or (5.57)
update the frame matrix
S−1s ← S−1s +
S−1s φ∗φ
∗T
 S
−1
s
1− φ∗T S−1s φ∗
update Φs ← Φs\φ∗
end while
update
Sk+1 = Sk − φφT (5.52)
with S0 = S. According to the Sherman-Morrison formula [142], one gets update rule
S−1k+1 = S
−1
k +
S−1k φφ
TS−1k
1− φTS−1k φ
. (5.53)
Proposition 5.7.7. Upon eliminating a component φ from an observability frame Φk, the
estimation measures are updated according to
ρd(Φk+1) =
√
ρ2d(Φk) +
σ2 rφ(S
2
k)
1− rφ(Sk) (5.54)
ρe(Φk+1) = ρe(Φk)− log
(
1− rφ(Sk)
)
. (5.55)
At every iteration, the optimizer of ρd(Φk+1) can be determined by solving the opti-
mization problem
φ∗d = arg min
φ∈Φk
∥∥S−1k φ∥∥2
1− φTS−1k φ
(5.56)
and for ρe(Φk+1) by solving
φ∗e = arg min
φ∈Φk
φTS−1k φ. (5.57)
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Algorithm 5 details all necessary steps to compute a sparsfication of a (redundant)
observability frame, where we use notation  ∈ {d, e}. The algorithm stops whenever
either a desired sparsity level s ∈ (0, 1) or a maximum allowable relative estimation error
e > 0 has been achieved. This algorithm resembles the procedure of updating a performance
measure of a linear consensus network when a new coupling link is added to the network [2].
The performance guarantees of the greedy methods in this context is a well-studied subject.
In general, derivation of performance bounds heavily depends on the curvature conditions
of the specific class of objective functions, e.g., sub-modularity, super-modularity or weak
forms of these properties; please see [143] and references in there.
Running Time Analysis: Computing S−1 at the beginning requires O(n3). Then, at each
iteration, one needs to compute and update the value of estimation measure for every
vector in Φ, which takes O(|Φ|n2). Thus, in order to achieve sparsity level s, one needs
O
(
(1 − s)|Φ| × |Φ|n2) = O((1 − s)|Φ|2n2) operations. Since |Φ| ≥ n, Algorithm 5 can be
implemented in O
(
(1 − s)|Φ|2n2). Compared to running time of the randomized sparsifi-
cation O(n3 log n/2 + |Φ|n2), the running time of the greedy method can be higher by an
order of |Φ|.
Remark 18. Our proposed algorithms in this section employ some results from [51,136]. The
idea of sparsification via effective resistances are recently applied in controls community to
obtain network abstraction as well as actuator scheduling in large-scale networked control
systems [129] and [1]. The Kadison-Singer paving solution of [136] is also utilized in [129]
as a method of randomized actuator scheduling.
5.8 Fundamental Limits and Tradeoffs
For a given linear network (5.2) whose state vector is sampled based on an arbitrary sampling
strategy, we show that there are fundamental limits and tradeoffs on the best achievable
values for the estimation measures and space-time sparsity.
Theorem 5.8.1. Suppose that initial state of the n-dimensional linear network (5.2) is
sampled under a sampling strategy S with total number of samples |S|. Then, the best
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achievable estimation measures are bounded from below by constants that are quantified by
ρd(Φ) ≥ σn
ν
√|S| (5.58)
and
ρe(Φ) ≥ n log
(
n
ν2 |S|
)
, (5.59)
where Φ is the observability frame corresponding to S and ν := ν(A,S) is defined by
ν(A,S) = max
t∈Θ1∪···∪Θ|Ω|
∥∥eAt∥∥. (5.60)
The inequalities (5.58) and (5.59) give us some convenient rules of thumb about the
scaling properties of the estimation measures. For instance, if |S| = O(n2), then it can be
deduced from (5.58) that5
ρd(Φ) ≥ cσ
ν
for some constant c. This implies that the estimation quality cannot be enhanced beyond a
hard limit. Such limitations are important in network design as they are independent of the
network size and sampling strategy. For more discussions on significant role of fundamental
limits in control, we refer to [144,145].
Theorem 5.8.2. For a given linear network (5.2), let us assume that there exists δ > 0
such that all distinct eigenvalues of its state matrix satisfy
(
λi(A)− λk(A)
)
δ 6∈ 2pij Z (5.61)
and it is sampled according to a sampling strategy with property6 Θi ⊂ δZ+ for all i ∈ Ω. If
A is Hurwitz, then universal (i.e., independent of number of samples) fundamental limits
5In the inequality (5.58), the value of σ/ν can be interpreted as noise-to-signal ratio because the value
of ν relates to the norm of samples and σ is the standard deviation of measurement noise. If A is Hurwitz,
ν is always a finite number. On the other hand, for unstable networks, the noise-to-signal ratio loses its
significance as sampling process is prolonged. As a consequence, the value of lower bounds in the inequalities
(5.58) and (5.59) are usually small(er) for unstable networks.
6There is a practical implication for this assumption: sensors usually take samples with some certain
frequency based on a synchronized digital clock.
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on the best achievable estimation measures emerge as follows
ρd(Φ) ≥ σ
√
Tr(Q−1), (5.62)
ρe(Φ) ≥ −Tr
(
log(Q)
)
, (5.63)
where Q  0 is the observability Gramian, i.e., the unique solution of Lyapunov equation
eA
T δQeAδ − Q + CTΩ CΩ = 0. (5.64)
Also, the lower bounds can be achieved if and only if S = Ω× δZ+.
In an exponentially stable linear network, as time goes by, the magnitude of state dwin-
dles compared to measurement noise. For such systems, Theorem 5.8.2 predicts that esti-
mation quality cannot be improved beyond some certain threshold even if the number of
samples tends to infinity.
For a given sampling strategy S, the average number of samples per subsystem is
quantified by
Θ¯(S) :=
1
|Ω|
∑
i∈Ω
|Θi(S)|. (5.65)
Theorem 5.8.3. For given desired levels of estimation qualities ρ∗d, ρ
∗
e > 0 and parameter
ν∗ > 0, let us consider all n-dimensional linear networks (5.2) whose pair of state matrices
and sampling strategies belong to
N =
{
(A,S)
∣∣∣ ν(A,S) = ν∗ and ρ(Φ(A,S)) = ρ∗},
where  ∈ {d, e}. Intrinsic tradeoffs between the number of sampling locations and the
average number of samples per subsystem transpire over N that are characterized by
Θ¯(S) · |Ω| ≥
(
σn
ν∗ ρ∗d
)2
, (5.66)
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Θ¯(S) · |Ω| ≥ n
ν∗2
exp
(
−ρ
∗
e
n
)
. (5.67)
The result of Theorem 5.8.3 asserts that intrinsic tradeoffs emerges among all linear
networks with similar estimation quality and parameter (5.60): reducing number of sampling
locations must be compensated by increasing the average number of samples per subsystem
and vice versa.
5.9 Numerical Simulations
Let us consider a linear dynamical network (5.2) that consists of n subsystems, which are
randomly and uniformly distributed over a square-shape spatial domain [0, 1]× [0, 1]. The
Euclidean (spatial) distance between the subsystems i and j is denoted by dis(i, j). If two
subsystems lie in each others connectivity range, then there will be a coupling between the
two subsystems and the corresponding entries in the state space will be nonzero numbers.
More precisely, the state matrix A = [aij ] is defined by
aij =
 ζij e
−a dis(i,j)b dis(i, j) ≤ d
0 dis(i, j) > d
. (5.68)
for some d > 0. The parameters a > 0 and 0 < b < 1 determine decay rate of the couplings
and spatial localization properties of the network. For instance, larger values of a and b
result in more localized networks with short range couplings. To make our study generic,
the coefficients ζij are independently and randomly chosen from N (0, 1). In our simulations,
we set n = 40, a = 1, b = 0.5, and d = 0.3. We generate and save one state matrix A that
has both stable and unstable modes and use it in the following simulation studies. The
spatial locations of subsystems and their coupling topology are illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
Constructing Observability Frame: We set Ω = {1, . . . , n}, τ = 0.12, and Mi = M = 44
and utilize Corollary 5.6.2 to construct an observability frame Φ with format (5.27). The
resulting frame contains nM = 1760 vectors with a space-time representation illustrated
by blue dots in Fig. 6.2. For a noise intensity of σ = 0.1, the value of the (least-squares)
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Figure 5.2: The spatial location of subsystems and their coupling structure.
Figure 5.3: The space-time representation of the sampling strategies corresponding to frame
Φ and sparsified frame Φs, with |Φ| = 1760 and |Φs| = 503.
estimation measure is
ρd(Φ) ≈ 0.0967.
Randomized Frame Sparsification: For design parameters  = 0.5 and q = 590, we apply
Theorem 7.5.2 and find a sparsified frame with |Φs| = 503. The spatial locations and time
stamps of the sampling strategy corresponding to the sparsified frame are illustrated by
black circles in Fig. 6.2. The value of the estimation measure is
ρd(Φs) ≈ 0.1883.
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Figure 5.4: The histogram of the performance degradation after random partitioning.
The number of space-time samples has been reduced by 71% for the price of 95% relative
estimation-quality loss.
Sparsification via Random Partitioning: Let us reconsider the frame Φ shown in Fig. 6.2.
By applying Proposition 5.7.5, random partitioning of Φ leads into two subsets Φ1 and Φ2.
In our simulations, we repeat the random partitioning procedure 5 × 105 times. In each
case, the minimum and maximum relative estimation-quality losses for Φ1 and Φ2, i.e.,
max
j=1,2
ρd(Φj)− ρd(Φ)
ρd(Φ)
and min
j=1,2
ρd(Φj)− ρd(Φ)
ρd(Φ)
is computed and saved. The histogram of this data is depicted in Fig. 5.4. In this simulation,
the minimum and maximum degradations are less than 0.55 with a high probability. The
theoretical estimate from Theorem 5.7.6 is
r∗ = max
φ∈Φ
rφ(S) ≈ 0.0315⇒ κ(r∗) ≈ 1.1441.
Our extensive simulations reveal that, in practice, one typically achieves comparably better
estimation quality than our theoretical bounds (5.49). In these simulations, the number of
space-time samples are reduced by almost 50% for the price of 55% estimation-quality loss
(in most outcomes of the simulations).
Performance of Randomized vs. Greedy Algorithms: In this simulation, we compare the
estimation quality of the resulting sparsified frames from Algorithm 6 and 5. Using Algo-
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Figure 5.5: The space-time representation of the sampling points of the sequence of frames
Φ1, . . . ,Φ12 that are separated by the dashed lines.
rithm 6, we construct 25 different sparsified frames by selecting 25 different values for  in
(1/
√
n, 1]. We treat q as a control parameter and vary its value between 5902 and 153. For
a fixed q, we compute the value of the estimation measure for all 25 frames and save the one
with the minimum value. When applying Algorithm 5, we change the desired sparsity level
s to get a sequence of sparsified frames. The outcome of our simulations is depicted in Fig.
5.6, where one can observe that both methods result in almost similar estimation qualities.
The only difference we can report is their running time (on a personal computer with an
Intel processor using MATLAB): the randomized method (including 25 experiments per q)
took about 1.68 seconds, while the greedy method took 26.71 seconds. This is consistent
with our running time analysis for both algorithms.
Sequential Frame Construction: We compute the value of δ∗, which is defined in Theorem
5.6.7, using the saved state matrix A and get δ∗ ≈ 0.0434. We merge N = 12 subframes in
the time horizon, where cj = 0.25 is for every subframe Φj for j = 1, . . . , N . Sampling times
tij for each frame is chosen randomly and uniformly from time interval [tj , tj+1]. The space-
time representation of these frames is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The resulting concatenated
frame has |Φ| = Nn = 480 components with estimation quality
ρd(Φ) ≈ 0.1862.
Estimation Quality Deterioration with Time Shifts: Let us consider the first observability
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Figure 5.6: The estimation measure of the sparsified frames resulting from Algorithm 6 (the
randomized sparsification) and Algorithm 5 (the greedy sparsification) are compared.
Figure 5.7: The estimation measure of the shifted frames is compared to our theoretical
upper bound (5.22).
frame Φ1 in Fig. 5.5 with n components. First, we construct a family of observability frame
Φδ, which is defined in (5.21), by increasing δ from 0 to 0.5. We compute exact value of the
(least-squares) estimation measure for every Φδ. The result of our simulations is depicted
in Fig. 5.7 along with our theoretical upper bound (5.22). One observes that our proposed
upper bound is rather tight for all values of δ in [0, 0.5].
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5.10 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we assume that measurement noises in (5.14) are Gaussian and independent
of each other. When the measurement noises are dependent, the covariance of the estimation
error (5.16) will be
Ση =
(
TTΣ−1ξ T
)−1
(5.69)
where Σξ is the covariance of the measurement noise. In general, we may not be able to
expand (5.69) as a sum of rank-one matrices made of frame components. This was a useful
property for our developments in Section 5.7. This case needs a thorough analysis which is
beyond the scope of this Chapter. However, in the case that Σξ is diagonal and with entries
Σξ = diag(σ
2
i,t)(i,t)∈S,
i.e., the observations are spatially and temporally independent, one can conduct a similar
analysis by defining the frame components as
Φ(A,S) =
(
σ−1i,t e
AT tei
∣∣ (i, t) ∈ S) ,
where σ2i,t is the variance of the observation error at (i, t).
Our results can be extended to include linear dynamical networks with arbitrary output
matrices. In such networks, the sampling locations will be different from subsystem locations
and the components of the observability frame (5.13) will take form eA
T tcT , where c is a
row of output matrix. The main reason for working with output matrix (5.4) is to highlight
inherent tradeoffs between minimum required number of samples in space and time in order
to achieve a certain estimation quality in linear dynamical networks; see the results of
Section 5.8.
In order to quantify estimation quality, we consider two estimation measures: standard
deviation and differential entropy of the estimation error. Depending on the specific design
criteria, one may choose another type of estimation measure. For instance, if the reliability
of the estimators is of significant importance for the network designer, one can utilize risk
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measures to evaluate the estimation quality. Two useful risk measures are: risk of large
aggregate deviations, i.e.,
ρa(Φ) := inf
{
∆ ∈ R+
∣∣∣ P{‖η‖ ≥ ∆} ≤ }
or risk of large element-wise deviations, i.e.,
ρr(Φ) := inf
{
∆ ∈ R+
∣∣∣ P{|ηi| ≥ ∆} ≤ }.
One can show that these two risk measures are monotone according to Definition 5.5.1 and
as a result, one can effectively employ these measures instead of ρd and ρe in our proposed
methodology.
The significance of fundamental limits and tradeoffs in Section 5.8 is that they reveal
what is achievable and what is not. This is practically plausible as it prevents us from
searching for sampling strategies with unachievable estimation qualities.
The results of Section 5.7 provide three methods to sparsify a given observability frame.
Our theoretical error bounds are rather conservative. However, our extensive simulations
assert that our proposed algorithms can achieve comparably better error bounds in practice.
Appendix I: Proofs
Proof of Theorem 5.4.5: Let us assume that the family of vectors (5.13) is a frame for Rn
with analysis operator T. From Lemma 5.4.4, initial condition can be recovered via
x0 = T
†y, (5.70)
where y = [〈x, φi〉]φi∈Φ. In the next step, suppose that (5.13) is not a frame for Rn. Then,
the frame matrix S will be singular by Proposition 5.4.3. Thus, for every x1 ∈ Rn, two
initial states x1 and x1 + x2, in which x2 is a nonzero element of null(S), produce the same
vector of observation y. This is contrary to our assumption on unique determination of the
initial state of the network.
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Proof of Lemma 5.4.6: Based on the Cayley-Hamilton theorem
eAt =
n−1∑
k=0
gk(t)A
k, (5.71)
for some functions gk(t) for k = 0, . . . , n − 1. Using this fact, the analysis matrix corre-
sponding to the sampling strategy S can be written as
T =
[
n−1∑
k=0
gk(t)A
kei
]
(i,t)∈S
. (5.72)
Assume that Φ is a frame but the pair (A,CΩ) is not observable. Thus, the observability
matrix
O(A,CΩ) =
[(
AkCTΩ
)T ]
k=0,...,n−1
(5.73)
has rank less than n. Because Φ is a frame, rank of T is n. However, comparing (5.72)
with the form of the observability matrix, we observe that rank of matrix T in (5.72) is at
most equal to rank of O(A,CΩ). This is a contradiction, proving that (A,CΩ) must be
observable.
Proof of Proposition 5.5.2: The expression for the estimation measure holds because we can
write
ρd(Φ)
2 = E{‖η‖22} = E
{
ξTTS−2TT ξ
}
= E
{
Tr
(
S−2TT ξξTT
)}
= σ2Tr(S−1) = σ2
n∑
i=1
1
λi(S)
.
To see that ρd is a monotone operator, consider the following chain of observations:
Φ1 ⊆ Φ2 ⇒ S1  S2 ⇒ S−12  S−11 ⇒ Tr(S−12 ) ≤ Tr(S−11 ).
The last inequality implies that ρd(Φ2) ≤ ρd(Φ1).
Proof of Proposition 5.5.3: For the random variable η, using (5.19), we can show that (see
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Chapter 8 in [146])
h(η) =
1
2
log
(
det(σ2S−1)
)
+
n
2
log(2pie)
=
1
2
n∑
i=1
log
(
σ2
λi(S)
)
+
n
2
log(2pie)
=
1
2
ρe(Φ) +
n
2
(
1 + log(2piσ2)
)
. (5.74)
To see that ρe is a monotone operator, consider the following chain of operations:
Φ1 ⊆ Φ2 ⇒ S1  S2
⇒ S−12  S−11
⇒ log(S−12 )  log(S−11 )
⇒ Tr(log(S−12 )) ≤ Tr(log(S−11 )).
The third inequality holds because log(.), as a map from the cone of positive definite matrices
to the set of symmetric matrices, is analytic and increasing on the cone of positive definite
matrices. The last inequality implies that ρe(Φ2) ≤ ρe(Φ1).
Proof of Proposition 5.5.4: Let us denote the analysis matrices corresponding to Φ and Φδ
by T and Tδ, respectively. It follows that
Tδ = Te
Aδ.
Thus, the corresponding frame matrix for Φδ is
Sδ = T
T
δ Tδ = e
AT δTTTeAδ = eA
T δSeAδ,
where S is the frame matrix of Φ. As a result, we can see that
S−1δ = e
−AδS−1e−A
T δ.
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Therefore, estimation using the shifted frame Φδ results in a normal error (random) variable
η ∼ N (0, σ2S−1δ ) = N (0, σ2e−AδS−1e−AT δ) . (5.75)
In the next step, the estimation measures can be found as follows
1
σ2
ρd(Φδ)
2 = Tr
(
e−AδS−1e−A
T δ
)
= Tr
(
e−A
T δe−AδS−1
)
= Tr
((
eAδeA
T δ
)−1
S−1
)
≤
n∑
i=1
σi
((
eAδeA
T δ
)−1)
σi(S
−1),
where in the last equality we have used Von Neumann’s trace inequality; we refer to [147]
for more details. We can further write
ρd(Φδ)
2 ≤ σ2
n∑
i=1
σ2i
(
e−Aδ
)
λi(S
−1)
= σ2
n∑
i=1
1
σ2i (e
Aδ) · λi(S) .
For the last part of the proof, we have
ρe(Φδ) = − log(det(Sδ)) = − log
(
det(eA
T δSeAδ)
)
= − log ( det(eAT δ)) det ((eAδ))− log det(S)
= ρe(Φ)−
n∑
i=1
log
(
λi(e
AT δeAδ)
)
= ρe(Φ)−
n∑
i=1
log
(
σ2i (e
Aδ)
)
.
Proof of Theorem 5.6.1: When A = 0, the proof becomes trivial as in this case eAt = I for
all t ∈ R and CΩ must be the identity matrix according to Assumption 5.3.1. When A is
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nonzero, its minimal polynomial has degree d(A) with 1 ≤ d(A) ≤ n. Then, it follows that
eAt =
∞∑
k=0
tk
k!
Ak =
d(A)−1∑
k=0
gk(t)A
k (5.76)
for all t ∈ R, where gk’s are some functions of time. Let J be the Jordan canonical form of
A and
A = Q−1JQ. (5.77)
for some nonsingular matrix Q. By combining (5.76) and (5.77), one obtains
eJt =
d(A)−1∑
k=0
gk(t)J
k (5.78)
for all t ∈ R. Let us consider the minimal polynomial of A given by (5.24), where pm’s are
some integer numbers for 1 ≤ m ≤ q. From the definition of a minimal polynomial, there
are Jordan blocks Jλm,pm associated with every eigenvalue λm(A) whose dimension is pm.
This together with (5.78) implies that
eJλm,pm t =
d(A)−1∑
k=0
gk(t) (Jλm,pm)
k ,
or equivalently,
eλm(A)t
tl
l!
=
d(A)−1∑
k=l
gk(t)
(
k
l
)
λm(A)
k−l (5.79)
for all 0 ≤ l ≤ pj − 1 and t ∈ R. The last equivalence holds as (j, j′)’th entry of (Jλm,pm)k
with property 0 ≤ j′ − j ≤ min(k, pm − 1) equals to
(
k
j′−j
)
λm(A)
k−j+j′ and all other
entries are equal to zero. It is well known that functions eλm(A)ttk for m = 1, . . . , q and
k = 0, . . . , pm − 1 for t ∈ R are linearly independent. This, together with (5.79), and the
fact that
d(A) =
q∑
m=1
pm
implies the existence of a nonsingular matrix D that satisfies
G(t) = DE(t), (5.80)
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where E(t) is defined in (5.25) and
G(t) =
[
gk(t)
]
0≤k≤d(A)−1.
Let us denote Θi =
{
ti,j
∣∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ Mi}. According to our assumptions, matrix Ei defined
by (5.26) has full row rank d(A). This, together with (5.76) and (5.80), implies the existence
of scalars ai,j,k such that
Ak =
Mi∑
j=1
ai,j,k e
AT ti,j (5.81)
for 0 ≤ k ≤ d(A)− 1. Let us denote
CΩ =
[
ei1
∣∣ . . . ∣∣ eip ]T
and
F =
[
(AT )k ei
]
i∈Ω
0≤k≤d(A)−1
.
Based on Assumption 5.3.1, and the fact that d(A) is greater than or equal to the observ-
ability index of (A,C), for n× d(A)|Ω| matrix F it holds that
rank(F) = n, (5.82)
(for example see Section 6.3.1 in [148]). Let us define
T =
[
eA
T t ei
]T
i ∈ Ω, t ∈ Θi .
From (5.81), it follows that the rank of matrix T, whose size is n × |S|, is larger than or
equal to rank of
[
CΩA
k
]
0≤k≤d(A)−1. This together with (5.82) implies that T has rank n,
which implies that the family of vectors (5.27) form a frame for Rn.
Proof of Corollary 5.6.2: First suppose that |Θi| = d(A) for each i ∈ Ω. Observe that
nonzero combinations of eλi(A)ttk for i = 1, . . . , q and k = 0, . . . , pi − 1 have only finitely
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many zeros. This shows that for any τ > 0 and i ∈ Ω
det(Ei) = det([E(tj)]j=1,...,d(A)) 6= 0,
for almost every choice of times [t1, . . . , td(A)] ∈ [0, τ ]d(A). Hence, if we choose the sampling
times tj ∈ Θi with |Θi| = d(A) randomly in the range [0, τ ] in an independent and uniform
manner, then with probability one the requirement (5.26) is satisfied and Ei is full rank
for each i ∈ Ω. Thus, by Theorem 5.6.1, the resulting family of vectors is a frame with
probability one. If the number of random samples per location i ∈ Ω increases beyond
d(A), the result is still a frame.
Proof of Theorem 5.6.4: First assume that for each location i ∈ Ω, we choose |Θi| = d(A).
In this case, for every location i ∈ Ω
Ei = [E(kδ)]k=0,...,d(A)−1.
one observes that
det(Ei) = C
∏
1≤m<m′≤q
(
eλm(A)δ − eλm′ (A)δ
)pmpm′
for some nonzero number C depending only on pm with 1 ≤ m ≤ q. So the requirement
(5.26) is satisfied if
(λm(A)− λm′(A))δ 6∈ 2pijZ
for all distinct eigenvalues λm(A) and λm′(A). Therefore by Theorem 5.6.1, for Bδ := e
AT δ,
we know that
Φ′ :=
(
Bkδei
∣∣∣ i ∈ Ω, k = 0, . . . , d(A)− 1) . (5.83)
is a frame. The family of vectors Φ given in the theorem satisfies Φ′ ⊆ Φ. Thus, Φ is also
a frame.
Proof of Theorem 5.6.7: Since matrix eA
T t∗ is full rank for all t∗ ≥ 0, one can verify that Φ
in (5.35) forms a frame for Rn if and only if
(
eA
T (t−t∗)ei
∣∣ (i, t) ∈ S) forms a frame. Due to
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this shift-invariance property, we may safely assume that t∗ = 0 by shifting every element in
all Θi’s by −t∗. Let us pick ti ∈ Θi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, for every vector c = [c1, . . . , cn]T ,
we have
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
cie
Atiei −
n∑
i=1
ciei
∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
m=1
Am
m!
n∑
i=1
cit
m
i ei
∥∥∥∥∥
≤
∞∑
m=1
‖A‖m
m!
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
cit
m
i ei
∥∥∥∥∥
≤
∞∑
m=1
‖A‖m(δ∗)m
m!
‖c‖
=
(
e‖A‖δ
∗ − 1
)
‖c‖.
This implies that
(
2− e‖A‖δ∗
)
‖c‖ ≤
∥∥∥ n∑
i=1
cie
Atiei
∥∥∥ ≤ e‖A‖δ∗‖c‖
for all c ∈ Rn. Hence, Φ, with |Θi| = 1 for every sampling location i ∈ Ω, consists of n
linearly independent vectors and forms a frame for Rn. By increasing the number of samples
per sampling location, Φ will remain to be a frame for Rn.
Proof of Corollary 5.6.8: First, for each i ∈ Ω, consider |Θi| = 1 and denote Θi = {ti}.
Moreover, we define
θ = [ti]i=1,...,n. (5.84)
Now, we denote S(θ) to be the frame matrix corresponding to family of vectors (5.35),
where the sampling times have been gathered in θ ∈ Rn. Based on Theorem 5.6.7, there
exist a θ for which the real analytic function F (θ) : Rn → R defined by
F (θ) := det(S(θ)),
is nonzero. Thus, measure of points θ ∈ [0, τ ]n for which F (θ) vanishes is zero (e.g. see [149]),
and independent and uniform sampling of the time stamps in [0, τ ]n gives a frame with
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probability one. If we increase Θi beyond 1 probability of getting a frame is 1.
Proof of Theorem 5.7.3: We build up our proof based on some of the steps taken in the
proof of Theorem 5 in [57]. Using the leverage scores (5.41), one can verify that
0 ≺ (1− )S  Sw (5.85)
with probability at least 1/2, where
Sw =
∑
φ∈Φ
ws(φ)φφ
T =
∑
φ∈Φ
fφ
qpi(φ)
φφT .
and fφ ≥ 0 is the frequency of the times that φ is sampled (due to sampling with replace-
ment, some vectors can be sampled multiple times). Weights of those φ /∈ Φs are equal to
0. For an outcome of Algorithm 6, one has
0 ≺ Sw 
(
max
φ∈Φs
ws(φ)
) ∑
φ∈Φs
φφT
This implies that Ss =
∑
φ∈Φs φφ
T  0 with probability at least 1/2. For the first part of
our proof, Φs is a frame for Rn if and only if Ss  0.
Denote the analysis operator of Φs by Ts and set Ws = diag
(
ws(φ)
)∣∣
φ∈Φs . Let
ys = Tsx0 + ξs (5.86)
be a noisy observation vector collected by φ ∈ Φs, in which ξs ∈ Rm is a zero mean Gaussian
measurement noise with independent components and covariance E
{
ξξT
}
= σ2I. In the
next step, let us consider an alternative estimator x˜0 that is given by
x˜0 =
(
TTs WsTs
)−1
TTs Wsys.
It is straightforward to verify that this is an unbiased estimator using only the observations
corresponding to Φs. Since covariance of noise is E
{
ξξT
}
= σ2I, the unweighted least-
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squares estimator gives the optimal estimator xˆ0. Therefore,
E
{
x˜0x˜
T
0
}  E{xˆ0xˆT0 } .
This lets us write
ρd(Φs)
2 = σ2 Tr
(
E{xˆ0xˆT0 }
)
≤ σ2 Tr (E{x˜0x˜T0 })
= σ2 Tr
(
S−1w T
TW2s TS
−1
w
)
= σ2 Tr
(
S−1w Sˆw S
−1
w
)
(5.87)
where Sw = T
T
s WsTs and Sˆw := T
T
s W
2
s Ts. From (5.87) and the definition of random
variable χ in (5.45), it follows that
ρd(Φs)
2 ≤ σ2χTr(S−1w SwS−1w ) (5.88)
in which the middle matrix is replaced by its upper bound as one can show that for every
three positive-definite matrices X1,X2,X3 with X1  X2, inequality X3X1X3  X3X2X3
holds. According to Markov inequality, the next inequality holds
χ ≤ 1
1− 34
E{χ} = 4χ¯ (5.89)
with probability at least 3/4. From (5.88) and (5.89), we get
ρd(Φs)
2 ≤ 4σ2 χ¯ Tr(S−1w ). (5.90)
On the other hand, by applying similar steps to the proof of Theorem 5 in [57], it follows
that with probability at least 1/2 we have
(1− )S  Sw  (1 + )S. (5.91)
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By taking inverse, we get
(1 + )−1S−1  S−1w  (1− )−1S−1. (5.92)
If the event described in (5.89) is denoted by A and the event described by (5.92) is denoted
by B, then
P(A ∩B) = P(A) + P(B)− P(A ∪B) ≥ 3
4
+
1
2
− 1 = 1
4
.
Therefore both (5.90) and (5.92) hold with probability at least 1/4. Combining (5.90) and
(5.92), one arrives at
ρd(Φs)
2 ≤ 4σ
2χ¯
1−  Tr(S
−1) =
4χ¯
1−  ρd(Φ)
2. (5.93)
Taking the square root from both sides, we get the desired inequality.
For the entropy estimation measure, by following almost identical steps, we can show
that with probability at least 1/4 the following inequality holds
ρe(Φs) = det(log(S
−1
s ))
≤ log
(
det
(
4χ¯
1− S
−1
))
= n log
(
4χ¯
1− 
)
+ ρe(Φ).
Proof of Corollary 5.7.4: We can write
∑
φ∈Φ
ws(φ)
2φφT ≤
∑
φ∈Φ
ws(φ)
(
max
j=1,...,|Φ|
ws(φ)
)
φφT
=
(
max
j=1,...,|Φ|
ws(φ)
)∑
φ∈Φ
ws(φ)φφ
T .
Therefore, maxφ∈Φ ws(φ) is an upper-bound on χ. The rest of the proof follows from the
fact that we can replace χ with maxφ∈Φ ws(φ) in the proof of Theorem 5.7.3.
Proof of Theorem 5.7.6: Let us denote Sj to be the frame matrix corresponding to family
of vectors Φj that is resulted from the random partitioning according to Proposition 5.7.5.
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For the least-squares estimation measure, we have
ρd(Φj) = σ
√
Tr
(
S−1j
) ≤ σ√
1− (1 +
√
2r)2
2
√
Tr (S−1)
=
(
1− (1 +
√
2r)2
2
)−1/2
ρd(Φ).
This proves the first bound.
For the entropy estimation measure, it follows that
ρe(Φj) = det(log(S
−1
j ))
≤ log
(
det
(
(1− (1 +
√
2r)2
2
)−1S−1
))
= −n log
(
1− (1 +
√
2r)2
2
)
+ ρe(Φ),
which proves the second bound.
Proof of Proposition 5.7.7: Taking trace from both sides of (5.53), we get
ρ2d(Φi+1) = ρ
2
d(Φi) +
σ2
1− φTS−1i φ
Tr
(
S−1i φφ
TS−1i
)
.
Update rule (5.54) follows by utilizing the following equation
Tr
(
S−1i φφ
TS−1i
)
=
∥∥S−1i φ∥∥2 .
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The update rule (5.55) for the entropy estimation measure follows from
ρe(Φi+1) = log
(
det
(
S−1i+1
))
= log
(
det
(
S−1i +
S−1i φφ
TS−1i
1− φTS−1i φ
))
= log
((
1 +
(S−1i φ)
T (S−1i )
−1S−1i φ
1− φTS−1i φ
)
det(S−1i )
)
= log
((
1 +
φTS−1i φ
1− φTS−1i φ
)
det(S−1i )
)
= log
((
1
1− φTS−1i φ
)
det(S−1i )
)
= log(det(S−1i )) + log
(
1
1− φTS−1i φ
)
= ρe(Φi)− log(1− φTS−1i φ).
In the third line, the matrix determinant lemma is applied [137].
Proof of Theorem 5.8.1: First, we prove a more general inequality. Let us consider the class
of all estimation measures that have the following spectral representation
ρ(Φ) =
n∑
i=1
ψ(λi(S)), (5.94)
for some convex and monotonically decreasing function ψ : R+ → R. Since ψ is convex, we
apply Jensen’s inequality [150] and write
1
n
ρ(Φ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ψ(λi(S))
≥ ψ
(
n∑
i=1
λi(S)
n
)
= ψ
(
Tr(S)
n
)
. (5.95)
On the other hand, we have
Tr (S) = Tr
( |S|∑
i=1
φiφ
T
i
)
=
|S|∑
i=1
Tr
(
φiφ
T
i
)
=
|S|∑
i=1
φTi φi =
|S|∑
i=1
‖φi‖2. (5.96)
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Each vector φi corresponds to some time stamp t and some index j ∈ Ω, i.e.,
φi = e
AT tej .
Thus, we use the bound on the matrix exponential to get
‖φi‖ = ‖eAT t ej‖ ≤ ‖eAT t‖‖ej‖ ≤ ν(A,S).
This inequality together with (5.96) gives us
Tr (S) ≤
|S|∑
i=1
‖φi‖2 ≤
|S|∑
i=1
ν(A,S)2 = ν(A,S)2 |S|.
Since ψ is monotonically decreasing, from (5.95), one may conclude that
1
n
ρ(Φ) ≥ ψ
(
Tr(S)
n
)
≥ ψ
(
ν(A,S)2 |S|
n
)
. (5.97)
By applying inequality (5.97) to spectral functions ψ(λ) = λ−1 and ψ(λ) = − log(λ), we
will get the desired inequalities (5.58) and (5.59), respectively.
Proof of Theorem 5.8.2: Every sampling strategy S that satisfies our assumptions also
satisfies
S ⊂ Ω× δZ.
Therefore, the frame matrix corresponding to such sampling strategy satisfies
S 
∑
i∈Ω
∑
t∈δZ+
eA
T t [CΩ]
T
i [CΩ]i e
At (5.98)
=
∞∑
k=0
(
eA
T δ
)k
CTΩCΩ
(
eAδ
)k
= Q. (5.99)
The last equality holds for the following reason. Since A is Hurwitz, eAδ is Schur and
(eAδ,CΩ) is observable according to (5.61). Inequality (5.99) is equivalent to
Q−1  S−1. (5.100)
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Functions
√
Tr(X) and det(log(X)) are nondecreasing on the cone of positive semi-definite
matrices. By apply these functions to both sides of (5.100), one obtains the desired inequal-
ities (5.62) and (5.63).
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Chapter 6
Network Observability using
Measurable Observations
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, we consider sampling from certain locations across a continuous-time dynam-
ical network. In this chapter, we look at the case where the noisy observations consist of
measurable intervals of time. Such an assumption is a generalization of the continuous-time
least-squares observers [38], in which the observations occur in a certain time-interval [0, τ ]
uniformly across the observation locations. To given an example, in Fig. 6.1, we show the
classic observation strategy with τ = 0.12 from 20 locations, while we are interested in
observation times that have a typical arbitrary structure shown in the same figure.
Figure 6.1: A sample illustration of the observation times in classic least-squares observer
(dashed blue lines) and an arbitrary observation strategy (black solid lines).
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6.2 Problem Statement
Consider a network that consists of n subsystems and each subsystems has the state xi ∈ R.
The network state vector can be expressed by the vector
x := [x1, . . . , xn]
T ∈ Rn. (6.1)
These subsystems are dynamically coupled through a linear time-invariant governing equa-
tion
x˙ = Ax, (6.2)
with an initial condition x0 ∈ Rn. At time zero, we do not have any information on the
initial state x0. To estimate x0, suppose that we can receive observations from a subset
of the locations of the network Ω = {i1, . . . , ip} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, which we call observation
locations. Then, we denote an observation strategy to be any set of the form
S =
{
(i, t)
∣∣ for every location i ∈ Ω : t ∈ Θi} , (6.3)
where Θi ⊂ R is the set of observation times at location i ∈ Ω. Unlike Chapter 5, the
set of observation times consists of something more than isolated points (more precisely,
measurable subsets of time as we shortly assert). The corresponding family of observations
is then
y :=
(
xi(t) + ξi(t)| (i, t) ∈ S
)
, (6.4)
where ξ(t) is the white noise with variance σ2. We can uniquely correspond Ω to an output
matrix
CΩ :=
[
ei1 | . . . | eip
]T
. (6.5)
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Again, we suppose that an estimation xˆ0 to the initial state of the network x0 is given and
denote the error of the estimation by
η := xˆ0 − x0, (6.6)
and the define the standard deviation of the error as an estimation measure, which is given
by
ρd(S) := E
{√
ηT η
}
. (6.7)
The research problem of this chapter is to characterize properties of observation strate-
gies1 that allow us to recover initial state of linear network using sparse intervals of obser-
vation in space and time.
6.3 Characterizing Observation Strategies
We bring the basic definitions and results of the continuous frame theory. Then, we char-
acterize the construction of the initial state of a linear network in this language.
6.3.1 Continuous Frame Theory
The contents of this subsection are mainly adapted from [151]2. Suppose that a measure
space S is endowed by a nonnegative measure µ supported on S. Using this measure space,
we define the basic operators that we will work with.
Definition 6.3.1. Given a family of vectors Φ := (φs)s∈S, the corresponding analysis
operator T : Rn → L2(S, µ) is
T(x)(s) := 〈x, φs〉 , s ∈ S,
1Compared to the observation strategies in the previous chapter.
2Almost all of the notions introduced in continuous frame theory have their own analogous concept in
the discrete frame theory; for instance see the introductory materials given in [138]
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and the frame operator S : Rn → Rn is
S(x) :=
∫
S
〈x, φs〉φs dµ(s).
The analysis operator T has the adjoint operator T∗ : L2(S, µ)→ Rn, which given by
T∗(F ) =
∫
S
F (s)φs dµ(s). (6.8)
The analysis and frame operators are related to each other through the following identity:
S = T∗T. (6.9)
The frame operator S is a linear transformation from Rn to Rn and its canonical matrix
representation is given by
S =
∫
S
φsφ
T
s dµ(s), (6.10)
which we call the frame matrix. By (6.10), the frame matrix S is positive semi-definite,
S = ST  0. Next, we define the notion of continuous frame.
Definition 6.3.2. A family of vectors Φ = (φs)s∈S in Rn is a frame for Rn if there exist
two constants 0 < α ≤ β such that for each x ∈ Rn, it holds that
α‖x‖22 ≤
∫
S
| 〈x, φs〉 |2 dµ(s) ≤ β‖x‖22. (6.11)
The largest lower frame bound and smallest upper frame bound are called the optimal
frame bounds, which can be evaluated using the following result.
Proposition 6.3.3. The family of vectors Φ = (φs)s∈S is a frame for Rn if and only if the
frame matrix S is positive-definite. Moreover, the largest and smallest eigenvalues of frame
matrix S associated with the frame Φ are the optimal frame bounds; i.e., α = λ1(S) and
β = λn(S).
Consequently, the frame operator S is invertible if and only if the frame matrix in (6.10)
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is invertible. It is of fundamental interest in the continuous frame theory to construct a
vector x ∈ Rn using the family of observation y that is given by
y := y(s) = T(x) ∈ L2(S, µ). (6.12)
In the following proposition, we identify one way that we can reconstruct a given vector x
from these observations.
Proposition 6.3.4. If the family of vectors Φ = (φs)s∈S is a frame for Rn, then vector
x ∈ Rn inducing a family observations y given in (6.12) can be reconstructed via
x = S−1T∗(y(s)). (6.13)
If we expand the reconstruction formula (6.13), we see that it has the matrix integral
canonical representation,
x =
(∫
S
φsφ
T
s dµ(s)
)−1 ∫
S
y(s)φs dµ(s), (6.14)
where family of observation vectors y(s) is read from (6.12).
6.3.2 Exact Reconstruction of the Initial State
In what follows, we identify a frame that is suitable for construction of the initial state. We
can write the solution to linear network (6.2) as x(t) = eAtx0 and hence we may write the
components of the solution using the representation
xi(t) = e
T
i e
Atx0 =
〈
x0 , e
AT tei
〉
(6.15)
for each i ∈ Ω. Because Ω is the set of observation locations and Θi is the set of observation
times for each i ∈ Ω, equation (6.15) motivates us to choose index set S for the continuous
frame to be
S = {(i, t)| i ∈ Ω, t ∈ Θi} ⊂ Ω× R. (6.16)
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Moreover, for any observation label (i, t) ∈ S, it suggests to set the family of vectors
associated to our frame as
φs := φ(i,t) = e
AT tei, s ∈ S. (6.17)
For the upcoming developments, we consider the following assumption about the sets
of observation times, which makes the integrals corresponding to the analysis and frame
operators well-defined.
Assumption 6.3.5. For each location i ∈ Ω, the set of observation times Θi is a bounded
Lebesgue-measurable set.
Moreover, we consider index set of frame S to be endowed by a nonnegative measure
µ, which has the following structure (recall that µl denote the Lebesgue measure).
Assumption 6.3.6. The nonnegative measure µ is a mixed measure on S in the following
sense: for each i ∈ Ω, there exists a partial nonnegative measure µi that is the restriction
of µ to {i} ×Θi ⊂ S. Moreover, it holds that
µi
(
{i} × Θˆi
)
= µl
(
Θˆi
)
for all l.m. subsets Θˆi ⊂ Θi;
i.e., µi acts similarly to the Lebesgue measure on the set Θˆi ⊂ Θi. Moreover, supp(µi) =
{i} ×Θi.
The latter assumption also implies that
µ({i} ×Θi) = µi({i} ×Θi) = µl(Θi). (6.18)
Under Assumptions 6.3.5 and 6.3.6, the matrix representation for the frame matrix S in
(6.10) becomes
S =
∑
i∈Ω
∫
Θi
φ(i,t)φ
T
(i,t) dµl(t). (6.19)
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The above setup for index set S and its measure µ lets us characterize the conditions, under
which, the construction of all initial states is feasible.
Theorem 6.3.7. Suppose that Ω is the set of observation locations and Θi ⊂ R is a set of
observation times for each i ∈ Ω that satisfies Assumption 6.3.5. Consider an observation
strategy S given in (6.16), which is endowed by a mixed measure µ that satisfies Assumption
6.3.6. Then, any initial state of the linear network (6.2) can be recovered based on the
observation strategy S if and only if the family of vectors
Φ =
(
eA
T tei
)
(i,t)∈S (6.20)
endowed by the nonnegative measure µ is a frame of Rn.
A set of locations Ω corresponds it to an output matrix,
CΩ :=
[
ei1 | . . . | eip
]T
. (6.21)
We next show that the observability is a necessary condition to be able to construct frames
Φ of the form (6.20).
Theorem 6.3.8. Consider an observation strategy S that gives us a family of vectors Φ in
(6.20), which is a frame for Rn. Then the pair (A,CΩ) is observable.
This results implies that if the observation locations result in an unobservable pair
(A,CΩ), then playing with the time labels of observations will not make it possible to
construct every initial state. This justifies the following assumption.
Assumption 6.3.9. The set of observation locations Ω is chosen such that the pair (A,CΩ)
is observable.
The study of observability based on the choice of the locations in the network is a
well-studied subject on its own. For instance, we refer to [152] and [121] for further reading.
Remark 19. The results of this Chapter does not depend on the network structure (e.g.
sparsity pattern of A). In fact, our results are for general linear time-invariant systems.
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However, the use of observation locations are more meaningful in the context of the sub-
systems of a network, specifically when the subsystems are spatially distributed [153,154].
6.4 Estimation under Noisy observations
Continuous observability frames with no observation noises are indistinguishable, because
all of them provide us with exact construction of the initial state. However, in practice,
the observations are always noisy and instead of exact reconstruction, we must consider the
state estimation.
Recall that T is the analysis operator induced by the observability frame Φ, which is
constructed using (i) sampling strategy S as index set and (ii) nonnegative measure µ that
has the desired properties discussed in the previous subsection. Suppose that instead of
(6.12), the estimation is planned under a family of noisy observation vectors
y = T(x0) + ξ, (6.22)
where ξ is a white noise with variance σ2 at each location, while the noise processes are
independent across those locations. Let us call the estimation to x0 by xˆ0. Then
η := xˆ0 − x0. (6.23)
is the estimation error. The following result identifies the estimator that has the least-
squares error (e.g. see [139]).
Theorem 6.4.1. Suppose that we plan to estimate x0, using the family of observations y
given in (6.22). The estimator given by the formula
xˆ0 = S
−1T∗(y(s)) (6.24)
is an unbiased estimator; i.e, E{xˆ0} = x0. Furthermore, as an estimation measure, the
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standard deviation of the error ρ(Φ) :=
√
E{‖η‖2} can be evaluated from the expression
ρ(Φ) = σ
(
n∑
i=1
λi(S)
−1
)1/2
. (6.25)
We observe that this estimation measure is monotone, in the sense that if two observation
strategies S1 and S2 satisfy S1 ⊆ S2, then the estimation qualities for the associated
observability frames satisfy ρ(Φ1) ≥ ρ(Φ2).
Given an observation strategy, we can evaluate the total observation time across the
network locations, which is
t(S) :=
∑
i∈Ω
µl(Θi). (6.26)
The quantity t reflects the computational burden associated with the estimation problem,
which bounds the estimation quality as shown below.
Theorem 6.4.2. Given an observation strategy S inducing an observability frame Φ, the
estimation measure ρ(Φ) is bounded from below according to
ρ(Φ) ≥ σn
ν(A,S)
√
t(S)
, (6.27)
where the total observation time t is given by (6.26) and
ν(A,S) := max
(i,t)∈S
∥∥eAt∥∥
2
.
This theorem highlights a fundamental limit on the estimation measure, in the sense
that given the maximum available observation time from all locations, t(S), the estimation
measure can not be improved more than the illustrated limit no matter how we design the
observation strategy.
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6.5 Building Continuous Observation Strategies
While Theorem 6.3.7 brings the necessary and sufficient conditions for the reconstruction (or
estimation), it does not provide us with actual construction procedures for these strategies
and the corresponding frames. First, we bring our first result about construction of these
frames.
Theorem 6.5.1. Let the observation locations from the network be Ω and the set of obser-
vation times for each i ∈ Ω to be Θi. Consider the sampling strategy S defined in (6.16).
Suppose that the following statements hold:
• the observation times Θi satisfy Assumption 6.3.5;
• the mixed nonnegative measure µ satisfies Assumption 6.3.6;
• the observation locations Ω satisfies Assumption 6.3.9.
Then, the family of vectors Φ in (6.20) defined over the set S endowed by the nonnegative
measure µ is a frame for Rn.
Remark 20. We observe that the assumption on the structure of the output matrix CΩ
(where each output component is one of the states) is not necessary. In fact, the observa-
tion variables needs to correspond an observable output matrix CΩ, whether they directly
originate from the network locations or not (see Remark 19 as well).
We can use Theorem 6.5.1 to find simple designs for these continuous observability
frames.
(i) Classical Least-Squares Estimator. Suppose that the observation horizon is τ > 0 and
the common observation interval is Θi = [0, τ ] for each i ∈ Ω. Then, for t ∈ [0, τ ], denote
y(t) = CΩx(t) + ξ(t). We can show that the corresponding least-squares estimator is given
by
xˆ0 =
(∫ τ
0
eA
T tCTΩCΩe
At dt
)−1 ∫ τ
0
eA
T tCTΩy(t) dt.
We have brought this matrix form, as it belongs to the classical least-squares initial state
estimator (e.g. see [38]) for a system x˙ = Ax, where the noisy output y is observed. Thus,
the classical estimator is a specific example of estimators that are under the study in this
chapter.
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(ii) Switching Observation Strategies. Let us consider the observation times for each loca-
tion i ∈ Ω to be
Θi =
Mi⋃
j=1
Θij :=
Mi⋃
j=1
[tij , tij + δij ] , (6.28)
where Mi ≥ 1 and the positive numbers tij and δij are chosen such that tij + δij ≤ ti(j+1)3.
We call these the switching observation strategies and the corresponding frames the switch-
ing observability frames, because at each location, the observation becomes active only
during certain time intervals. According to (6.19), the evaluation of the frame matrix in
this case reduces to a double-sum
S =
∑
i∈Ω
Mi∑
j=1
∫
Θij
eA
T teie
T
i e
At dt  0. (6.29)
Remark 21. We observe that the classic estimator (i) can be considered as a special case of
the switching observability frame (ii), in infinitely many ways; for instance, suppose that
in (6.28), for each i ∈ Ω, we choose Mi = M0, and for each i ∈ Ω and j = 1, . . . ,M0, we
select the non-overlapping observation intervals to be
Θij =
[
(j − 1)τ
M0
,
jτ
M0
]
. (6.30)
This discretization of the classic estimator is useful for the design of estimators whose obser-
vation intervals are only a subset of these intervals; i.e., the design of sparsified observability
frames (see the next section).
We conclude this section by a simple example.
Example 6.5.2. Consider a two-dimensional system
x˙ =
0 −1
1 0
x.
We choose the first state as the observation location; i.e., Ω = {1}, CΩ =
[
1 0
]
. Thus
3Thus the observation intervals overlap at most at their limits.
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(A,CΩ) is observable. According to (6.28), we choose the interval Θ1 = [t1, t2], for some
t1 < t2. Then, using the formula (6.29), we compute the frame matrix S, corresponding
to these choices of observation location and time-interval. We can show that it has the
determinant
det(S) = (t1 − t2)2/4− sin(t1 − t2)2/4.
We inspect that for t1 < t2, det(S) > 0, and therefore, S  0; i.e., the observation at the
first location in the interval Θ1 creates a frame for Rn. Moreover, we can also show that
ρ(Φ) =
√
σ2(t2 − t1)/det(S).
6.6 Sparsification of Switching Strategies
Consider a given switching observation strategy inducing a switching observability frame
with the time intervals given in (6.28). If the total time of the observations is higher
than our computational/operational capacities, to enhance the scalability of the estimation
using this frame, we would be interested in decreasing the duration of the observations in
the observability frame. To do so, we define the sparsification of a switching observation
strategy below.
Consider a switching observation strategy S and its observability frame Φ with observation
intervals that have the form of (6.28). Find a switching observation strategy Ss correspond-
ing to a family of vectors Φs such that: (i) The observation times corresponding to Ss
are
Θi(Ss) =
Ni⋃
k=1
Θijk ,
where {j1, . . . , jNi} ⊂ {1, . . . ,Mi}; i.e., a subset of the time-intervals of S belong to Ss.
(ii) The number of observation time-intervals in Ss is less than S; i.e.,
∑
i∈Ω
Ni <
∑
i∈Ω
Mi.
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(iii) Φs is a frame for Rn; i.e., it holds that
Ss =
∑
i∈Ω
Ni∑
k=1
∫
Θijk
eA
T teie
T
i e
At dt  0.
Therefore, this notion of sparsification aims at trimming the observation times and con-
sequently the support of frame measure µ, upon which, the sparsified frame Φs is evaluated.
To fulfill these goals, we adapt the method of sparsification by effective resistances [51] and
modify it to be able to find sparsifications to the switchings continuous frames. First, note
that matrix S corresponding to a switching observability frame has the following number
of switching components.
M :=
∑
i∈Ω
Mi. (6.31)
Adapting an arbitrary numbering for these components, we can write (6.29) equivalently as
S =
M∑
k=1
Ψk, (6.32)
where the matrices Ψk ∈ Rn×n denote the arbitrary numbered integrals inside the summa-
tions of (6.29). For any component Ψk, we define the leverage score by
rk := Tr
(
ΨkS
−1) . (6.33)
The sampling probability for this component is defined as
pik := rk/n. (6.34)
We can see that these are indeed probabilities, because
M∑
k=1
pik =
1
n
M∑
k=1
Tr(ΨkS
−1) =
1
n
Tr
(
M∑
k=1
ΨkS
−1
)
= 1.
Now, for certain number of iterations, we sample the components Ψk with replacement,
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Algorithm 6 Randomized Strategy Sparsification
Input: number of samples q, observation strategy S, observability frame Φ, switching
components {Ψj}j=1,...,M
Output: observation strategy Ss, switching components {Ψjk}k=1,...,N , frame matrix Ss,
Initialize: Ss = 0 , Ss = ∅
for i = 1 to q do
randomly sample Ψk with probabilities pik = rk/n
if Ψk has not been sampled before then,
add corresponding location and times to Ss
update the frame Ss ← Ss + Ψk
end if
end for
return Φs associated with Ss , Ss
where the sampling probabilities are pik given by (6.34). Then, if the component is not
sampled before, we add it to the new frame. These steps give us Algorithm 6 with the
following performance guarantee.
Theorem 6.6.1. Suppose that we sparsify a switching observation strategy S associated
with the observability frame Φ according to Algorithm 6 with q = O(n log n/2). The output
family of vectors Φs with probability more than one-half is a frame for Rn. Moreover,
with probability at least 1/4, the estimation quality of using sparsified frame Φs is bounded
according to
ρ(Φs)− ρ(Φ)
ρ(Φ)
≤ 2
√
χ¯
1−  − 1, (6.35)
with χ¯ := E {χ} where χ is a bounded random variable.
To see the proof and the definition of random variable χ, consult [155]. A earlier version
of this theorem for rank-one sampled matrices is given in [156].
6.7 Numerical Examples
Example 6.7.1. We study a class of networks, wherein the magnitude of interaction between
the subsystems decays exponentially by their distance. The state matrix of the network,
A = [Aij ], is constructed as follows. We randomly choose a position for n subsystems in
region [0, 1]2. Then, we denote the distance between the positions of the subsystems i and
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Figure 6.2: Space-time representation of the switching observation strategy (black lines)
created by the sparsification of the observation strategy corresponding to the classical esti-
mator (dashed blue lines) (see Example 6.7.1).
j by dis(i, j). For any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we set
Aij =
 cije
−a dis(i,j)b dis(i, j) ≤ d/2
0 dis(i, j) > d/2
, (6.36)
where cij ∼ N (0, 1) (independent for each element), d is the diameter of the connectivity
disk around each subsystem, and parameters a and b control the decay properties of the
information structure. We choose n = 20, a = 1, b = 0.5, and d = 0.6. Then, we make a
random sample of this network and fix A for the developments of this example.
Classical Estimator: We set τ = 0.12 and find the frame corresponding to the classic
estimator, namely Φ using the whole state Ω = {1, . . . , n}. For noise intensity σ = 0.1, we
find that the estimation quality is ρ(Φ) ≈ 1.2863. The total observation time t as given in
(6.26) is t = nτ = 2.4 units.
Sparsified Switching Estimator: As stated in Remark 21, the observation strategy corre-
sponding to the classic estimator can be discretized, for instance, using (6.30). We set
Mi = M0 = 20 for each time-interval, and set Θij based on (6.30). We get a switching
observability frame with the of switching components, as defined by (6.31).
M =
n∑
i=1
M0 = nM0 = 400.
Next, we sparsify this switching observation frame using Algorithm 6 for  = 0.6 leading
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Figure 6.3: Empirical cdf for the estimation measure after sparsification using Algorithm 1
or completely at random (see Example 6.7.2).
to q = 166 samples. We observed qu = 134 unique samples. The observation locations and
times corresponding to the sparsified observation strategy Ss are illustrated in Fig. 6.2. In
this case ρ(Φs) ≈ 2.3222. Moreover, the total observation time t, in this case is
t = quτ/M0 ≈ 0.8040.
Hence, as the result of sparsification, the total observation time is cut by almost two-thirds,
while the estimation measure is less than double of the value for the classic estimator.
Example 6.7.2. We consider a consensus network of single-integrators agents that are con-
nected over an undirected graph with Laplacian matrix L ∈ Rn×n. We choose the graph
to be an Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graph with 20 nodes and an edge probability of p = 0.6. We
create a random graph with 109 edges and fix it for further developments. The dynamics
of the network in this case are given by
x˙ = −Lx,
(e.g. see [157]). Again, we consider the discretized version of the classic estimator with
τ = 0.1. Then, we sparsify the resulting frames in two different ways: we use the original
Algorithm 6 and a variation of Algorithm 6, in which instead of computing the probabilities
based on the leverage scores, we uniformly choose the probabilities for all switching compo-
nents. We run the sparsification with  = 0.6 for 5× 105 different experiments. In Fig. 6.3,
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we compare the experimental cumulative distribution function of the estimation measure,
where the performance of the result of sparsification using the leverage scores is signifi-
cantly superior to the uniform sampling (i.e., when we neglect the sampling probabilities
proportional to the leverage scores).
6.8 Conclusion and Discussion
We have looked at the problem of measurable noisy observation from an observable subset
of locations in the network for the initial state estimation. It turns out that the continuous
frame formulation provides us with generalizations for the classic continuous least-square
estimators.
Given a finite horizon and fixed subset of observation locations, the classic estimator
over-performs the estimators built over observation strategies that only use the data at
certain locations and certain periods. However, this results in a tradeoff between the quality
of estimation and computational costs. One can use (6.27) to infer that this tradeoff should
essentially scale with t−1/2.
Appendix: Proofs
Proof of Theorem 6.3.8. Let us define
τmax := max
t
⋃
i∈Ω
Θi and τmin := min
t
⋃
i∈Ω
Θi.
These two quantities are well-defined because of Assumption 6.3.5. Then, it holds that
rank(S) ≤ rank(S∗), (6.37)
where S∗ is the matrix given by
S∗ :=
∫ τmax
τmin
eA
T tCTΩCΩe
At dt. (6.38)
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The reason is that S∗ corresponds to a sampling strategy
S∗ :=
{
(i, t)| i ∈ Ω, t ∈ [τmin, τmax]
}
, (6.39)
where S ⊂ S∗. Thus, S∗  S, which can be translated to the rank inequality (6.37). The
family of vectors Φ is a frame by the assumption, which implies that
S  0 and τmax > τmin. (6.40)
Next, we write S∗ as
S∗ = eA
T τmin
∫ τmax−τmin
0
eA
T tCTΩCΩe
At dt eAτmin . (6.41)
If the pair (A,CΩ) is not observable, then
rank(S∗) < n, (6.42)
because it is well-known that for a unobservable (A,CΩ), rank of the matrix integral ap-
pearing in (6.41) is less than n. However, S is of full rank by (6.40). Therefore, (6.37)
invokes a contradiction, implying that (A,CΩ) is observable.
Proof of Theorem 6.3.7. First we prove the sufficiency. Suppose that the family of vectors Φ
endowed by the measure µ is a frame for Rn. This implies that we can use the reconstruction
equation (6.13) to find the initial state of the system.
Now, we prove the necessity. Suppose that the observation strategy induces a family of
vectors that is not a frame for Rn. This implies that the frame matrix S has rank deficiency.
Therefore, for the initial states x1 and x1 + x2 with a nonzero x2 ∈ null(S), the resulting
family of observations y(s) given in (6.12) would be the same. Hence, the initial state
reconstruction for x1 + x2 is infeasible.
Proof of Theorem 6.4.2. The function f(λ) = 1/λ is convex for positive numbers as its
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second derivative is positive. Then, Jensen’s inequality [158] implies that
1
σ2n
ρ2(Φ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(λi(S))
≥ f
(
n∑
i=1
λi(S)
n
)
= f
(
Tr(S)
n
)
. (6.43)
We may bound the trace according to
Tr (S) = Tr
(∑
i∈Ω
∫
Θi
φ(i,t)φ
T
(i,t) dµl(t)
)
=
∑
i∈Ω
∫
Θi
Tr
(
φ(i,t)φ
T
(i,t)
)
dµl(t)
≤ ν2
∑
i∈Ω
∫
Θi
dµl(t) = ν
2t, (6.44)
where we used the fact that each t and i ∈ Ω we have
√
Tr
(
φ(i,t)φ
T
(i,t)
)
=
√
Tr
(
φT(i,t)φ(i,t)
)
=
∥∥φ(i,t)∥∥2 = ∥∥eAT tei∥∥2 ≤ ∥∥eAT t∥∥2‖ei‖2 ≤ ν.
Combining (6.43) and (6.44), we get that
ρ2(Φ)/(σ2n) ≥ f (Tr(S)/n) ≥ f (ν2t/n) .
This concludes the proof, because f(λ) = 1/λ.
Proof of Theorem 6.5.1. Recall that Assumption 6.3.5 together with Assumption 6.3.6 let
us deduce the following property.
µ({i} ×Θi) = µi({i} ×Θi) = µl(Θi) > 0.
Hence, for each i ∈ Ω, we partition every Θi according to
Θi =
n⋃
j=1
Θij ,
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where Θij are measurable sets with µl(Θij) > 0. Moreover, for each k, j = 1, . . . , n with
k 6= j, it holds that
µl (Θij ∩Θik) = 0.
Based on this new partition, we observe that µ can be alternatively a refined mixed measure
in this sense: there exists partial nonnegative measures µij , where µij is the restriction of
µ to {i} ×Θij . Moreover, µij acts similar to the Lebesgue measure on the set Θij ⊂ R and
supp(µij) = {i} ×Θij .
Consider the vector θ = [tij ] i∈Ω
j=1,...,n
in Rn|Ω|. Now, we define the map of p.s.d. matrices
Sd(θ) from Rn|Ω| to be
Sd(θ) :=
∑
i∈Ω
n∑
j=1
φ(i,tij).
In [156], we have shown that if Assumption 6.3.9 holds, then the Lebesgue measure of the
points in Rn|Ω| for which Sd(θ) does not have full rank is zero. On the other hand, note
that the frame matrix can be written as
S =
∑
i∈Ω
n∑
j=1
∫
Θij
φ(i,tij) d(tij).
Because of linearity of the integral and previous argument we can conclude that S  0, thus
Φ is a frame for Rn.
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Chapter 7
Fast Landmark Selection in Robot
Visual Navigation
7.1 Introduction
Safe and robust navigation in uncertain environments is one of the fundamental problems in
robotics. The recent technological advances in the computing devices have opened up new
opportunities and made several breakthroughs possible in this research area [159], where
estimation and planning problems can be solved close to real-time in some applications.
However, robot navigation in rapidly changing environments still suffer from computational
complexities. Even if one uses high-performance computational units, the demand for agility
and higher levels of autonomy always mandates us to execute onboard procedures in shorter
periods of time.
One of the essential subproblems during robot navigation is to solve the localization,
mapping, and visual odometry at an acceptable level of accuracy while spending a minimal
amount of computational resources [160]. To achieve this goal, many researchers have inves-
tigated visual feature selection problem [161–168]. The underlying idea is that depending on
the current state of the robot and planned motion in the near future (i.e., the task), tracking
certain features across a time horizon can be more informative than tracking other features.
In other words, certain visual features may deserve more attention compared to the rest. In
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this regard, [169] uses a greedy method to select a subset of pre-identified visual landmarks
which facilitate the pose estimation of the robot. In [165], the authors combine solving
the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) using the unscented Kalman filtering
with reinforcement learning. Their approach generates policies that govern the feature se-
lection. In [168], a two-stage methodology for measurement planning is discussed. The first
stage is the selection of the subset of landmarks for observation, which is followed by the
design of observation times for each feature. In [163], the authors consider the problem
of task-aware design of a subset of features such that an uncertainty metric is minimized.
In [170], the authors consider a visual-inertial navigation problem and analyze the problem
of feature-selection, where the design variable is the features that will be tracked during a
fixed time-horizon. They use convex relaxations as well as the greedy method for feature
selection and quantify performance guarantees for the quality of the resulting estimations.
In this Chapter, we propose a method to reduce time complexity of the feature selection
subproblem during the navigation. The navigation setup consists of a robot that moves
based on generated position estimates. The robot is assumed to use an onboard camera to
(passively) track selected features over a fixed time horizon to improve the quality of the
estimation. Our utilized model for vision system is similar to that of [170], while instead
of using the greedy method and convex relaxations, we propose a randomized sampling
algorithm for feature selection. In our approach, a sampling probability (a number between
0 and 1) is assigned to each available feature, where our randomized algorithm interprets
these numbers as a measure of informativeness during sampling process (a feature is more
informative if its sampling probability is closer to 1). Several theoretical guarantees on
the quality of the estimation is derived. It turns out that time-complexity of our random-
ized sampling algorithm scales linearly with the number of available features, while time
complexity of the greedy method of [170] scales quadratically for the exact same problem.
It should be emphasized that our algorithm is more suitable for problems with hundreds
or thousands of features, where greedy methods become practically inefficient. Numerical
simulations confirm that the estimation quality using features provided by our randomized
sampling is very close to the quality of estimation provided by the greedy method, while
the required time to run our randomized sampling algorithm is significantly less than the
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greedy method.
After stating the problem in Section 7.2, we discuss the details of the motion and vision
models in Section 7.3. Then, three estimation measures are introduced to quantify the
quality of estimation based on the selected features. In Section 7.5, we propose a random-
ized algorithm for feature selection and conduct performance and time-complexity analysis
for our approach. In Section 7.6, a numerical case is explained, wherein we compare the
performance of our (weighted) randomized feature selection method against: (i) a random-
ized method that selected features uniformly, and (ii) the greedy method. The proofs of all
theoretical results can be found in [155].
Notations: The set of nonnegative integer and real numbers are denoted by Z+ and R+,
respectively. The vectors and matrices are denoted by lower-case and upper-case letters,
respectively (e.g. x and X). The identity matrix of size n is denoted by In. The set of
positive definite matrices of size n is denoted by Sn++. The partial ordering on the cone
of positive-semidefinite matrices is denoted by , <, ≺, and 4 operators. The block-
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements X1, . . . , XN is denoted by diag(X1, . . . , XN ). For
a set S, |S| denotes its cardinality. For a map g, ∇xg denotes the corresponding partial
derivative. A Gaussian random variable with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ is
denoted by N (µ,Σ). X ⊗ Y denotes the Kronecker product of matrices X and Y . The
special orthogonal group in 3 dimensions is denoted by SO(3).
7.2 Feature Selection Problem
Let us denote spatial location of a robot at time t ∈ Z+ by xt ∈ R3. For a given positive
integer T , the vector of future states over the discrete time horizon [t, t+T ] = t, t+1, . . . , t+T
is represented by
xt,T :=
[
xTt , x
T
t+1, . . . , x
T
t+T
]T ∈ R3(T+1).
Since robot motion creates uncertainty, having access to the statistics of xt,T will help us
measure quality of our prediction of robot whereabouts over the time horizon [170]. As it
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is shown in Subsection 7.3.1, one can obtain mean vector µ¯t,T ∈ R3(T+1) and covariance
matrix Σ¯t,T ∈ S3(T+1)++ of xt,T under popular Gaussianity assumption. These quantities
can be equivalently transformed into more relevant forms for the feature selection problem,
namely, information vector and matrix, which are given by [160]
b¯t,T = µ¯
T
t,T Σ¯
−1
t,T (7.1)
H¯t,T = Σ¯
−1
t,T . (7.2)
There is a one-to-one correspondence between mean vector and covariance matrix and
their counterparts information vector and information matrix. A striking property of the
latter representation is that the contribution of each feature (or landmark) to the infor-
mation vector and matrix is fused linearly [171]. Having the prior estimation parameters
(7.1)-(7.2), as it is shown in Subsection 7.3.2, the quality of estimation for xt,T can be
improved by fusing information of newly observed visual features using an onboard camera.
The updated information matrix and vector are
Ht,T (Θt) = H¯t,T +
∑
f∈Θt
Hft,T (7.3)
bt,T (Θt) = b¯t,T +
∑
f∈Θt
bft,T (7.4)
in which bft,T and H
f
t,T are contributions of feature f to the overall information matrices
of the estimation problem. The set of all identifiable features (landmarks) at time t, which
can be triangulated using multiple frames over the time horizon [t, t+T ], is denoted by Θt.
Suppose that |Θt| = Nt is assumed to be large.
Tracking a large number of features (landmarks) for accurate navigation usually requires
substantial onboard computational power [162]. As a result, a desirable navigation objective
is to select and track a small subset of features that are more informative, while providing
an acceptable estimation quality. Suppose that robot is only capable of tracking at most q,
which is comparably less than Nt, features during the horizon.
Definition 7.2.1. A map ρ : Sn++ → R is called monotone decreasing if X  Y implies
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ρ(X) ≥ ρ(Y ).
Then, the feature selection problem can be formulated as
minimize
Φt⊂Θt
ρ
(
Ht,T (Φt)
)
(7.5)
subject to : |Φt| ≤ q (7.6)
where ρ : S3(T+1)++ → R is a monotone decreasing map that measures the estimation quality.
The optimization problem (7.5)-(7.6) is combinatorial and usually NP-hard. The re-
search problem is to propose a scalable algorithm that provides solutions for (7.5)-(7.6)
with performance guarantees.
7.3 Models for Robot Motion and Vision System
In order to calculate faithful estimates for the robot’s position, one needs to properly fuse
estimates resulting from models of robot motion with the estimates resulting from camera
models.
7.3.1 Statistics of Robot Position
The goal is to calculate information vector and matrix of xt,T when dynamics of robot
evolves over time horizon [t, t + T ]. To achieve this, we utilize a model that is inspired
by the dynamic model analyzed in [171]. Suppose that dynamics of the robot’s position is
governed by
xτ = g(xτ−1, uτ ) + δτ (7.7)
for all τ ∈ [t + 1, t + T ], where g : R3 × R3 → R3 is a (possibly nonlinear) known map,
where uτ in the control command at time τ , and δτ ∼ N (0,Λτ ) is a temporally independent
random process that captures the aggregate effect of all uncertainties induced by the robot
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motion. It is assumed that a feedback control law with the following structure is given
uτ = h(u
ref
τ , xτ−1) (7.8)
that ensures the robot with dynamics (7.7) tracks a reference path, at least in the absence
of uncertainties, with some desired accuracy. The command urefτ may have to be pre-filtered
to enhance the tracking performance.
Let us represent the actual robot’s position byxτ−1, which is a random variable and its
true value is unknown. We use its mean value µ¯τ−1 as a faithful estimate of its value in
(7.8) to obtain
u¯τ = h
(
urefτ , µ¯τ−1
)
. (7.9)
In presence of uncertainties, the trajectory of the closed-loop system (7.7)-(7.9) will fluctuate
around the reference path and the tracking quality will depend on the quality of estimation
µ¯τ−1. The control mechanism (7.9) is merely using the initial statistics of position of the
robot. In the next subsection, we show that incorporating new information obtained from
observing features (landmarks) will help us improve the estimation quality, which in turn
will improve the path tracking quality.
Suppose that the current, i.e., before accounting for the dynamics of the robot, pose
estimates for xt is described by mean vector µt and covariance matrix Σt. For the time step
starting at τ = t in the horizon, let us set µ¯t = µt and Σ¯t = Σt. For the next steps, we
define the composed map
f(x, µ, u) := g
(
x,h(u, µ)
)
. (7.10)
Then, upon linearizing the dynamics of the system at working point (x, µ, u) = (µ¯τ−1, µ¯τ , urefτ )
with respect to x, we get
xτ ≈ ∆¯τ +Aτ (xτ−1 − µ¯τ−1) + δτ (7.11)
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in which vector ∆¯τ and Aτ are given by
∆¯τ := g
(
µ¯τ−1,h(urefτ , µ¯τ−1)
)
(7.12)
Aτ := ∇x f(µ¯τ−1, µ¯τ−1, urefτ ) (7.13)
for all τ ∈ [t+ 1, t+ T ].
Lemma 7.3.1. By setting µ¯t = µt and Σ¯t = Σt, the mean and covariance of xt,T is given
by
Σ¯t,T =

Σ¯t Σ¯t,t+1 . . . Σ¯t,t+T
Σ¯Tt,t+1 Σ¯t+1 . . . Σ¯t+1,t+T
...
...
. . .
...
Σ¯Tt,t+T Σ¯
T
t+1,t+T . . . Σ¯t,T

(7.14)
µ¯t,T =
[
µ¯Tt µ¯
T
t+1 . . . µ¯
T
t+T
]T
(7.15)
where
Σ¯τ = Aτ Σ¯τ−1ATτ + Λτ
µ¯τ = ∆¯τ
for every instant τ ∈ [t+ 1, t+ T ] and
Σ¯τ1,τ2 =
(
τ2−τ1∏
i=1
Aτ2−i−1
)
Σ¯τ1
for all τ1, τ2 ∈ [t, t+ T ] with τ1 < τ2.
We can substitute (7.14) and (7.15) into (7.1) and (7.2) to calculate information vector
b¯t,T and matrix H¯t,T . In the next subsection, it is shown that these vectors and matrices
will be updated upon receipt of certain information about the observed features over the
time horizon [t, t+ T ].
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7.3.2 Camera Model for Feature Tracking and Estimation
We employ the observation model proposed by in [170] for an onboard camera. For every τ ∈
[t, t+ T ], let us denote orientation of the robot by rotation matrix Rτ ∈ SO(3), orientation
of the camera with respect to the robot by rotation matrix Rc ∈ SO(3), translation of the
camera with respect to the robot pose by xc ∈ R3, the unit vector corresponding to pixel
measurement of feature f ∈ Θt at time τ by ufτ,T ∈ R3, and the position vector of the
feature by yf ∈ R3. We recall that the corresponding skew-symmetric matrix induced by
ufτ,T satisfies
Ufτ,T v = u
f
τ,T × v
for every vector v ∈ R3. As it is discussed in [170], one may reasonably assume that the
observation vector in the image and its counterpart in real world are collinear (i.e., parallel).
However, due to existence of noise in the process, one may consider a disrupted version of
this assumption by considering the following noisy observation model
Ufτ,T
(
(RτRc)
T (yf − (xτ +Rτxc))
)
= ηfτ,T , (7.16)
where ηfτ,T ∼ N (0, σ2I3). The observation model (7.16) can be rewritten as
zfτ,T = U
f
τ,T (RτRc)
T (xτ − yf ) + ηfτ,T (7.17)
with zf,τ := −Uf,τRTc xc = UTf,τRTc xc. The camera takes one frame at every time instant over
time horizon [t, t+T ]. With knowledge of planned motion (i.e., location and orientation) for
robot over the time horizon, suppose that robot is capable of running forward simulations
to determine a feature will be visible in nf frames out of all T + 1 frames over the time
horizon. By considering relation (7.17) for such visible features, one can stack all these
equations and write them in more compact form
zft,T = F
f
t,Txt,T + E
f
t,T yf + η
f
t,T , (7.18)
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for some appropriate matrices Fft,T and E
f
t,T . A given apriori information matrix H¯t,T ,
which is obtained from (7.14), can be updated by fusing information of a visible feature {f}
according to the following rule [170]
Ht,T ({f}) = H¯t,T + Hft,T , (7.19)
where the linearly added information matrix is given by
Hft,T = σ
−2
((
Fft,T
)T
Fft,T −
(
Fft,T
)T
Eft,T
((
Eft,T
)T
Eft,T
)−1 (
Eft,T
)T
Fft,T
)
.
This additive property of the information matrix can be verified by application of the Bayes
law [171] together with the Schur complement [170]. A similar treatment allows us to derive
the following update rule for the information vector.
Lemma 7.3.2. The information vector of xt,T upon tracking feature f ∈ Θt is updated
according to
bt,T ({f}) = b¯t,T +
(
Bft,T z
f
t,T
)T
, (7.20)
where matrix Bft,T is given by
Bft,T := σ
−2
((
Fft,T
)T − (Fft,T)T Eft,T ((Eft,T)T Eft,T)−1 (Eft,T)T
)
.
Since contributions of different features are independent of each other, for a selected
subset of features Φt ⊂ Θt, one can verify that the updates to the information matrix and
vector upon the choice of these features are given by
Ht,T (Φt) = H¯t,T +
∑
f∈Φt
Hft,T , (7.21)
bt,T (Φt) = b¯t,T +
∑
f∈Φt
(
Bft,T z
f
t,T
)T
. (7.22)
The corresponding mean vector and covariance matrix for the localization problem can be
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Figure 7.1: The schematic of the motion and vision model adopted in this chapter at three
consecutive snapshots. The location of the robot is denoted by letter R, which moves and
changes its orientation across three frames. The features are denoted by letter f . As a result
of this movement, the visible features (those in between the dashed lines) in each frame will
vary. Set Θt will consist of all features that can be triangulated during this horizon.
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calculated through
Σt,T (Φt) = Ht,T (Φt)
−1, (7.23)
µt,T (Φt)
T = bt,T (Φt)Ht,T (Φt)
−1. (7.24)
In Fig. 7.1, we illustrate the essence of the motion and vision model described in this
section. In order to specify the set of available features Θt for tracking, the robot needs
to determine which features can be triangulated and which ones will result in invertible
information matrices (Eft,T )
TEf (cf. [170]).
7.4 Estimation Measures
Given a subset of trackable features Φt, we can quantify the quality of resulting estimation
in various meaningful ways.
(i) Variance of the Error: Given the covariance matrix, the variance of error equals the sum
of the variances of all scalar components of vector xt,T . This measure can be characterized
as
ρv(Ht,T (Φt)) := Tr(H(Φt)
−1) = Tr(Σ(Φt)). (7.25)
(ii) Differential Entropy of the Estimation Error: It is known that the differential entropy
of a multivariate Gaussian random variable with covariance Σ is
h =
1
2
log(det(Σ)) +
n
2
(
1 + log(2pi)
)
.
This measure quantifies the uncertainty volume of the estimation error, which is given by
ρe(Ht,T (Φt)) = log(det(Σ(Φt))) = − log(det(Ht,T (Φt))),
(iii) Spectral Variance: Let us consider the eigen-space of the largest eigenvalue of the
covariance matrix of the estimator. This is the subspace across which the estimation is less
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accurate than the rest of the directions. Thus, we can use the following estimation measure
ρλ(Ht,T (Φt)) = λmax(Σ(Φt)) = λmin(Ht,T (Φt))
−1.
All these measures are monotonically decreasing. They are also spectral functions, i.e.,
they only depend on the eigenvalues of the information or covariance matrices. Therefore,
having lower and upper bounds for the covariance matrix can be potentially useful to
obtain similar bounds for these estimation measures. Measures (ii) and (iii) have been also
discussed in [170].
7.5 Feature Selection via Randomized Sampling
We propose a scalable algorithm that provides feasible solutions for (7.5)-(7.6) with provable
performance bounds.
7.5.1 Leverage Scores and Induced Probabilities
Each available feature f ∈ Θt is assigned some nonnegative numbers, which are so-called
leverage scores, that are closely related to the notion of effective resistances in graph spar-
sification problem [51]. The maximal information matrix of xt,T , over the cone of positive-
definite matrices, corresponds to the case where all features are employed in the estimation
process. This matrix is given by
Ht,T (Θt) = H¯t,T +
∑
f∈Θt
Hft,T . (7.26)
Therefore, for any Φt ⊂ Θt, it holds that
Ht,T (Φt)  Ht,T (Θt). (7.27)
Hence, for every monotone decreasing map ρ : S3(T+1)++ → R, it follows that
ρ(Ht,T (Θt)) ≤ ρ(Ht,T (Φt)).
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Using the maximal matrix, we define
H¯ft,T :=
1
Nt
H¯t,T + H
f
t,T . (7.28)
for every f ∈ Θt with |Θt| = Nt.
Definition 7.5.1. For a given set of features Θt, the leverage scores are nonnegative num-
bers that are defined by
rf := Tr
(
Ht,T (Θt)
−1H¯ft,T
)
(7.29)
for every feature f ∈ Θt.
One can associate a probability mass function denoted by pi : Θt → [0, 1] to elements of
Θt by setting
pi(f) = pif =
rf
n
, (7.30)
where n = 3(T + 1) is the dimension of H¯t,T . The resulting function is a well-defined
probability mass function as we have
∑
f∈Θt
pi(f) =
1
n
∑
f∈Θt
Tr
(
Ht,T (Θt)
−1H¯ft,T
)
= 1.
7.5.2 Sampling Algorithm
The steps of our method are given in Algorithm 7. First, we iteratively and independently
sample a feature from Θt with replacement for q iterations. This sampling takes place
according to probability mass function pi, which is defined by (7.30). The sampled feature
f is added to Φt provided that it has not been sampled before. At the end of the procedure,
set of selected features Φt will have at most q elements.
Remark 22. Our approach is inspired by graph sparsification methods using effective resis-
tances [51, 57]. A special form of our method in this chapter appears in [156] for selecting
rank-one matrices when the constant term H¯t,T is zero.
Remark 23. Our randomized feature selection algorithm does not depend on robot motion;
see Section 7.3.1 for more details. For instance, our feature selection approach can be used
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Algorithm 7 Randomized Feature Selection
input: initial information matrix H¯t,T
set of available features Θt, number of samples q
output: selected features Φt, information matrix Ht,T
initialize: Φt = ∅, Ht,T = H¯t,T
for k = 1 to q do
sample a feature from Θt using distribution pi → f
select the corresponding matrix
H← Hft,T
if f /∈ Φt, then
add f to Φt
update the information matrix:
Ht,T ← Ht,T + H
end if
end for
instead of the feature selection routines in the inertial-visual navigation setup described
in [170] that are based on the greedy method and convex relaxations.
7.5.3 Performance Guarantee
Algorithm 7 provides us with an information matrix that is a constant-factor approximation
to the maximal information matrix Ht,T (Θt) given by (7.26).
Theorem 7.5.2. For a given parameter  ∈ (0, 1), suppose that Algorithm 7 is executed
with a fixed q = O(n log n/2) < Nt. Then, the resulting information matrix, see (7.21),
based on the resulting set of features Φt, satisfies
Ht,T (Φt)  1− 
4χ¯
Ht,T (Θt). (7.31)
with probability at least 1/4 for a number χ¯.
The proof of this theorem and definition of χ¯ is rather involved and inspired by [51].
The spectral bound (7.31) can be used to obtain performance bounds for the estimation
measures.
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Theorem 7.5.3. Under the settings of Theorem 7.5.2, the estimation quality losses com-
pared to the case where all features in Θt are used satisfy
ρv(Ht,T (Θt))− ρv(Ht,T (Φt))
ρv(Ht,T (Φt))
≤ 4 χ¯
1−  − 1 (7.32)
ρe(Ht,T (Θt))− ρe(Ht,T (Φt)) ≤ n log
(
4 χ¯
1− 
)
(7.33)
ρλ(Ht,T (Θt))− ρλ(Ht,T (Φt))
ρλ(Ht,T (Φt))
≤ 4 χ¯
1−  − 1, (7.34)
with probability at least 1/4.
7.5.4 Implementation of Algorithm
The nature of the performance guarantees provided in Theorem 7.5.2 and 7.5.3 motivates
us to run the algorithm with multiple random seeds, i.e., by conducting Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations. To this end, we choose a design that corresponds to the minimal value of the
estimation measure of interest. We inspect that there are (at least) two steps during the
feature selection process that are amenable to parallel implementation: (i) evaluation of
sampling probabilities pif for different features, and (ii) independent executions of Algo-
rithm 7 for the purpose of finding different designs.
7.5.5 Time-Complexity Analysis
To find the sampling probabilities, we need O(NtT
3) operations, where Nt = |Ft| is the
number of available features at time t. One execution of Algorithm 7 requires O(qT 2)
operations. Evaluation of any of these estimation measures requires O(T 3) operations.
Therefore, if we run p independent samples of this algorithm, we will need O(pqT 2 + pT 3)
operations. Hence, the overall feature selection will requireO(NtT
3+pqT 2+pT 3) operations.
For comparison purposes, we also analyze the time complexity of feature selection using
the greedy method of [170]. For this method, iteratively, we should examine all candidates
and find the feature whose addition will enhance the estimation quality more than the
remaining features. This method requires O(qNtT
3) operations. In the worst-case, q =
O(Nt). Thus, in the worst case, its time complexity is O(N
2
t T
3), i.e., quadratic in the
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Figure 7.2: The top view of the navigation environment. The 3D reference curve is seen as
a circle from this view.
number of available features. This suggests that the random sampling using the leverage
scores can potentially be faster than the greedy method (see next section for a numerical
example).
7.6 Simulation Results
We explain the details of a numerical experiment, which is conducted to demonstrate effec-
tiveness of Algorithm 7.
7.6.1 Model and Environment Description
We consider a robot that is translating and rotating. Let us denote its position vector by
xTτ = [pτ , yτ , zτ ]
1. We suppose that the high-level dynamics of robot follow2

pτ+1 = pτ + u
p
τ + δ
p
τ
yτ+1 = yτ + u
y
τ + δ
y
τ
zτ+1 = zτ + u
z
τ + δ
z
τ
, (7.35)
1We use letter p for the first coordinate to prevent conflict with use of position vector x.
2The implicit assumption here is that robot is already controlled by an internal feedback control mech-
anism and (7.35) represents the dynamics of the robot from reference (or tracking) signal to the state
variables.
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Figure 7.3: A snapshot of the environment. The blue pyramid demonstrates the camera’s
field of view. The features that are inside the frame at this time are highlighted. The
deformed 8-shaped curve is the reference path as parametrized in (7.36) (see Fig. 7.2 for
the top view as well). The robot is also rotating according to (7.38).
Figure 7.4: The estimation measure values resulting from three method. The curves corre-
sponding to the to the greedy method and the proposed method may not be distinguished
in this plot.
where uTτ := [u
p
τ , u
y
τ , uzτ ] is the input command signal and δ
T
τ := [δ
p
τ , δ
y
τ , δzτ ] is the random
process describing the uncertainty propagation due to the motion of the robot (compare to
(7.7)). We consider the robot that is planning to move in the following reference path

prefτ = p0 +R cos(ωτ)
yrefτ = R sin(ωτ)
zrefτ = R sin(ωτ/2)
, (7.36)
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Figure 7.5: The RMS error in the positions of the robot resulting from feature selection
using different methods. The curces corresponding to the greedy method and Algorithm 1
may not be distinguished in this plot.
which looks like a deformed 3-D number 8 (see Fig. 7.3). To set the control inputs, we set

upτ = prefτ+1 − µ¯pτ
uyτ = yrefτ+1 − µ¯yτ
uzτ = z
ref
τ+1 − µ¯zτ
. (7.37)
Moreover, we suppose that the Euler angles describing the absolute orientation of the camera
at time τ are given by

ατ = 2pi sin (ωrτ)
βτ = −pi
2
+
pi
20
sin (ωrτ)
γτ = 0
, (7.38)
where the sequence of rotations is z-y-p. The visible landmarks in the environments consists
of 1752 points in the space, which is constructed by by putting a circular array of randomly
sampled points in a 3-D model of a room3. Two views from a snapshot of the environment
have been illustrated in Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3. We set parameters R = 7500, ω = 0.08,
ωr = 0.0064, σ = 0.1 and Λt = diag(4, 4, 16) and initial covariance to be Σ0 = I.
3The STL graphical file is adapted from https://grabcad.com/library/room-blender-test-1
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7.6.2 Different Approaches for Feature Selection
We consider the navigation setup for 400 time horizons each of length T = 20. The overall
simulation consists of doing almost 107 full turns around the 3-D path of interest. For each
horizon, after finding the eligible features to track (i.e., features with full rank information
matrix (Eft,T )
TEft,T ), we select at most half of the features. For each horizon, we do this
task via three different methods:
(i) randomized sampling by leverage scores: we run Algorithm 7 for p = 50 independent ex-
periments and choose the set Φt which induces the minimal value of the estimation measure.
We denote the CPU time spent on this task by τt.
(ii) randomized sampling using uniform probabilities: we run Algorithm 7 for p = 50 in-
dependent experiments, except that instead of evaluating the probabilities, we assume an
equal probability for each feature to be sampled. Similar to the previous case, we choose
the design that induces minimal value of the estimation measure. We denote this design by
Φut , where u stands for uniform probabilities. Similarly, we denote the corresponding CPU
time for this task by τut .
(ii) greedy method: the features are added one-by-one, where at each iteration the feature
which enhances the estimation quality the most is selected [170]. This method produces a
single design for the feature selection denoted by Φgt , where g stands for the greedy method.
In this example, we consider the estimation measure ρv as the monotone function gov-
erning the feature selection.
7.6.3 Metrics for Comparison of Methods
Many researchers have observed that the greedy method over-performs other approaches
in several similar combinatorial problems [170, 172]. In general, the brute-force method
in these settings is computationally infeasible4, we select the greedy method as the base
approach. Moreover, to have a clear understanding of the error in the position, we define
4For instance, for a choice of 25 features out of 50 candidates we have to examine more than 1014 possible
combinations. In fact, finding the brute-force solution becomes rapidly computationally prohibitive as the
size of the candidate set grows.
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the root mean squared error (RMSE) as we define
θt,T :=
1
3(T + 1)
√√√√t+T∑
τ=t
‖xτ − µt‖22, (7.39)
for t ∈ {0, T, 2T, . . . }. We define similar error indices for the uniform random (method (ii))
and the greedy method (method (iii)) as well and denote them by θut,T and θ
g
t,T , respectively.
To compare the relative difference of these values, we use
φt,T :=
θt,T − θgt,T
θgt,T
× 100. (7.40)
Similarly, we define φut,T , which compares the value of RMSE resulting from the totally
random choice of feature with greedy selection. Finally, to compare the CPU times, we
look at
κt :=
τt
τ gt
, (7.41)
which represent the ratio of the CPU time spent in methods (i) to the one spent by the
greedy method. Similarly, we use κut to compare the time spent by method (ii) with method
(iii).
7.6.4 Numerical Results
In Fig 7.4, we show the resulting values of the estimation measure versus time, which
demonstrate that the estimation measure resulting from Algorithm 7 is almost identical
to the estimation measure resulting from the greedy method. This is not the case for the
totally random choice of features, in which larger spikes can be observed.
In Fig. 7.5, we illustrate the values of the RMS error versus times for these methods. The
errors corresponding to the feature selection using Algorithm 7 is very close to those values
for the greedy method, while the totally random method may result in larger errors. This
shows that in this example, not only the choice of features is a non-trivial computational
task, but also our algorithm functions with quality and reliability that is very close to these
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the RMS error resulting from the uniform random method and
our proposed approach with the greedy method. This plot shows a speed-up by almost an
order of magnitude in the feature selection using Algorithm 7.
Figure 7.7: The empirical CDF’s for parameters κt and κ
u
t , which show the ratio of the
spent CPU time for the random sampling (including all independent 50 experiments) to the
greedy method. The plot show that in this example the random sampling is faster than the
greedy method by almost an order of magnitude.
factors in the case of the greedy method. The metric φt,T is also illustrated in Fig. 7.6,
which quantifies these deviations.
Finally, we compare the CPU times spent on each method. In Fig. 7.7, we demonstrate
the experimental CDF’s of the parameters κt and κ
u
t , which show that the randomized
methods are considerably faster than the greedy method in most cases. For instance, these
data suggest that Algorithm 7 has been more than 20 times faster than the greedy method
in about 85% of the assigned tasks, while in most cases it has been least 10 times faster.
Note that the time includes running the random sampling algorithms for 50 independent
experiments
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7.7 Discussion and Conclusion
We propose a randomized algorithm for visual feature selection over a fixed-length moving
time-horizon. The idea is to associate a sampling probability to each candidate feature,
randomly sample a subset of features according to these probabilities for a number of
independent experiments, and select the outcome with the best estimation quality. The
most important property of our algorithm is that its time complexity scales linearly with
the number of features, which makes it suitable for applications with hundreds or thousands
of features.
If the estimation measure enjoys submodularity, then the greedy method provides a
performance guarantee compared to the optimal solution [170, 173]. However, it is known
that certain measures, for instance, ρv, are not submodular [143]. Moreover, in our work,
we offer a different type of performance guarantee. Theorem 7.5.3 compares the estimation
quality to the case that we leverage all features for tracking. Nevertheless, our extensive
numerical simulations assert that the resulting estimation quality from our algorithm and
that of the greedy method are often close to each (e.g., see Fig. 7.4). Further research is
required to uncover the practical and theoretical differences of this randomized algorithm
and the greedy method.
According to the time complexity analysis in Section 7.5.5, if the number of selected
features is small, the computational cost of our randomized method will be comparable to
those of greedy methods. However, in the worst case, the greedy-method scales quadratically
with the number of candidate features (i.e., scaling with N2t = |Θt|2). This justifies the
significant speed-up in the feature-selection that is observed in our numerical simulations
(see Fig. 7.7). The low time complexity of our method opens up new opportunities for
real-time implementation of this algorithm and utilizing it for agile robot navigation.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 7.3.1
After one episode of motion in the horizon, one can verify that the updates to covariance
and the mean are given by
Σ¯t+1 = At+1Σ¯tA
T
t+1 + Λt+1, (7.42)
µ¯t+1 = ∆¯t+1, (7.43)
respectively. Because these update laws also work for any time instant in the horizon, we
can use the similar update
Σ¯τ = Aτ Σ¯τ−1ATτ + Λτ , (7.44)
µτ = ∆¯τ , (7.45)
for every instant τ ∈ {t + 1, . . . , t + T}. To fully identify covariance matrix Σ¯t,T , we can
show that for all τ1, τ2 ∈ {t, t+ 1, . . . , t+ T}, with τ1 < τ2,
E{xτ1xTτ2} − E{xτ1}E{xTτ2} =
(
τ2−τ1∏
i=1
Aτ2−i−1
)
Σ¯τ1 := Σ¯τ1,τ2 .
The proof of this relationship can be conducted by induction. Then, we observe that the
covariance matrix has the structure
Σ¯t,T =

Σ¯t Σ¯t,t+1 . . . Σ¯t,t+T
Σ¯Tt,t+1 Σ¯τ+1 . . . Σ¯t+1,t+T
...
...
. . .
...
Σ¯Tt,t+T Σ¯
T
t+1,t+T . . . Σ¯t,T

, (7.46)
where the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix terms are supposed to be evaluated by iterative
application of (7.44) and (7.46), respectively. For the mean, the update is simply achieved
by stacking the updated mean variables in (7.43). This completes the proof.
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Appendix B: Proof of Lemma 7.3.2
The proof of this lemma is based on an approach similar to one given in [170]. Note that
initial information matrix of the stacked variable [xTt,T y
T
f ]
T is
H¯t,T 0
0 0
 ,
as we assume no information regarding the location of the feature f5. Then, the update to
the information matrix based on the observation model is of the form
H˜t,T :=
H¯t,T 0
0 0
+
(Fft,T )TFft,T (Fft,T )TEft,T
(Eft,T )
TFft,T (E
f
t,T )
TEft,T
 ,
(e.g. see [171] to see its derivation based on the Bayes law). Given the structure of this
matrix, using the Schur complement, one can show that
(H˜t,T )
−1 =
H−1t,T −H−1t,TCft,T
?1 ?2
 ,
where the value of the starred matrices will not be needed and we have
Ht,T = H¯t,T + H
f
t,T (7.47)
Cft,T := (F
f
t,T )
TEft,T
(
(Eft,T )
TEft,T
)−1
. (7.48)
Now, note that the update to the information vector of the stacked variable [xTt,T y
T
f ]
T is of
the form
b˜Tt,T :=
b¯Tt,T
0
+
(Fft,T )T zft,T
(Eft,T )
T zft,T
 .
5Informally, this is due to the fact that we are not building a map out of these observations. Instead, we
only track them to enhance the quality of our estimation from the position of the robot.
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Therefore, the update for the mean of the stacked variable is given by
µ˜t,T = (H˜t,T )
−1b˜Tt,T
=
H−1t,T (b¯Tt,T + (Fft,T )T −Cft,T (Eft,T )T )zft,T )
?3

=
H−1t,T (b¯Tt,T + Bft,T zft,T )
?3
 ,
where in the last one we have used the definition of Bft,T and the starred element will not
be used. Based on the partition of the stacked variable, we inspect that
µt,T = H
−1
t,T (b¯t,T + B
f
t,T z
f
t,T ). (7.49)
Hence, based on the definition of the information vector, by inspection, we get that
bTt,T = b¯
T
t,T + B
f
t,T z
f
t,T . (7.50)
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Appendix C: Proof of Theorem 7.5.2
For all features f ∈ Θt, the corresponding matrix H¯ft,T can be decomposed as
H¯ft,T =
n∑
i=1
hf,it,T (h
f,i
t,T )
T :=
n∑
i=1
H¯f,it,T , (7.51)
where vectors hf,it,T ∈ Rn are orthogonal to each other for each H¯ft,T . Moreover, we define
the refined leverage scores as follows.
Definition 7.7.1. For a given set of features Θt and decomposition of information matrices
given in (7.51), the refined leverage scores are nonnegative numbers defined by
rfi := Tr
(
Ht,T (Θt)
−1H¯f,it,T
)
. (7.52)
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Algorithm 8 Randomized Feature Selection (Analysis Version with Additional Lines)
input: initial information matrix H¯t,T
set of available features Θt, number of samples q
output: selected features Φt, information matrix Ht,T
set of indices Φˆt, weight function wt .
initialize: Φˆt = ∅, Ht,T = H¯t,T
wt(., .) = 0 .
for k = 1 to q do
sample a feature from Θt using distribution pi → f
select the corresponding update matrix
H← Hft,T
sample from 1 to n with distribution pf → i .
update weight function: .
wt(f, i)← wt(f, i) + (qpifi)−1 .
if f /∈ Φt, then
add f to Φt
update the information matrix:
Ht,T ← Ht,T + H
end if
if (f, i) /∈ Φˆt, then .
add (f, i) to Φˆt .
end if .
end for
for every f ∈ Θt and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Similarly, let us denote the refined sampling probabilities by pifi := rfi/n. Due to the
orthogonality of the vectors hf,it,T , one inspects that
rf =
n∑
i=1
rfi, pif =
n∑
i=1
pifi, (7.53)
for f ∈ Θt. We define
pf (i) = pfi =
pifi
n∑
i=1
pifi
=
pifi
pif
.
We observe that over each f ∈ Θt, numbers pfi also constitute a probability distribution
(i.e, they sum up to 1). Now, we modify Algorithm 7 to get Algorithm 8, wherein lines
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labeled with symbol . are only required for performance analysis and do not need to be
conducted during the execution of the algorithm; i.e., removing those lines from Algorithm 8
will give us Algorithm 7. Algorithm 8 assigns values to a weight function that lets us assess
the quality of estimation. The weight function wt : Φˆt → R+ is a bounded random variable,
where wt(f, i) may take different realizations drawn from
{
p(qpifi)
−1 ∣∣ p = 0, 1, . . . , q}.
Now, we build up our proof based on some of the steps taken in the proof of Theorem
5 in [57] and steps from [156], wherein the authors prove a similar result for the case that
selected matrices are rank-one. Using the leverage scores (7.29), one can verify that because
H¯f,it,T for each (f, i) ∈ Φˆt is rank-one, then by applying similar steps to the proof of Theorem
5 in [57], with probability at least 1/2 we have
(1− )Ht,T (Θt)  Hw, (7.54)
where Hw is given by
Hw =
∑
(f,i)∈Φˆt
wt(f, i)H¯
f,i
t,T =
∑
(f,i)∈Φˆt
φfi
qpi(f)
H¯f,it,T , (7.55)
and φfi ≥ 0 is the frequency of the times that feature f and then index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} are
sampled by Algorithm 8. Now, consider the matrices
T :=
[
(hf,it,T )
T
]
(f,i)∈Φˆt
, W = diag
(
wt(f, i)
)∣∣
(f,i)∈Φˆt .
Let us introduce an artificial linear parameter estimation problem based on the model
y = Tθ + η (7.56)
where observation is given by y and η is a zero mean Gaussian measurement noise of
independent components and covariance E
{
ηηT
}
= I. In the next step, let us consider
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estimators θˆ and θ˜ that are given by
θˆ =
(
T T T
)−1
T T y. (7.57)
θ˜ =
(
T TW T
)−1
T TWy. (7.58)
It is straightforward to verify that both of them are unbiased estimators for θ. Since
covariance of noise is E
{
ηηT
}
= I, the unweighted least-squares estimator is the optimal
estimator. Consequently, by Gauss-Markov theorem
E
{
θ˜θ˜T
}
 E
{
θˆθˆT
}
. (7.59)
Now, we explicitly write down the two sides of (7.59). First observe that
E
{
θˆθˆT
}
=
(
T T T
)−1
=
 ∑
(f,i)∈Φˆt
H¯f,it,T
−1 := Hˆ−1t,T . (7.60)
Because Hw = T
TWT , we can also write
E
{
θ˜θ˜T
}
= H−1w T
TW 2TH−1w . (7.61)
We define χ to be a random variable given by
χ = inf
{
γ > 0
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
(f,i)∈Φˆt
wt(f, i)
(
γ − wt(f, i)
)
H¯f,it,T  0
}
.
Moreover, we set χ¯ := E {χ}. Let us isolate the term in the middle of (7.61). Based on the
definition of random variable χ, one can write
T TW 2T  χHw (7.62)
One can show that for every three positive-definite matrices X1, X2, X3 with X1  X2,
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inequality
X3X1X3  X3X2X3 (7.63)
holds. Combining (7.61), (7.62), and (7.63) we find that
E
{
θ˜θ˜T
}
≤ H−1w (χHw)H−1w = χH−1w . (7.64)
Based on Markov inequality, it holds that
χ ≤ 1
1− 34
E{χ} = 4χ¯ (7.65)
with probability at least 3/4. From (7.64) and (7.65), we get
E
{
θ˜θ˜T
}
 4χ¯Hw. (7.66)
On the other hand, because (7.54) holds, with probability at least 1/2 By taking inverse,
we get
Hw  (1− )−1Ht,T (Θt)−1, (7.67)
If the event described in (7.65) is denoted by A and the event described by (7.67) is denoted
by B, then
P(A ∩B) = P(A) + P(B)− P(A ∪B) ≥ 3
4
+
1
2
− 1 = 1
4
.
Therefore both (7.65) and (7.67) hold with probability at least 1/4; i.e, the inequality
E
{
θ˜θ˜T
}
 4χ¯(1− )−1Ht,T (Θt)−1,
holds with probability at least 1/4. Because (7.59) holds, with probability at least 1/4
Hˆ−1t,T  4χ¯(1− )−1Ht,T (Θt)−1. (7.68)
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Or equivalently,
Hˆt  1− 
4χ¯
Ht,T (Θt). (7.69)
As the final step, we observe that
Ht,T (Φt) = H¯t,T +
∑
f∈Φt
Hft,T (7.70)
 |Φt|
Nt
H¯t,T +
∑
f∈Φt
Hft,T
=
∑
f∈Φt
1
Nt
H¯t,T + H
f
t,T =
∑
f∈Φt
H¯ft,T

∑
(f,i)∈Φˆt
H¯f,it,T = Hˆt.
Combining (7.69) and (7.70) we conclude that
Ht,T (Φt)  1− 
4χ¯
Ht,T (Θt), (7.71)
with a probability that exceeds 1/4
Appendix D: Proof of Theorem 7.5.3
Combining (7.31) and the definition of ρv, we find that the following inequality with prob-
ability at least 1/4 holds.
ρv(Ht,T (Φt)) ≤ 4χ¯
1−  Tr(Σt,T (Θt)) (7.72)
=
4χ¯
1−  ρv(Ht,T (Θt)). (7.73)
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The proof of (7.34) is similar. For the entropy estimation measure, combining (7.31) and
definition of ρe, we find that the following inequality with probability at least 1/4 holds.
ρe(Ht,T (Φt)) = log(det(Ht,T (Φt)
−1))
≤ log
(
det
(
4χ¯
1− Ht,T (Θt)
−1
))
= n log
(
4χ¯
1− 
)
+ ρe(Ht,T (Θt)).
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Part III:
Problems in Reinforcement
Learning
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Chapter 8
Multi-Agent Image Classification
via Reinforcement Learning
8.1 Introduction
With the rising interest in the Internet of Things (IoT), the demand for design of au-
tonomous agents that are capable of cooperation is increasing.. The interconnected robots
will be major players in the future, accomplishing many duties in industrial automa-
tion [174], military support [175], and health-care [176]. In many of these applications,
a major issue is that every agent has limited sensing capabilities, and therefore, may not
have sufficient information for accomplishing a complex task. One way to mitigate this
shortcoming is to let the task to be solved collectively by multiple agents. In the context
of machine learning, this means that the agents need not only to learn through individual
interaction with their environment but also they can learn from each others’ experiences
through communication.
In this Chapter, we study the multi-agent image classification problem within an un-
known environment. The setup consists of an environment, in which multiple homogeneous
agents, each with a partial observation of the environment, are collaborating to do a clas-
sification task. To explore the environment efficiently, the agents need to learn how to
optimally traverse the environment. The agents receive new observations from the environ-
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Figure 8.1: An example showing how the spatial variables dictate the observations of agents.
The observations by 3 agents at two consecutive time instants have been magnified. This
highlights the need for a communication mechanism and temporal memories.
ment through re-positioning. Moreover, they are capable of communication with each other
to update their beliefs. This is motivated by the idea that a more experienced teammate
could provide or explain hints, which can be used to facilitate the perception. We are in-
terested in maximizing a long-term collective objective such that the agents may effectively
coordinate and cooperate to correctly classify the environment. Our goal in this work is to
co-design the decentralized data-processing, communication, and decision-making policies
on the agents, while that the agents are capable of establishing autonomous connections to
other agents according to an information structure (see Fig. 8.1 for an example).
For solving this problem, we formulate it within a multi-agent reinforcement learning
framework and propose a policy gradient, which can effectively optimize the agents’ be-
havior. In contrast to the vanilla policy gradient settings, our framework introduces a
differentiable reward rather instead of a reward that is independent of the network parame-
ters. The proposed mechanism enables the policy gradient algorithm to not only maximize
the probability of generating desirable outcomes, but also to explicitly increase the rewards.
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The mathematical derivation of the latter argument is given in Section 8.4, which generalizes
the policy gradient approach for the case of differentiable rewards.
We have demonstrated a descent performance of the proposed framework in the MNIST
dataset of handwritten digits. We can correctly classify 88% of the testing dataset by using
two agents, each only with 2 ×2 pixels observations. We observe that with larger observa-
tions or longer communications, the prediction quality further increases up to 97.75%.
8.2 Problem Statement
Suppose that N identical agents are in a static unknown environment. Let the agents start
from a pre-determined spatial configuration. At each time step, each agent is capable of
collecting a partial observation from the environment, performing some local data process-
ing, and communicating the result with neighboring agents. The agents are allowed to
communicate over a directed graph, where neighbors of an agent are those agents whose
messages can be received by that agent. We assume that each agent knows its own pose
with respect to the environment and can take certain actions to move and update its pose
at each time step.
The collective objective of these agents is to classify the instance of the environment
from a finite number of possibilities {1, 2, . . . ,M} over a finite time horizon.
In order to decentralize the process throughout the execution, the actions by each agent
should be decided solely based on the local information available to them. As a result, agents
need to learn how to communicate, extract relevant features and specifications from partial
observations, navigate in the environment, and reliably solve the classification problem.
In Section 8.4, we propose a modular architecture for the network of multiple agents and
discuss the details of different modules of an agent to achieve decentralized classification.
In Section 8.6, we demonstrate the required steps for learning the design parameters using
reinforcement learning techniques.
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8.3 Connections to the Literature
In most of the multi-agent reinforcement learning literature, it is typical to assume that the
agents are non-identical since their respective policies might be very distinct [177,178]. Even
though this assumption might be non-avoidable in some applications, assuming the existence
of a common shared policy for all agents can be helpful, especially when their policies can be
distinguished via some visible characteristics e.g. their location. Among the literature, [179]
has considered a similar setup for the homogeneity of the agents. This assumption provides
us with the advantage that the agents can learn from each others’ experience. A similar
idea is followed in [180], where an agent interacts with multiple instances of an environment,
allowing her to learn from a concurrent stream of experiences. Even though they study
a single-agent scenario, the homogeneity assumption allows approaching this multi-agent
problem as a single-learner problem.
In series of works on multi-agent reinforcement learning, the focus is on cases where
the data is spread over a number of agents and the goal is to conduct the training in a
distributed or decentralized manner. For instance, a promising framework for this purpose
is the Federated Learning, where the goal is to conduct the stochastic gradient descent by
combining partially computed gradients over different agents [181–183]. Contrary to this
line of research, we consider settings in which the agents need to communicate throughout
the execution as well.
In a more related paper, the authors of [178] consider a value function approxima-
tion approach for decentralized learning with interconnected agents and bring operational
guarantees in the case of linear value functions. A similar multi-agent learning problem
is addressed in [184], where deep neural networks are used as function approximators. A
generalization of this problem within an actor-critic scenario appears in [185]. Contrary to
these works, we address the case where each data point is observed by a number of agents
that are collaborating to fulfill a task (e.g. see Fig. 8.1), while the next set of observations
are affected by (locally) decided actions of the agents. Moreover, in our settings, the reward
for reinforcement learning becomes differentiable. This necessitates revisiting the derivation
of the policy gradients.
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Another related line of research concerns the end-to-end design of distributed or decen-
tralized control architectures, where the goal is to learn optimal control laws in a setting
with multiple dynamic agents [186–188].
8.3.1 Notations and Preliminaries
The set of real numbers, nonnegative real numbers, and nonnegative integer numbers are
denoted by R, R+ and Z+, respectively. Other sets are denoted by script letters; e.g.
A while their cardinality is denoted by |A|. We use bold letters to denote maps; e.g.
g(x). The trainable parameter of a map is denoted by θi appearing as a subscript; e.g.
fθ1 . Map softmax(x) : RM → RM+ is standard softmax with k’th element given by
exp(xk)/
M∑
i=1
exp(xi). A directed graph G is characterized by a set of nodes (or vertices)
V := {1, 2, . . . , N} and a set of directed edges (or arcs) denoted as E ⊂ {(i, j) : i, j ∈ V, i 6=
j}. We say node j ∈ V is an in-neighbor of node i ∈ V if (j, i) ∈ E , and denote the set of all
of its in-neighbors by Ni := {j ∈ V : (j, i) ∈ E}.
8.4 Architecture of the Multi-Agent Network
We discuss details of a modular design to solve the image classification problem using
multiple autonomous agents.
8.4.1 Temporal Evolution of Agents’ Beliefs
In order to enable learning long-term dependencies during the classification task, we equipped
each agent by a dynamic module using a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cell [189]. The
role of this module is to encapsulate the aggregate belief of an agent throughout the task.
Following the widely accepted terminology [190], let us denote the hidden state and cell
state of the LSTM module on agent i ∈ V at time t ≥ 0 by hi(t) ∈ Rn and ci(t) ∈ Rn,
respectively. Each agent updates its own belief upon receiving new observations, communi-
cating with its neighbors, and forming an information input ui(t) ∈ R3n that contains three
components: features of local observations, the average of the decoded messages received
from its neighbors, and information about its location. The time evolution of the belief
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LSTM module is governed by
hi(t+ 1)
ci(t+ 1)
 = fθ1

hi(t)
ci(t)
 , ui(t)
 , (8.1)
where nonlinear map fθ1 : R2n×R3n → R2n is parametrized by a trainable vector θ1 ∈ Rnf .
In the following subsections, we discuss each component of the information input to the
LSTM module.
8.4.2 Agent Motion and Stochastic Action Policy
Let us represent the spatial state (or pose) of agent i ∈ V by pi(t) ∈ Rd and the finite set of
all possible actions, which agents can take, by A. Each agent moves in the spatial domain
according to dynamics
pi(t+ 1) = g
(
pi(t), ai(t+ 1)
)
, (8.2)
where g : Rd×A → Rd is a known transition map and action ai(t+ 1) is sampled from set
A according to a probability mass function pi : A → R that is computed as follows. We use
a state-dependent stochastic action policy by updating the action probabilities according
to
pi(a |O(t)) = piθ3(a, hˆi(t+ 1)), (8.3)
where a is an action in A, O(t) is the history of all observations by all agents at time,
hˆi(t+ 1) is the hidden state of the decision LSTM unit whose dynamics are governed byhˆi(t+ 1)
cˆi(t+ 1)
 = fθ2

hˆi(t)
cˆi(t)
 , ui(t)
 . (8.4)
This LSTM unit is fed with exactly the same information input ui(t) as the belief LSTM
module (8.1).
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For the input to map pi, we consider one fully connected layer with a ReLU activation
and one fully connected linear layer for the output.
Example 8.4.1. For a flying robot that can translate and rotate in the 3D space, a natural
choice for spatial state pi(t) is a vector in R6 created by stacking three position components
of the robot and three Euler angles describing its orientation (relative to the environment
frame).
8.4.3 Inter-Agent Communication Architecture
The agents are allowed to communicate over a directed graph G with node set V and arc
set E . For distinct agents i, j ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ E implies that agent j receives messages from
agent i. Each agent generates a message1 using its belief hidden state according to
mi(t) = mθ4(hi(t)), (8.5)
where map mθ4 : Rn → Rnm is parameterized by a trainable vector θ4 ∈ Rne . A sequence
of two layers for is considered for this map: a fully-connected layer with ReLU activation
followed by a fully connected linear layer for the output.
8.4.4 Observation Model and Feature Extraction
Suppose that agent i at time t collects (partial) observation oi(t) ∈ Rf×f . It is assumed
that agents’ observations can be completely characterized by its pose pi(t). Thus,
oi(t) = o(I, pi(t)), (8.6)
where I ∈ RnI×nI is the entire image. This identity can be interpreted as the repeatability
property of the observations: two agents with different past history will observe the same
image provided that they both have identical poses at the observation time. The relevant
1It is assumed that when agent i broadcasts its message mi(t) ∈ Rnm at time t, all neighboring agents
receive identical copies of that message.
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features of an observation can be extracted by a parameterized map
bi(t) = bθ5(oi(t)), (8.7)
where θ5 ∈ Rnc is a trainable vector. The nonlinear map bθ5 : Rf×f → Rn results
from the following three layers: two single layer convolutional neural networks followed by
vectorization and a fully connected layer.
Example 8.4.2. Fig. 8.1, illustrates a case in which the spatial state is simply the location
of the agent (relative to the image) and observation map (8.6) crops a subset of the image
based on its position. Moreover, the map describing the motion of the robots, according to
(8.2), has resulted in horizontal and vertical translations of the agents across the image.
Example 8.4.3. Let us consider the settings of Example 8.4.1, where a camera is mounted
on the robot. Then, map o(.) in (8.6) for this case is the projection map of the camera.
For a camera, this map is completely characterized by the position and orientation of the
robot with respect to the environment (i.e., camera extrinsics).
8.4.5 Structure of Information Inputs
In the previous subsections, we explained the details of the belief dynamics, agent motion
and actuation, observation processing, communication, and decision-making modules on
each agent. The same information input is fed to both LSTM modules in (8.1) and (8.4).
We design the information input as a vector in R3n with components
ui(t) =
[
bi(t)
T d¯i(t)
T λi(t)
T
]T
. (8.8)
All these three components can be calculated using locally accessible data as we elaborate
below. In Subsection 8.4.4, it was shown that bi(t) contains the features of the (partial)
observation.
After communicating with neighbors, each agent decodes the received messages using a
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parameterized map dθ6 : Rnm → Rn to get
di(t) = dθ6(mi(t)), (8.9)
where θ6 is a trainable vector. We consider a fully connected layer with a ReLU activation
for this map. Then, each agent takes the average of the received messages to find
d¯i(t) =
1
∆i
∑
(j,i)∈E
dj(t), (8.10)
in which ∆i is the in-degree of node i in graph G. This, d¯i(t) is the aggregate message
received by agent i at time t.
It is useful for agents to tag their beliefs and information by their spatial state. This
can be done by the following map
λi(t) = λθ7(pi(t)) (8.11)
where λθ7 : Rd → Rn is a parametrized map with a trainable vector θ7.
In the final step, we close the loop by applying information input (8.8) to (8.1) and
(8.4).
8.5 Decentralized Prediction and Classification
Recall that the image should be classified from M categories, while we have T rounds of
observation and communication. To do this, first the raw prediction vector by agent i is
evaluated using the final cell state and a map qθ8 : Rn → RM as
qi = qθ8(ci(T )). (8.12)
We use a fully-connected linear layer with ReLU activation followed by a fully connected
linear layer in place of this map. Then, we run a distributed average consensus algorithm
over a strongly connected directed graph. Upon this averaging, on each agent, we will have
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Figure 8.2: The diagram illustrating the essence of our framework.
a shared prediction vector q¯ ∈ RM , which is given by
q¯ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
qi. (8.13)
It has been shown that if the communication graph is strongly connected, this task can be
conducted in a completely decentralized manner [191]. Finally, each agent evaluates the
system-wide prediction category using
qc = argmax
j∈{1,...,M}
softmax(q¯). (8.14)
One should note that in the current approach, we do not force the agents to reach a
consensus on the predicted category, but rather we combine the beliefs due to sequences of
partial observations to produce a single prediction.
In Fig. 8.2 we have illustrated the information flow of the framework that has been
described throughout the section. These settings and steps can be summarized to build
Algorithm 9, whose output is prediction category qc ∈ {1, . . . ,M} (shared by all agents).
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8.6 Reinforcement Learning
We derive a generalization of the vanilla policy gradient algorithm, which utilizes the intrin-
sic differentiability of the rewards for simultaneous training of both prediction and motion
planning parameters. First, let us stack our parameters as a single design parameter ac-
cording to
Θ :=
[
θT1 , θ
T
2 , . . . , θ
T
8
]T
. (8.15)
Next, let us denote all trajectories with positive probability of occurrence by T . Suppose
that in a sample execution τ ∈ T , image I corresponds to category j ∈ {1, . . . ,M} (i.e.,
its actual category is j). Then, we define the reward corresponding to the outcome of this
sample trajectory
rτ := −fl(q¯τ − ej), (8.16)
where fl is a differentiable nonnegative loss function (e.g. mean squared error (MSE)), q¯τ
is the prediction at the end of this sampled trajectory, and ej ∈ RM is the unit coordinate
vector in direction j. Based on the goal of this problem, we define our objective function as
J(Θ) = E{rτ} =
∑
τ∈T
pτ rτ . (8.17)
Therefore, we need to solve the optimization problem
maximize
Θ
J(Θ). (8.18)
The gradient of J with respect to Θ can be written as
∇ΘJ =
∑
τ∈T
rτ∇Θpτ + pτ∇Θrτ . (8.19)
Let us drop index Θ for simplicity. Using the well-known gradient derivation technique
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similar to that of the REINFORCE algorithm [192], we can write
∇J =
∑
τ∈T
pτ∇(log pτ )rτ + pτ∇rτ (8.20)
= E{∇(log pτ )rτ +∇rτ}.
Let us execute Algorithm 9 for Nr independent experiments. Then, for each sample k =
1, . . . , Nr, we use p
(k) to denote the probability that this particular trajectory is selected.
Now, inspired by (8.20), we define the proxy sampler for J to be
Jˆ :=
1
Nr
(
Nr∑
k=1
log p(k)r
(k)
d + r
(k)
)
, (8.21)
where quantity r
(k)
d has a value equal to r
(k), but has been detached from the gradients.
This means that a machine learning framework should treat r
(k)
d as non-differentiable during
training. Then, we inspect that
E
{
∇Jˆ
}
= ∇J, (8.22)
i.e., ∇Jˆ is an unbiased estimator of ∇(log pτ )rτ +∇rτ that appears in (8.20). Therefore, it
is justified to follow the approximation for the gradient given by
∇J ≈ ∇Jˆ . (8.23)
Note that the first term in summation (8.21) is identical to the quantity that is derived
in the policy gradient method with a reward that is independent of the parameters (i.e.,
identical to REINFORCE algorithm). The second term accounts for the fact that the
reward in our settings directly depends on parameter Θ: for two different set of parameters,
if the agents receive exactly the same sequences of observations and take exactly the same
actions, still the reward explicitly depends on the parameters of the network (e.g. weights
of the convolution layers or fully connected layers).
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8.7 Numerical Experiments
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Figure 8.3: The testing accuracy for different frame sizes f and time horizons T versus the
number of training epochs.
We use the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits [193] to test the proposed learning
algorithm. The dataset consists of 60,000 training images and 10,000 testing images, where
each image has 28 × 28 pixels. We suppose that each agent may observe a portion of
the image that has f × f pixels. The spatial variable pi is the pixel coordinate of the
top left corner of the observation window. The possible movements by each agent can be
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characterized by
A = {up,down, left, right}. (8.24)
By each movement, the agent is translated across the desired direction by fm pixels. If the
sampled action is infeasible, then the agent remains at its location at that time instant. In
Fig. 8.1, as an example, we have illustrated an image from these data and the observations
that three agents receive during the horizon. In all experiments of this section, we choose
a batch-size of 64 images during training. We also choose the variable size of LSTM unit to
be n = 64, the number of neurons of all fully connected layers to be 64, and the dimension
of the broadcasted messages to be nm = 12. We have implemented this approach using the
machine learning framework PyTorch [194].
Testing Accuracy Results: We consider N = 2 agents that are communicating over the
only option for a strongly connected graph; i.e., graph with arc set E = {(1, 2), (2, 1)}. We
choose Nr = 30 and conduct a parametric study by varying the observation frame size f
and time horizon T according to f ∈ {2, 4, . . . , 8} and T ∈ {1, 3, . . . , 9}, respectively. For
each pair of f and T , we train the model for 50 epochs. However, we break down the
training into two stages: first, we consider random walks for 30 epochs. Then, we fix all
of the parameters except for the decision-making module and train the model for another
20 epochs. In Fig. 8.3, we demonstrate the progress of the testing error versus the number
of training epochs. Also, in Fig. 8.4, we show the average maximum testing accuracy for
each pair of frame size f and time horizon T in the case of random walks (i.e, at the end
of 30 epochs) and also with the designed law for the movements of the agents (i.e., after
additional 20 epochs of training for motion planning). The results suggest that having a
policy that governs the movements of the agents may significantly decrease the testing error;
e.g. Fig. 5 implies that for f = 4 (i.e., 16 observation pixels) and T = 7 communication
and observation steps, the testing error has decreased by more than 70%.
Remark 24. The intuition behind our two-stage method of training is that we initially train
the perception, communication, and prediction modules while agents are learning to explore
the environment. Once these modules are sufficiently trained, we let the agents learn how to
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traverse the image. The numerical experiments suggest that this training method generally
results in smaller testing errors, compared to the case in which we simultaneously optimize
the parameters of all modules. One possible justification this this observation is that the
two-stage training method is less prone to getting stuck in local non-stationary solutions
due to higher exploration in the first phase.
Alternative Classification Schemes: We consider two alternative methods to classify
the images based on similar observations, which will be compared against our approach. In
both cases, each agent independently conducts a random walk. (i) Centralized Classification
with Random Walks: An alternative is to collect all the images from all agents based on
random movements that have equal probability in each of four directions (i.e. 1/4). Then,
we feed the resulting unmasked image to a single CNN which is embedded into a prediction
vector q ∈ RM (similar to q¯ in (8.13)). In Fig. 8.5, we demonstrate a typical input of this
simple centralized classification, which has the same dimensions as the images in MNIST
(i.e., f = 28). (ii) Distributed Classification with Random Walks: We also consider a
variant of Algorithm 9 in which instead of learning the optimal distributions for the policy,
we suppose that all possible movements in (8.24) have an equal probability of 1/4. We set
the parameters to f = 2, N = 2 agents, Nr = 10 samples, time horizon T = 4, and a
complete communication graph. We conduct the training with random walks for 20 epochs,
which is followed by training of the decision-making motion planning module for another
20 epochs. We train the centralized classification for 40 epochs as well. In Fig. 8.6, we
illustrate the results, which show that the quality of prediction using the proposed method
is superior relative to the method with random walks as well as the centralized method.
Remark 25. The main reason for which the performance of the centralized method is not
better than our approach is that the masks created by random motion of the agents are not
optimal.
Effect of Communication: We compare the result of training for an alternative structure
in which the agents do not communicate during the horizon (although, they finally do so
conduct the prediction). We set the parameters to be N = 2, f = 4, Nr = 40, and T = 6.
As shown in Fig. 8.7, it turns out that smaller testing errors compared to the case that the
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agents do not communicate.
Effect of Number of Agents: We consider the set of parameters f = 4, Nr = 25, and
T = 4 and conduct the training for a different number of agents communicating over a
complete directed graph. In Fig. 8.8, we illustrate the result of training for 30 epochs
with random walks followed by learning the moving policies for 20 epochs. As expected, we
observe that increasing the number of agents significantly reduces the testing error.
Visualization of Communicated Messages: We explore the patterns in the messages
that are broadcasted by the agents using the learned communication medium. The goal is
to visualize how the agents express the shared memory within an episode for solving the
task. After training, we simulated 500 sample trajectories with T = 9 and recorded the
messages of all agents at every t = 0, . . . , 8. Then, we used the dimensionality reduction
technique called t-SNE [195] to produce meaningful visualizations of the messages. In Fig.
8.9, we illustrate two t-SNE plots for the messages at t = 0 and t = 6, which correspond
to the messages before any communication and after a few rounds of communication and
observation, respectively. In these figures, every message, which is initially in R12, is reduced
to a vector in R2 and is illustrated with a color corresponding to the true label of the image.
The result of clustering at t = 0 implies that initially, there is no meaningful pattern in the
distribution of the labels. However, as the agents move across the image and communicate,
they construct an internal belief about the true category. The second figure shows a t-SNE
plot after 6 time-steps, which suggests that agents’ beliefs are reflected in the communicated
messages. In fact, we observe that the digits are now clearly clustered in their own groups;
i.e., they have learned to broadcast their beliefs about the true labels to their neighboring
agents.
8.8 Concluding Remarks
We introduce and analyze a multi-agent image classification framework using a generalized
policy gradient as the core reinforcement learning technique. The underlying ideas that
are discussed in this chapter are applicable to the other value-based, policy-based, or while
using novel variance reduction techniques [196]. The problem studied in this chapter has
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a discrete action space within a typically short time horizon. Depending on the problem
structure (e.g. in aerial robotic applications), one may prefer a continuous action space.
Then, it is straightforward to generalize our methodology to deal with these policies within
this framework; for instance, using Gaussian policies [197].
Our extensive simulations suggest that the current models are temporally robust: if we
train the model for a time horizon T = T1 and execute the model for T = T2 > T1, the
prediction quality using the second model will remain at a meaningfully high level. Also,
changing the number of agents will not result in dramatic performance degradation. For
example, a model trained with 3 agents will still produce acceptable outcomes for problems
with 2 and 4 agents. Due to space limitations, we have not included the related numerical
experiments.
In this chapter, our numerical experiments have been limited to 2-D image classification.
However, the proposed framework can be applied, with minor adjustments, to more real-
istic scenarios. For instance, as explained in Example 8.4.3, the current framework allows
the classification of 3-D objects using a sequence of intelligently chosen 2-D observations
conducted by moving agents. The optimal (stochastic) movement of the agents around the
object could be potentially related to the next best view problem [198]. Therefore, we expect
that the sample efficiency of our methodology can be potentially enhanced by incorporating
the developed optimal movement theories (e.g. see [199]). It is also an interesting line of
research to study the cases where the graph structure dynamically (e.g. randomly) evolves
over time.
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Algorithm 9 Multi-Agent Classification (Execution)
input: Input image I ∈ RnI×nI
initial spatial states p1(0), . . . , pN (0)
output: prediction category qc
initialize:
for i ∈ V do
initialize the states hi(t)← 0, ci(t)← 0
for j ∈ Ni do
initialize the messages mj(0)← 0
end for
end for
for t = 0 to T − 1 do . communication & observation
for i ∈ V do
conduct the observation oi(t)← o(I, pi(t))
map the observation bi(t)← bθ5(oi(t))
for j ∈ Ni do
decode message dj(t)← dθ6(mj(t)).
end for
find average message d¯i(t)← 1
∆i
∑
(j,i)∈E
dj(t)
map the spatial state λi(t)← λθ7(pi(t))
form input ui(t)←
[
bi(t)
T d¯i(t)
T λi(t)
T
]T
.
run the belief LSTM unit (8.1)
evaluate message mi(t+ 1)←mθ4(hi(t+ 1))
run the decision LSTM unit (8.4)
update policy distribution piθ3(. |hˆi(t+ 1))
samples action ai(t+ 1) based on pi
update spatial state pi(t+ 1)← g(pi(t), ai(t+ 1))
end for
end for
for i ∈ V do . local raw predictions
find raw prediction vector qi ← qθ8(ci(T ))
end for
conduct the distributed average consensus q¯ ← 1
N
N∑
i=1
qi
find the prediction category
qc ← softmax
(
argmax
i∈{1,...,M}
q¯
)
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Figure 8.4: Average maximum testing accuracy versus frame size f and time horizon T after
30 epochs with random walks (top figure). In the middle one, we trained extra 20 training
epochs for the motion planning policy. The last figure illustrates the error reduction as a
result of the design of coordination policy instead of random walks.
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Figure 8.5: A sample of masked images created by putting together the observations by
3 different agents for a time horizon of T = 3 with f = 8. This image is the input to
the centralized image classifier as an alternative classification approach (method (i)). The
(random) uncovered parts have been reached due to random walks.
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of the testing error when using a centralized method with the
suggested approach. The first 20 epochs of training corresponds to the case for random
walks, while in the next 20 epochs we optimize the movements of the agents.
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Figure 8.7: The result of training when with and without communications.
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Figure 8.8: The training results for different number of agents.
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Figure 8.9: Visualization of the learned communications strategies and how they share their
beliefs with each other using t-SNE plots.
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Chapter 9
A Layered Architecture for Active
Perception: Image Classification
using Deep Reinforcement
Learning
There has been a rapidly growing interest in goal reasoning in recent years; planning mech-
anisms for agents that are capable of explicitly reasoning about their goals and changing
them whenever it becomes necessary [200,201]. The potential applications of goal reasoning
spans over several research fields, for example, only to name a few, controlling underwater
unmanned vehicles [202], playing digital games [203], and air combat simulations [204].
One of the promising recent frameworks for goal-based planning and reasoning is hierar-
chical deep Q-networks (hDQN) [205], which consists of two layers: a meta-layer that plans
strategically and an action-layer that plans local navigation. The meta-layer receives a state
as its input and outputs a goal, a condition that can be evaluated in a given state. The
action-layer receives a state and a goal as its input. Then, it selects and executes actions
until the agent reaches a state where the goal is achieved. Both layers use a deep neural
network similar to that of DQN with some important differences: the meta-layer selects
goals in order to maximize external rewards from the environment, while the action-layer
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selects actions to maximize designer-defined intrinsic rewards (e.g., 1 for reaching the goal
state and 0 otherwise).
In this work, we consider the problem of exploring an environment by a robot for
classification purposes. Contrary to the standard assumptions made in the literature, we
assume that robot can only partially observe the environment, where each observation
depends on the actions taken by the robot. The first and second layers of our proposed
architecture are similar to those of hDQN, while the third layer perform a classification task
and evaluates the reward in a differentiable manner.
Our approach has other differences from hDQN. First, note that in hDQN requirement,
the action-layer reaches a state achieving the goal. However, find that this assumption is
too restrictive, unnecessary, and potentially unrealizable due to partial observability for
our purposes. Instead, our method relaxes this requirement by allowing a robot to move
a few steps towards the goal, but not necessarily reaching to it. This flexibility is needed
because our intrinsic objective is to explore the environment. Therefore, the goal planner
should only dictate a desired general direction of exploration rather than imposing a hard
constraint to reach a specific position. In this sense, our goals play a similar role to tasks
in hierarchical task network planning [206], where the tasks are processes inferred from
the agent’s execution (e.g., “explore in this direction”) rather than goals, which need to
be validated in a particular state (e.g., “reach coordinate (3, 5)”). Second, the nature of
our problem motivates a single unified reward for the meta-layer and action-layer rather
than separate rewards. As already mentioned, this reward is the output of the classification
layer. Lastly, the partial observability of our problem motivates derivation and use of
policy-gradient approaches for learning the model parameters. As illustrated in [207], such
generalized policy gradient algorithms allow co-design of goal generator, action planner, and
classifier modules.
Our methodology incorporates goal reasoning capabilities with deep reinforcement learn-
ing procedures for robot navigation by introducing intermediate goals, instead of requiring
the robot to take a sequence of actions. In this way, our architecture provides transparency
in terms of what the robot is trying to accomplish and, thereby, provides an explanation
for its own course of action. The statement of the classification problem is identical to that
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of [207], but with some important differences. In [207], we employ multiple agents with a
recurrent network architecture, while robots do not enjoy goal reasoning capabilities.
Related Literature: We cast the classification problem as a planning and perception mech-
anism with a three-layer architecture that is realized through a feedback loop. We are
particularly interested in planning for perception. A related line of research is active per-
ception: how to design a control architecture that learns to complete a task and at the
same time, to focus its attention to collect necessary observations from the environment
(see [208, 209] and references therein). The coupling between action and perception has
been also inspired by human body functionalities [210].
Visual attention is another related line of work. It is based on the idea that for a
given task, in general, only a subset of the environment may have necessary information,
motivating the design of an attention mechanism [211,212]. These have been motivating for
saliency-based techniques for computer vision and machine learning, where the non-relevant
parts of the data are purposely ignored [213–217].
Notations: The i’th element of a vector pi is denoted by pi[i], where indexing may start
from 0. For an integer T > 0, [T ] denotes the sequence of labels [0, 1, . . . , T − 1]. For
two images y1 ∈ Rc1×n×n and y2 ∈ Rc2×n×n that have the same dimensions but different
number of channels, their concatenation is denoted by concat([y1, y2]) ∈ R(c1+c2)×n×n. The
categorical distribution over the elements of a probability matrix (or vector) pi, whose
elements add up to 1, is denoted by categorical(pi). For two probability vectors, pi1, pi2 ∈
RD, the cross-entropy between the corresponding categorical distributions is denoted by
CrossEntropy(pi1, pi2).
9.1 Problem Statement
Let us consider an agent (robot) that is capable of moving in some pre-specified directions
(such as up, down, right, and left) in order to explore an image (e.g., map of a region) during
a sequence of E > 0 episodes, where the duration of each episode is T > 0 steps in time.
For integers c, n > 0, we represent an instance of an image by a c× n× n matrix. Suppose
that at the beginning of episode e ∈ [E] a goal g(e) is assigned to the robot and at every
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Figure 9.1: Snapshots of the proposed problem at the beginning of three episodes. The blue
and green squares point to the current position of the agent and the goal of each episode.
During each episode, the agent has moved towards the goal.
time step t ∈ [T ] (within that episode), the robot moves towards g(e) to discover a portion
of image x ∈ Rc×n×n based on its current pose p(e, t) ∈ R2. The robot takes an action to
update its position. Based on its past history, the agent has uncovered portions of x up to
time t, which is denote by y(e, t) ∈ Rc×n×n. The undiscovered portions of x in y(e, t) are
set to 0. Fig. 9.1 illustrates this scenario through an example, where the discovered image
y(e, t), the robot’s position, and its goal are demonstrated at different episodes and times.
The problem is to design a layered architecture that generates meaningful goals and plans
navigation towards assigned goals, with the objective of performing image classification.
9.2 A Multi-layered Architecture
We propose an architecture where a robot collects local observations from an image, gen-
erates intermediate goals based on what it has been observed, takes local actions to move
towards these goals, and, finally, makes a prediction based on the discovered information
by the end of the last episode to classify the underlying image. This architecture consists
of three layers, where each receives a different set of information as their inputs. These
inputs are defined using some auxiliary internal variables. For given e ∈ [E] and t ∈ [T ],
we define an auxiliary image l(e, t) ∈ Rn×n whose pixels are set to 1 everywhere except
over a m ×m patch of pixels with 0 values, where m denotes the width and height of the
partial observation by the agent This variable solely depends on the robot position p(e, t).
Similarly, we define an auxiliary image h(e, t) ∈ Rn×n where the value of a pixel is set to 0 if
robot has visited that pixel before, otherwise to 1. This variable keeps track of the history
of the agent.
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Figure 9.2: A schematic diagram of the 3-layered deep learning architecture for goal genera-
tor, action planner, and classifier. The dots correspond to repeating the preceding modules
for r times. In the planners, the number of channels in the convolutional filters is fixed
and equal to d in the consecutive layers. For the classification module, the number of out-
put channels from the convolutions is doubled each time. Thus, in each case we will have
different numbers of intermediate channels qg, qa, and qc (the components are not drawn).
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9.2.1 Goal Planner
We consider a fully-convolutional architecture of ResNet style [218] for the planner, where
the skip connections are modified to have concatenation form instead of summation (similar
to densely connected architecture [219]). The top portion of Fig. 9.2 illustrates our archi-
tecture. At the beginning of episode e, information input ug(e) ∈ R(c+2)×n×n is formed by
concatenating three inputs:
(i) Undiscovered image up to this episode and instant, which is defined by
y(e− 1) := y(e− 1, T − 1) ∈ Rc×n×n. (9.1)
We recap that y(e, t) is the undiscovered portions of the underlying image at episode e and
time t.
(ii) An image that encapsulates the position of the robot in the environment by the end of
the previous episode, which is defined by
l(e− 1) := l(e− 1, T − 1) ∈ Rn×n. (9.2)
(iii) An image that encapsulates the history of all visited positions up to that episode, which
is defined by
h(e− 1) := h(e− 1, T − 1) ∈ Rn×n. (9.3)
We feed the following input to the planner
ug(e) := concat( [ y(e− 1), l(e− 1), h(e− 1), gl(e− 1) ] ),
where gl(e− 1) is derived from the previous goal g(e− 1) according to a procedure that is
explained at the end of this subsection. Then, we utilize the convolution architecture that
outputs a single channel n× n image. By applying softmax on this image, we arrive at an
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n× n probability matrix that can be characterized by a nonlinear map
pig(e) = f1
(
ug(e); θ1
)
, (9.4)
where θ1 is a trainable parameter. We define a categorical probability distribution over the
pixels using pig(e), which will allow us to sample goal g(e) ∈ R2 from this distribution
g(e) ∼ categorical(pig(e)). (9.5)
As a feedback signal for this layer and action-layer in the next episode, auxiliary variable
gl(e) ∈ Rn×n is created, which is an image whose pixel values are set to 0 only at the m×m
patch corresponding to the goal g(e) and 1 elsewhere (similar to l(e)).
9.2.2 Action Planner for Local Navigation
During each episode, the robot takes T actions towards an assigned goal. It is assumed that
the actions taken by the robot are at most a fixed number of pixels to the left, right, up,
or down. Given the goal of the episode, one can inspect that there is always at most one
horizontal action (either left or right) and one vertical action (either up or down) that we
count as moving towards the goal. Therefore, given current position p(e, t) and goal g(e),
the problem of planning local actions can be formulated as finding a probability vector
pia(e, t) ∈ R2 that will allow the robot to choose between vertical and horizontal actions
and move towards the goal. In situations where only one of these actions takes the robot
closer to the goal, we do not use this distribution. More precisely, robot’s action protocol
is given by
a(e, t) =

vertical action if p(e, t)[0] = g(e)[0]
horizontal action else if p(e, t)[1] = g(e)[1]
sample from dist. otherwise
.
To evaluate the probability vector pia, we consider a similar fully-convolutional architecture
for choosing the local actions; we refer to the middle portion of Fig. 9.2. The input to this
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architecture lives in R(c+3)×n×n and is defined by
ua(e, t) = concat
(
[ y(e, t), l(e, t), h(e, t), gl(e) ]
)
. (9.6)
The convolutional mapping results in an image with 2 channels. Then, we use global
average-pooling from this output, which is followed by softmax normalization to get a vector
pia(e, t) ∈ R2. By composing all these maps, we can obtain the following characterization
pia(e, t) = f2
(
ua(e, t); θ2
)
, (9.7)
where θ2 is a trainable parameter. We construct a categorical distribution which will enable
the robot to select among vertical or horizontal actions via random sampling, i.e.,
a(e, t) ∼ categorical(pia(e, t)). (9.8)
9.2.3 Image Classifier
A similar convolutional architecture is considered for the classification module; we refer
to the bottom portion of Fig. 9.2. Classification is conducted at the end of the last
episode, i.e., at episode E − 1 and time step T − 1. Let us tag the last explored image by
yf := y(E − 1, T − 1) ∈ Rc×n×n. This will be the input to the classifier, i.e.,
uc = yf . (9.9)
The output of the convolutional layer has D channels, which is global average pooled before
applying softmax to get the prediction vector pic ∈ RD. Similar to the other two layers, the
corresponding nonlinear map can be represented by
pic = f3
(
uc; θ3
)
, (9.10)
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where θ3 is a trainable parameter. The reward is defined as
r = −CrossEntropy
(
pic , pi
l
c
)
, (9.11)
in which pilc ∈ RD is the label probability vector. This vector is equal to unit coordinate
vector in j’th direction, where j ∈ [D] is the label.
9.3 Reinforcement Learning Algorithm
Similar to previous chapter, we use a learning algorithm to train various layers in our
architecture. The objective is to find an unbiased estimator for the expected reward when-
ever the reward of the reinforcement learning explicitly depends on the parameters of the
neural network. Let us put all trainable parameters in one vector and represent it by
Θ :=
[
θT1 , θ
T
2 , θ
T
3
]T
. The set of all trajectories is shown by T and the corresponding reward
to a given trajectory τ ∈ T by rτ . The objective is to maximize the expected reward, i.e.,
maximize
Θ
J(Θ),
where J(Θ) = E{rτ} = ∑τ∈T piτ rτ and piτ is the probability of choosing goals and actions
given the value of the current parameter Θ. Suppose that N independent trajectories
are created, i.e., N rollouts1, where pi(k) and r(k) denote the probability of this particular
trajectory and the resulting reward, respectively, for k = 1, . . . , N . Let us define Jˆ to be
Jˆ :=
1
N
( N∑
k=1
log pi(k)r
(k)
d + r
(k)
)
, (9.12)
where the value of the quantity r
(k)
d is r
(k), while it has been detached from the gradients.
This means that a machine learning algorithm should treat r
(k)
d as a non-differentiable scalar
1A rollout is executing a fixed policy given an identical initial setting with a random seed. Different
rollouts are required when the outcome of the game is uncertain (i.e., stochastic) [220].
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Layer being trained trained & fixed i.i.d.
Classifier X X ×
Goal Planner X X X
Action Planner X X X
Table 9.1: Different possibilities for training of different layers.
during training2. Then, in the previous chapter we showed that
E
{
∇Jˆ
}
= ∇J, (9.13)
i.e., ∇Jˆ is an unbiased estimator of ∇J . This justifies the use of approximation ∇J ≈ ∇Jˆ .
Remark 26. The first term inside the summation in (9.12) is identical to the quantity
that is derived in the policy gradient method with a reward which is independent of the
parameters, i.e., the REINFORCE algorithm [192]. The second term indicates that reward
directly depends on Θ. For example, if all goals and actions have equal probability of being
selected, then it will suffice to consider only the second term inside the summation in (9.12).
9.3.1 Hierarchical Training
The proposed multi-layered architecture as well as this policy gradient algorithm allow us
conduct training of the three layers (i.e, goal planner, action planner, and classifier) with
a wide range of flexibility. All three modules can be either in training mode or kept fixed
after training. Moreover, for goal and action planning layers, we have an extra level of flex-
ibility before training: we can consider i.i.d. (i.e., independent and identically distributed)
planning of goals or actions. This mode of operation for goal planner implies that the goals
are chosen from a uniform distribution over all pixels. This model of operation for action
planner means that taking horizontal or vertical actions towards the goal have always equal
probability of 1/2. Once we switch to learning the parameters for either of these planners,
we cannot switch back to i.i.d. mode. In Table 9.1, we have summarized these possibilities.
In this paper, we consider a sequence of three different training modes:
(i) meta-layer and action-layer in i.i.d. mode, while classifier is being trained, (ii) action-
2The reason for this treatment is because of the idea behind the chain rule: in (fg)′ = f ′g + g′f , f and
g in the right hand side correspond to being kept constant while the other term varies.
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layer in i.i.d. mode, while classifier and goal planner are being trained simultaneously, (iii)
all layers being trained simultaneously.
In every mode, reward rτ is equal to r given by (9.11). In mode (i), all goals and actions
are identically distributed. Thus, we can arbitrarily set log pτ = 0 (or any other constant).
In mode (ii), only the goals are actively decided. Therefore, the probability term is given
by
log piτ =
∑
e∈[E]
log pig(e),
while for mode (iii), we need to set
log piτ =
∑
e∈[E]
log pig(e) +
∑
e∈[E]
∑
t∈[T ]
χ(e, t) log pia(e, t),
where χ(e, t) = 1 if the action at instant (e, t) was decided by action distribution, and
χ(e, t) = 0 otherwise.
9.4 Numerical Experiment
We test the method on the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits [193]. The dataset consists
of 60, 000 training examples and 10, 000 test images, each of 28× 28 pixels.
General Setup: The dataset was normalized between −0.5 and 0.5. In all experiments,
the agent starts at a random position inside the image. The actions in any direction are
2 pixels per step. In these experiments, we did not use the test set for hyper-parameter
tuning. We used student’s t-test for the confidence interval of stochastic accuracies with
α-value of 5%. The number of rollout per data point was 4 in the experiments (unless
otherwise). We used Adam solver for the optimization with a mini-batch size of 60 images.
The model was built in PyTorch [194].
Sample Accuracy Results: We conduct the training with patch size m = 6 for E = 4
episodes that each have a horizon of T = 5. The training and testing accuracies for the
trained model where 94.39 ± 0.03% and 94.61 ± 0.17%, respectively. This suggests an
acceptable level of generalization for our trained model to unseen test set, while the accuracy
on the test set has a slightly higher variance.
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Sample Trajectories: In Fig. 9.3, we demonstrate 3 sample trajectories on 2 test data
points next to resulting prediction probabilities. We have intentionally illustrated both
high confidence and low confidence outcomes. For instance, on the test point with label
4, the second trajectory results in a wrong prediction, which is likely due to the fact that
the agent has not uncovered the upper region of 4 in its limited temporal budget. As one
observes, in most cases, the goals and actions are selected such that the agent can see the
most informative parts of the image.
Top Two Category Accuracy: For the previously described model, we evaluate the top
2 class accuracy (i.e., if the true label is among the top 2 categories predicted by the model).
Then, the training and testing accuracies increased to 98.27 ± 0.02% and 98.30 ± 0.04%,
respectively.
Confusion Matrix: For the trained model, we build the confusion matrix of the classifi-
cation for the testing data. In Fig. 9.4, we show this matrix. The reported accuracies are
averaged over 20 independent experiments.
Performance of Classifier Module: Let us consider the trained classifier module with
complete (i.e, unmasked) image as its input; i.e., uc = x. We can evaluate the performance
of this isolated model, which turns out that the training and testing accuracies were 94.85%
and 94.92%, respectively. The accuracies for top two categories for the classifier module
were 98.32% and 98.52% on the training and test sets, respectively. This suggests that the
planning layers (meta-layer and action-layer) are successfully revealing the most informative
regions of the image.
Accuracy Vs. Epoch: In Fig. 9.5, we demonstrate the testing accuracy versus training
epochs, which is based on hierarchical training sequence that was described in Subsection
9.3.1. The introduces two random baselines in addition to the final model: the model in
which the goals and actions are decided in i.i.d. manner, in addition to the model in which
the goals are planned, but the actions are planned in i.i.d. manner. Fig. 9.5 reveals that
the errors in prediction have decreased by around 1/3 after using the goal planner, and by
almost another 1/3 after incorporating the action planner.
Transfer Learning: In the previous experiment, all classification and planning layers
were trained from scratch. However, transfer learning ideas suggest that we may accelerate
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training if we can pretrain some modules. To this end, first, we consider ResNet-18 archi-
tecture and pretrain it on the the dataset (with full images) for 15 epochs. This resulted
in more than 99% testing accuracy on the full images. Then, we replace the classification
architecture in our system with ResNet-18 and start training all layers (i.e., planning and
perception). The result of training is illustrated in Fig. 9.6, which shows that the maximum
testing accuracy of 95.19% was achieved in a considerably shorter period of training (by
almost an order of magnitude).
9.5 Concluding Remarks
We introduced a three-layer architecture for active perception of an image that allow us to
co-design planning layers for goal generation and local navigation as well as classification
layer. The layered structure of the proposed mechanism and the unified definition of reward
for all layers enable us to train the parameters of the deep neural networks using a policy
gradient algorithm. We would like to discuss a number of final remarks.
First, we did not use any overfitting prevention measures (dropouts, weight decay, etc.)
in our models. However, even without use of validation sets, we observe a very good level of
generalization of the current model. This may be explainable by use of fully-convolutional
layers and global average pooling before evaluating the probability vectors, as suggested
by [221].
Second, variations of the current architecture with recurrent memory (e.g., LSTM cells
as used in [207]) are straight-forward to construct. This could be particularly useful when
we extend our results to multi-robot scenarios.
Third, the intrinsic partial observability of this problem motivates use of policy gradient
algorithms rather than Q-learning approaches [205]. It is an interesting line of research
to develop Q-learning techniques that perform at the same level as the sampling based
approaches for this class of problems.
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Figure 9.3: We demonstrate six sample trajectories from two data points. The snapshots
have been taken at the beginning of 4 episodes as well as the end of the last episode. The
blue and green squares point to the current position and goal position. The prediction
corresponding to the final unmasked image is also illustrated in each case.
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Figure 9.4: The confusion matrix of classification computed on the test dataset. The
reported numbers are averaged over 20 runs of data.
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Figure 9.5: The testing data accuracy vs. data epoch using the hierarchical training se-
quence from scratch.
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Figure 9.6: Testing data accuracy vs. data epoch with transfer learning.
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